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Text fig. :34. pl. 36, fig. 1·3.
The holotype is well preserved. Floorplates have been

lost from ambulacrum III. which exposes the inner side of
the coverplates. A few floorplates are crushed in the other
ambulacra. The oral frame is slightly abraded but not
disrupted. The anal structure lies to the right of center of
interambulacrum 5 (left from the inner surface view J.
Etching has removed some surficial features, especially the
smaller basal ridges of the distal rim plates.

GSC 14680-2. Paratype of lsorophusella pleiadae (Sin-
clair and BoltonI (1965, pl. 11. fig. 4.5,6). 5.7 mm axial
by 6 mm transverse diameter.
PI. 36, fig. 5.
This individual, considerably smaller than the holotype,

appears to retain thecal proportions characteristic of a
young adult. The ambulacral-interambulacral areas are
proportionately smaller, and the oral area and the rim
proportionately larger than is common in adults. Plate
boundaries are less clear in this specimen, but the thecal
structures appear identical to those of the holotype. The
anal structure is very close to the left side of ambulacrum
V. Etching has removed most of the basal ridges from
the distal plates of the rim.

GSC 14680-3. Paratype of Isorophusella pleiadae (Sin-
clair and Bolton) (1965, pl. 11, fig. 5, 6). 8.4 mm axial
by 8.8 rnrn transverse diameter.
PI. 36, fig. 6.
This specimen is the largest of the type series, but has

been disrupted. Only ambulacrum I, parts of interam-
bulacra 1 and 5, the anal structure, and one segment of
the rim are intact.

GSC 14680-4. Paratype of Isorophusella pleiadae (Sin-
clair and Bolton) (1965, pI. 11, fig. 5, 6). 5.5 mm axial
by 5.6 mm transverse diameter.
PI. 36, fig. 7.
This is a well-preserved specimen with all of the am-

bulacral floorplates preserved. The oral frame and stone
canal passageway are very well preserved. A small sec-
tion of the left posterior rim has been lost. Etching has
removed all but the larger basal ridges of the proximal
rim plates.

Genus Hemicystites Hall, 1852

1842 [non] Agelacrinites Vanuxem, L.. Nat. Hist. New York. pt.
IV, Geology 3: 158. fig. 80.

1852 Hemicystites Hall. J.. Nat. Hist. New York, pt. VI. Palaeon·
tology 2: 245·246. 335. pl. 51, fig. 18·20.

1854 Hemicystites Hall, Billings. E.. Canadian Jour. Industry.
Sci. and Art: 273.

GSC 14680-5. Paratype of Isorophusella pleiadae (Sir;.
clair and Bolton) (1965, pl, 11, fig. 5, 6 J. 7 mm axial
by 7.2 mm transverse diameter.
PI. :36, fig. 8.
This specimen is only slightly disrupted, but lacks the

floorplates of ambulacra II and IV. The theca has been
more deeply etched than the others, and details are 01..
scure. The oral frame and the hydropore structures an'
relatively well preserved, as is the anal area.

GSC 14680·6. Paratype of Isorophusella pleiadae (Sin ..
clair and Bolton) (1965, pI. 11, fig. 3, 5. 61. 6.1 mm axial
by 6.2 mm transverse diameter.
PI. 36. fig. 9.
In this specimen, ambulacra II and IV are missing sev-

eral f1oorplates, and those of I and III are poorly pre.
served. The oral frame and stone canal passageway are
both intact. Etching has again removed most of the distal
rim plate basal ridges.

GSC 14680-7. Paratype of lsorophusella pleiadae (Sin-
clair and Bolton) (1965, pI. 11. fig. 3.6). 5.7 mm axial
by 5.7 mm transverse diameter.
PI. 36, fig. 10.
This individual, like paratype 14680-2. appears to be

less fully developed than the others. It is a young adult.
The specimen is not in good condition. for many of the
plates are partially crushed and etched. The anal structure
is well preserved.

Discussion

The seven type specimens appear to represent a distinct
species, as suggested by the small thecal diameters and
adult thecal proportions.
The species is referable to lsorophusella on the basis of:

the slight ambulacral curvature with I. II. III contrasolar
IV, V solar; the shorter length of ambulacrum IV; and the
regularity of the double biseries of amhulacral coverplates.

RANGE AND OCCURENCE: Richmond Group. Cincinnatian
Series, Upper Ordovician of Anticosti Island. Quebec.

1855 Agelacrinus Vanuxern. Roemer. F. [partim]. in Lethal'a
Ceognostica, H. G. Bronn. 3rd edition. Stuttgart. Bd. I. pl.
2, Palueo-Lethaeu, 2: 277.

1857 Hemin-stites Hall. Pictet, F.·J .. Traite de Paleontologic on
Naturelle des Animaux Fossils. 2nd edition. Pari"

4: 305·306 [11011 pl. 99. fig. 25].
1860 Agelacrinites Vanuxern, Chapman. E. J. [partim 1. Canadian

.Jour. Industry. Sci. and Arts (n.s.) , 5: 360·365.
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1862 Agelacrinus Vanuxem, Dujardin, F. and Hupe, H. [partim],
Histoire Naturelle des Zoophytes Echinodermes, Paris: 84
[non pl. 5, fig. 8).

1866 Hemicystites Hall, J., New York State Mus., 20th Ann. Rept.
(adv. pub.) : 8.

1871 Hemicystites Hall, J. [partim], New York State Mus., 24th
Ann. Rept. (adv, pub.) : explanation of pl. 2.

1872 Hemicystites Hall, J. [partim), New York State Mus., 24th
Ann. Rept.: 216.

1873 Hemicystites Hall, Meek, F. B. [partimJ, Geol. Surv, Ohio,
Y. I, Geology and Palaeontology, pt. 2, Palaeontology, sect.
I: 53·54.

1889 Hemicystites Hall, Miller, S. A. [partim], North American
Geology and Palaeontology, Cincinnati: 252.

1894 Hemicystites Hall, Miller, S. A. and Gurley, F. E., Illinois
State Mus. Bull. 5: 13.

1896b Hemicystis Hall, Haeckel, E. [partim], Die Amphorideen
und Cystoideen, Leipzig, 1: 111·112 [non pl. 3, fig. 27·28).

1899 Hemicystites Jaekel, O. [partim] , Stammesgeschichte der
Pelmatozoen, Bd. I, Thecoidea und Cystoidea, Berlin: 49.

1900a Hemicystis Hall, Bather, F. A., in A Treatise on Zoology,
E. R. Lankester (ed.) , London, pt. III, Echinoderma: 207.

1903 Hemicystis Hall, Delage, Y. and Herouard, E. Traite de
Zoologie Concrete, T. 3, Echinodermes, Paris: 415.

1915 Hemicystites Hall, Bassler, R. S. [partim], United States
Nat. Mus. Bull. 92, 1: 605·606.

1935 Hemicystites Hall, Bassler, R. S. [partim), Smithsonian
Misc. ColI. 93 (8) : 7.

1936 Hemicystites Hall, Bassler, R. S. [partim), Smithsonian
Misc. ColI. 95 (6): 10-11, pl. 4, fig. 5·6.

1938 Hemicystites Hall, Bassler, R. S. [partim), Fossilium Cat·
alogus I: Animalia, pars 83, Gravenhage, Holland: 110.

1943 Hemicystites Hall, Bassler, R. S. and Moodey, M. W.
[partim), Geol. Soc. America, Spec. Pap. 45: 202, 204.

1946 Hemicystites Hall, Wilson, A. E. [partim], Geol. Surv. Can-
ada Bull. 4: 20.

1958a Hemicystites Hall, Ehlers, G. M. and Kesling, R. V.
[partim], Jour. Paleont. 32 (5): 933·934.

1965 Hemicystites Hall, Sinclair, G. W. and. Bolton, T. E.
[partim], Geol. Surv. Canada Bull. 134 (3): 38·39.

1966 Hemicystites Hall, Regnell, G. [partim], in Treatise Invert.
Paleont., R. C. Moore (ed.) , Lawrence, pt. U, Echinoder-
mata 3, 1: Ul62 [non) text fig. 118·3, 120·5a, 125·7, 126·11.

TYPE SPECIES: Hemicystites parasiticus Hall, 1852.

Diagnosis

Isorophidae with: ambulacra straight, wide; ambulacral
coverplates forming alternating double biseries; interam-
bulacrals squamose, imbricate.

Description

The domal theca of Hemicystites is small and averages
less than 10 mm in diameter.
The oral region includes four primary orals, two pairs

of shared coverplates, one hydropore oral, and at least one

right lateral secondary oral, arranged as in other Iso-
rophidae.
The ambulacra are short, wide, and straight. The am-

bulacral coverplates form a double biseries of alternating
pairs of large primary and smaller secondary plates. The
perradial parts of the coverplates may be flexed upward to
form a rounded axial ridge which extends the length of
the ambulacra along the perradial lines. The ambulacral
floorplates are uniserial and trough-shaped.
Interambulacral areas are restricted in size by the broad

ambulacra, are covered with squamose, imbricate plates
and are small to moderate in size in proportion to thecal
diameter.
The prominent valvular anal structure is formed by

regularly alternating inner and outer circlet plates.
The peripheral rim is typical of the family.

Discussion

Hall's (1852) original description of the genus and the
type species, H. parasiticus, summarized only major thecal
characters that separated the new taxa from other maj or
echinoderm groups. A very generalized drawing of H.
parasiticus accompanied the text. Under additions and
corrections in the same volume' (p, 355), Hall explains
that Hemicystites "is apparently identical with Agelacri-
nites of Vanuxem [1842], the description and figure of
which I had overlooked at the time this volume was
written."
E. Billings (1854), F. Roemer (1855), F. 1. Pictet

(1857), and Dujardin and Hupe (1862) concurred with
Hall and recognized Hall's species as an Agelacrinites. As
was pointed out by Meek (I873), the subsequent equating
of the two genera may in part be explained by the errone-
ous illustration of an 1sorophus cincinnaiiensis (then
placed in Agelacrinites) as an example of Hemicystites
parasiticus by Pictet (1857) and by Dujardin and Hupe
(1862) .
By 1866 Hall was disposed to consider Hemicystites as

a distinct genus. He also described Agelacrinus (Hemi-
cystites) stellatus in 1866. In Hall's (1871) publication
of the plate of illustrations for that work, he lists Hemi-
cystites stellatus and also a new species, Hemicystites (s.g,
Cystaster) granulatus. Detailed drawings of both species
were presented. The text and plate were republished to-
gether in 1872, with the two species cited as Hemicystites
(s.g. Cystaster) granulatus and Agelacrinus (Hemisys-
tites) stellatus. These are relatively common species and
both conform to the genus Cystaster. On the other hand,
Hall's (1852) illustration of Hemicystites parasiticus does
not accurately po-rtray the plating of the oral area and
represents ambulacral coverplates as a single biseries
rather than the actual double hiseries. Specimens of H.
parasiticus are rare. Unfortunately, most workers have
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used Cystastcr stellatus or C. granulatus to represent the
generic characters of Hemicystites. Meek (19731 and
Miller I W77. W391 both included the Cystaster species in
Hemicystites. Haeckel (18961 even cited" Hemicystites,
(= Cystaster 1 grunulatus, Hall" as the type species of the
genus. He characterized the genus exclusively on its sack-
or disk-shape and straight ambulacra.
Jaekel (] 8991 recognized Cystaster as a distinct genus,

but retained C. stellatus in Hemicystites. He also trans-
ferred several Bohemian species described by Barrande
(18871 into Hemicystites. Jaekel's generic appraisal cited
the small thecal size and hemispherical shape, the weak,
imbricate thecal plates, and the short, straight ambulacra,
Bassler f 1935. 1936) examined the holotype and several

topotypes of H. parasiticus, but he described Hemicystites
as having an oral-ambulacral structure like that of Car-
neyella. The supposed presence of only three primary
orals, two anterior and one large central posterior, was the
prime taxobasis of Bassler's new family Hemicystitidae.
He excluded Cystaster granulatus and Cystaster stellatus
from Hemicystites, and proposed the genus Cincinnatidis-
eus for Cystaster stellatus. However, he included 11 other
species in Hemicystues, many of which agreed with his
concept of the genus, but none of which show the structure
of the type species. All are here removed from Hemi-
cystites.
Bassler and Moodey (1943) repeated the Bassler (1935,

1936) assignment of the 11 species to Hemicystites, and
added the American species Hemicystites eckeli Cullison
and Prouty (1939). This last species has not been studied
here, hut apparently belongs to some other genus. Fol-
lowing Jaekel's lead, four European species described by
Barrande (1887) under the genus Agelacrinites were also
included in Hemicystites, along with two other European
species. These have not been restudied here and their
assignment is questionable.
Wilson (1946) adhered to Bassler's interpretation of

Hemicystites and cited the short, broad, straight ambu-
lacra and an oral area supposedly like that of CarneyeUa
as the generic taxabases.
Ehlers and Kesling (1958) recognized the hydropore

oral as one of the peristomial plates in Hemicystites and in
all supposedly related genera that are included in Bassler's
Hemicystitidae. Their emended description of that family
was apparently based on species other than Hemicystites
parasiticus, for the oral region was again characterized as
having only three large primary orals.
Regnell 0(6) summarized earlier descriptions of

Hemicystites, and recognized only three primary orals and
the hydropore oral as the primary oral series. Crypto-
goleus chapmani was illustrated as a supposedly typical
species of Hemicystues.

Hemicystites Hall is a typical Isorophidae. as is sholln
by the double biseries of ambulacral coverplates and the
oral area with four primary orals, two pairs of latera!
shared coverplates, one hydropore oral. and at least one
secondary oral plate. The numerous species with car.
neyellid oral and ambulacral structures that former!, haH
been referred to the genus, are not congeneric. Several
European species, particularly those from Bohemia oe.
scribed by Barrande (1887), may possibly correspond to
Hemicystites parasiticus. At this stage, however. llemi.
cystites parasiticus is the only species that can definiteh
be retained in the genus.

RANGE AND OCCURRENCE: Clinton Group. Niagaran Serie"
Middle Silurian of New York.

Hemicystites parasiticus Hall, 1852
Text fig. 35; plate 37

1852 Hemicystites parasitica Hall, J., Nat. Hisr. New York, pI.
VI, Palaeontology 2: 246, pI. 51, fig. 18-20.

1855 Agelacrinus parasiticus (Hall), Roemer, F., in Lethaea
Geognostica, H. G. Bronn, 3rd edition, Stuttgart, Bd, 1, pt.
2, Palaeo-Lethaea, 2: 277.

1857 Hemicystites parasitica Hall, Pictet, F.-J., Traite de Paleon-
tologie ou Histoire Naturelle des Animaux Fossils. 2nd edi-
tion, Paris, 4: 306 [non pl. 99, fig. 25].

1860 Agelacrinites parasiticus (Hall), Chapman, E. J.. Canadian
Jour. Industry, Sci. and Art (n.s.) , 5: 360·365.

1862 Agelacrinus parasiticus (Hall}, Dujardin, F. and Hupe, H..
Histoire Naturelle des Zoophytes Echinodermes, Paris: 84
[non pl. 5, fig. 81.

1866 Hemicystites parasiticus Hall, J., New York State Mus.. 20th
Ann. Rept. (adv. pub.) : 8.

1872 Hemicystites parasiticus Hall, J., New York State Mus.•24th
Ann. Rept.: 216.

1873 Hemicystites parasiticus Hall, Meek, F. B., Geol. Surv. Ohio.
v, I, Geology and Palaeontology, pt. 2, Palaeontology, sect.
1: 53·54.

1889 Hemicystites parasiticus Hall, Miller, S.A., North
Geology and Palaeontology, Cincinnati: 252.

1896b Hemicystis parasitica Hall, Haeckel, E., Die Amphorideen
und Cystoideen, Leipzig, 1: 112.

1899 Hemicystites parasiticus Hall, Jaekel, 0., Stammesgeschichte
der Pelmatozoen, Bd. I, Thecoidea und Cystoidea, Berlin: 49.

1915 Hemicystites parusiticus Hall, Bassler, R. S., United Stalet
Nat. Mus. Bull. 92, 1: 606.

1936 Hemicystites 'parasiticus Hall, Bassler, R. S., Smithsonian
Misc. CoIl. 95 (6): II, pl. 4, fig. 5, 6.

1938 Hemicystites parasiticllS Hall, Bassler, R. S., Fossiliwa
CataIogus I: Animalia, pars 83, Gravenhage, Holland: 110.

194.3 Hemicystites parasiticus Hall, Bassler, R. S. and Mooder,
M. W., Ceo!' Soc. America, Spec. Pap. 45, 204.
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B

Text figure 35. Hemicystites parasiticus Hall, 1852.
A. USNM S.3183.B, (x 12), pl. 37, fig. 3. B. USNM S·3183·A, (x 12), pl. 37, fig. 2.
HO, hydro pore oral plate; LAO, left anterior primary oral plate; LBP, left lateral bifurcation

plate; LPO, left posterior primary oral plate; 0', secondary oral plate; RAO, right anterior primary
oral plate; RBP, right lateral bifurcation plate; RPO, right posterior primary oral plate; SCP,
lateral shared coverplate; U'l, unpaired primary ambulacral coverplate; 1, primary ambulacral
coverplate; 2, secondary ambulacral coverplate.

1965 Hemicystites parasiticus Hall, Sinclair, G. W. and Bolton,
T. E., GeoI. Surv. Canada Bull. 134 (3): 38·39.

1966 Hemicystites parasiticus Hall, Regnell, G., in Treatise In-
vert. Paleo nt., R. C. Moore (ed.); Lawrence, pt. U, Echino-
dermata 3, 1: U162.

Diagnosis

A Hemicystites with: small domal theca; one or more
secondary orals; hydropore opening on top of small pro·
tuberance formed by four or five of the six hydropore
structure plates; secondary ambulacral coverplates com-
monly large, some appro-aching size of primaries; cover-
plates perradially arched to form median ridge along. am-
bulacra, which continues along the transverse and anterior
oral midlines; interambulacral plates squamose, imbricate,
moderate in size in proportion to thecal diameter; valvular
anal structure large.

Description

The theca of Hemicystites parasiticus is small, appar-
ently averaging 6 or 7 mm in diameter. One broken speci-
men may have been over 10 mm in diameter.

The two anterior primary orals are large, subequal in
size, and symmetrically disposed across the anterior oral
midline (text fig. 3SA, B, pl. 37, fig. 2, 3). The right
posterior one is the largest primary oral and is perradially
in contact with both anterior orals. The small left pos·
terior primary is restricted to the far left part of the cen-
tral oral area. One pair of lateral shared coverplates
flank each side of the central primary orals. One member
of each pair is distally in contact with the perradial end
of one of the two lateral bifurcation plates.
A single, small, posterior, right lateral secondary oral

lies between the perradial tips of the right posterior pri-
mary oral and the right posterior shared coverplate (text
fig. 3SA, B). However, an opposing, anterior, right lateral
secondary oral may be present in some individuals, form-
ing a right lateral pair of secondaries. A left lateral pair
of secondaries which lie between the perradial ends of the
two left primary orals and the left lateral pair of shared
coverplates may also be present (text fig. 3SB).
The perradial parts of all the oral area plates arch up-

ward to form a prominent central ridge that extends along
the transverse and anterior oral midlines. These are con-
tinuous with the central ridges of the ambulacra.
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The oral frame is formed by the proximal ambulacral
floorplates and probably by intrathecal extensions from
the primary orals as well (pl. 37, fig. 7, 8).
The hydropore structure is formed by the hydropore

oral, the right posterior primary oral, the posterior right
lateral shared coverplate, the posterior right lateral sec-
ondary oral, and the proximal two posterior coverplates
of ambulacrum V. The two ambulacral coverplates are
not in contact with the opening, but both are conspicuously
shortened when they meet the hydropore oral, which in-
trudes into the edge of the ambulacrum.
The hydropore opens on the summit of a small, highly

elevated protuberance formed by the four plates which
surround the opening. The contiguous parts of these plates
are highly elevated in a manner similar to the perradial
arching of the orals and the ambulacral coverplates. The
right posterior primary oral and the hydropore oral form
the posterior two-thirds of the protuberance. The anterio-r
third is formed by the adradial parts of the posterior,
right lateral shared coverplate and perhaps also by the
adradial end of the posterior right lateral secondary oral.
The opening appears to be a small, crescentic slit on the
summit of the tubercle and opens along the contact of the
right posterior primary oral, the right posterior shared
coverplate, and the hydropore oral plate. The posterior
right lateral secondary oral may also be in contact with the
opening. The opening possibly bifurcates in some individ-
uals so as to extend along the junction between the pos-
terior primary oral and the adjacent proximal edge of the
right lateral secondary oral.
The ambulacra are short, wide, and straight. The sec-

ondary ambulacral coverplates are somewhat smaller than
the primaries. The more distal secondaries are commonly
much smaller than the adjacent primaries, as are some of
the proximal secondaries. However, other proximal sec-
ondaries appear to be large, and approach the size of
adjacent primaries. The secondaries commonly reach the
adradial suture line externally. Alternation of the pairs of
primary and secondary sets appears to be somewhat irreg-
ular. Ambulacra II and IV each appear to have a large
proximal unpaired primary oral on the anterior side be-
tween the proximal pair of secondary coverplates and the
anterior lateral shared coverplates of the oral area.
The adradial two-thirds of the coverplates are inclined

at a low angle to the surface of the adjacent interambu-
lacra and produce a gradual upward rise of the ambu-
lacral structures above the interambulacra. However, the
perradial thirds of the coverplates are sharply arched up-
ward and form proximal axial ridges which extend the
length of the ambulacra. These axial ridges are confluent
with the transverse and anterior oral midline ridges
formed by similar perradial flexure of the oral plates.

The uniserial, trough-shaped ambulacral floorplates are
rectangular in plan view and are elongate normal to the
ambulacral axes. The distal one or two floorplates are
somewhat smaller and form the rounded, blunt ambulacral
terminations.
The interambulacra are restricted in extent by the broad

ambulacra. The squamose, imbricate plates are of aver.
age size in comparison with other edrioasteroids of the
same SIze.
The valvular anal structure is unusually large in pro.

portion to the size of interambulacrum 5. It appears to
have 12 to 14 large triangular plates arranged as regularly
alternating members of an inner and an outer circle. The
proximal tips of the anals are flexed upward and form a
small central elevation. The entire structure may have
been a cone-shaped protuberance before thecal collapse.
The peripheral rim includes five or six circlets of plates.

The large plates of the proximal circlet are distributed as
alternating proximal and distal subcirclet members. The
distal rim circlets are less regular. Vertical ridges may
be present on the bases of the larger geniculate plates.
External plate surfaces appear to have been smooth.

Specimens
USNM S-3183 (A-K). Topotypes of Hemicystites par'
asiticus Hall (1852). Homocrinus beds, Rochester Shale,
Clinton Group, Niagaran Series. Middle Silurian. Lock-
port, New York.

USNM S-3183-A. Illustrated Specimen of H. parasiticus
by Bassler (1936, pl. 4, fig. 6). 7 mm axial by 7 mm
transverse diameter.
Text fig. 35B, pI. 37, fig. 2.
The theca of the specimen has collapsed, but only a few

of the interambulacrals have been intensely disrupted.
Slight lateral shifting of the orals and ambulacral cover-
plates also appear to have occurred. A small crack sepa·
rates a posterior segment of the peripheral rim from the
remainder of the theca. Plate boundaries are more or less
distinct, but the specimen has been etched. particularly in
the oral and ambulacral areas. Thus external plate shapes
and sizes have been differentially altered.

USNM S·3183-B. 5.3 mm axial by 6.2 mm transverse
diameter.
Text fig. 35A, pl. 37, fig. 3.
This specimen is the hest preserved of the topotypes

The theca has collapsed. but little disruption has occurred.
However, slight lateral shifting of plates has affected the
oral and arnbulacral areas. The anal structure is consid-
erably disrupted and appears to have been abraded. Sur-
ficial etching has differentially altered some external fea-
tures.
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l'SNM S-3]83-C. 6.8 mm axial by 4.3 transverse diam-
eter.
PI. 37, fig. 4.
The specimen has collapsed, disrupting interambu-

lacrals and some of the ambulacral elements. The anal
structure is jumbled. The theca is laterally compressed.
although apparently this is due mostly to mode of growth.
Plates are only slightly etched.

USNM S-3183-D-1. 7.5 mm axial by 7.8 mm transverse
diameter.
PI. 37, fig. 8.
This individual exposes the inner side of the oral sur-

face. Unfortunately it is poorly preserved. The ambu-
lacral ftoorplates have been crushed into the ambulacral
tunnels along axial fractures. This creates the false ap-
pearance of a double biseries of ftoorplates. The oral
frame is crushed and plate boundaries are completely
obscured. Only the anals and some of the interambu-
lacral plates are well preserved. The peripheral rim is
little disrupted, but the exposed basal surfaces of the
geniculate plates appear to have been extensively etched.
Remnants of what appear to have been vertical basal
ridges are seen on some of these plates.

USNM S-3183-D-2. 5.2 mm axial by 5 mm transverse
diameter.
PI. 37, fig. 7.
This is a second specimen that exposes the inner side

of the oral surface. It is poorly preserved. The ambu-
lacral ftoorplates are crushed and the oral frame is com-
pletely obscured; parts of the interambulacra and the rim
are moderately well preserved.

USNM S-3183-D-3. 6.9 mm greatest diameter by 6 mm
diameter.
PI. 37, fig. 9.
This fragmentary and poorly preserved specimen ex-

poses the inner side of the oral surface. The size of the
fragment suggests that the individual was larger than other
known specimens, perhaps over 10 mm in diameter.

USNM S-3183-E. 6.7 mm axial by 6.1 mm transverse
diameter.
PI. 37, fig. 5.
This deeply etched specimen has collapsed, but little

plate disruption has occurred. All maj or thecal structures
are preserved.

USNM S-3183.F. 5 mm axial by 4.8 mm transverse
diameter.
PI. 37, fig. 6.

The theca of this specimen has collapsed. but the
interambulacrals have been disrupted. Oral and arnhu-
lacral plating is similar to that of the other topotv pes.
However. the peripheral rim appears some" hat larger
proportionately than in the other specimens. and the
ambulacra-interamhulacra somewhat smaller. Combined
with the small thecal diameter. this suggests that the speci-
men is less fully developed than the others; it may be a
young adult.

UCMP 37217. Topctype of H. parasiticus. Homocrinus
beds, Rochester Shale, Clinton Group, Niagaran Series.
Middle Silurian. Lockport, New York. Kopf Collection.
7.4 mm axial by 7.2 mm transverse diameter.
PI. 37, fig. 10, 11.
This specimen is from the USNM S-3183 topotype se-

ries described above and was traded by R. S. Bassler to
M. Kopf in 1941. The theca has collapsed and is partially
deformed by the underlying costae of the brachiopod on
which it rests. A prominent crack extends across the
posterior half of the theca. The specimen has been only
slightly etched, therefore most surficial features are well
preserved. Slight lateral shifting of the orals and ambu-
lacral coverplates has modified plate arrangement in some
areas. The anal area and parts of the rim are notably
well preserved.

Discussion of previous investigation

The original description of Hemicystites parasiticus by
Hall (1852) emphasized general thecal features that sepa-
rate this species from other major echinoderm groups.
Taxonomically important characters mentioned include:
small domal theca; imbricate interambulacrals; straight
ambulacra; and a valvular anal structure with an inner
and outer circlet of alternating plates. In addition, Hall
(1852, p. 246) described "a porous tubercle near the
apex on the side opposite the ovarian orifice [anal struc-
ture], and near this the minute oral orifice, with an ob-
scure pore below and near it ... The oral orifice is so
minute and obscure that little can be said of it more than
that near the porous tubercle, on the side opposite the
conspicuous ovarian pyramid, there is a triangular orifice
and near it a circular depression or pore." Examination
of an unretouched photograph of the holotype suggests
that Hall's "oral orifice" is a slight separation between
the raised perradial ends of the primary orals. The" trio
angular orifice" is the slightly disrupted and etched
hydropore opening on top of the hydropore tubercle. The
third opening mentioned as an "obscure pore" appears
to be a preservational irregularity adj acent to the adradial
end of the left posterior shared coverplate.
The drawing accompanying Hall's description is quite

generalized. The ambulacra taper proximally to a small
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oral area in II hich plate boundaries are obscure, Amhu-
Iacral CO\ erplates are shOll II as a rep.ularl) alternating
single hiseries. The anal structure is dia1!rammatic. but
does show an inner and outer circlet of plates. Only one
specimen was illustrated. but Hall notes that several oth-
ers were at hand.

Discussion

The present de"criptioll of Ilcmicystites parastttcus IS

based upun 1:\ topot\ pes. The loeation of the Iwlot)pe is
unknown, HOIH'\·er. Bassler ! !f>::l61 had access to it and
published the first photouruph of it. Detailed comparison
of the topotypes to all unretouched enlargement of Bass-
ler's photograph. found in the L'nitcd States National
Museum I pJ. fig. II. confirms the conclusion that the
topotypes are conspecific with the holoty pc.
The few well-preserved topotypes establish the basic

plate structure of the species. Unfortunately. minor lateral

Genus Rectitriordo Bell, gen. nov.

TYPE SPECIES: Rectitriordo kirkfieldensis Bell, sp. nov.

Diagnosis

Isorophidae with: arnhulacra straight; ambulacral COl"
erplates forming regular triple hiseries.

Description

Rectitriordo is monotypic. The type species is repre-
sented by three partially disrupted specimens in which the
ambulacral structure is well preserved, but the oral area
and hydropore structures are incomplete. The genus is
distinguished from other Isorophidae by the straight
amhulacra with a regular triple biseries of amhulacral
coverplates that includes three sets of coverplates,

ETYMOLOGY: Rectariordo is compounded from the Latin
rectus, tres, and ordo meaning straight, three, and series,
referring to the straight ambulacra with a triple biseries
of coverplates,

Rectitriordo kirkfieldensis BeU, sp. nov.
Text fig. 36, 37; plate 38.

Diagnosis

A Rectitriordo with: highly arched, domal theca; oral
area including approximately 13 secondary orals; ambu-

slippage of the oral-arnbulacral series and other presen".
tional irregularities leaves doubt as to the number of se
ondar) orals. the number of plates forming the hydrupr,r,.
tubercle, and the regularity of alternation of the prima-,
and secondary coverplate pairs. Moreover, one fragmcn
tary specimen may have been over 10 mm in diameter.
suggesting that average adult thecal diameter could halt-
been 1!reater than recorded here.
One of the most diagnostic features of H. parasiti('l('\ i-

the perradial flexure of the oral-ambulaeral plate serie-
which forms prominent axial ridges along the ambularr,
and across the oral area. No other agelacrinid is knowr,
to develop comparable large perradial ridges. and their
significance is unknown.

RAJ\GE AJ\D OCCURRENCE: Rochester Shale, Clinton Group.
Niagaran Series. Middle Silurian of New York.

lacra straight: ambulacral coverplates a regular triple hi-
series; interambulacrals squamose, imbricate, and rela-
tively large; distal rim plates subtriangular.

Description

The domal theca of Rectitriordo kirkfieldensis is neark
hemispherical. The largest specimen recorded is 31.5mm
in diameter (text fig. 36A, pl. 38, fig. 1, 2).
The oral area is preserved only in the holotype, where

it is partially disrupted. The plates are tentatively identi-
fied in text fig. 36B. The four primary orals are central
in position, but the right posterior primary is unusualh
large. It extends across the entire posterior edge of the
area, in contact with both the hydropore structure and the

Text figure 36. Rectitriordo kirkfieldensis Bell, sp, nov.
Holotype, UCMP 40476.
A. Oral surface, (x 4), pl. 38, fig. 2. Ambulaeral floorplate trough.

exposed where coverplates are missing, is stippled.
B. Oral area and adjacent structures, (x 10), pl. 38, fig. 4. Adra-
dial intrathecal part of the right posterior primary oral plate
is stippled.
HO, hydropore oral plate; LAO, left anterior primary oral plate;

LBI', left lateral bifurcation plate; LPO, left posterior primary
oral platc; 0', secondary oral plate; RAO, right anterior primary
oral plate; RBP, right lateral bifurcation plate; RPO. right pos-
terior primary oral plate; SCP, lateral shared coverplate; 1, pri-
mary amhulacral covcrplate; 2, secondary ambulacral coverplate;
3, tertiary ambulacral coverplatc.
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proximal plates of ambulacrum 1. Therefore, the left pos·
terior primary oral is restricted to the left central part of
the area and does not reach the adradial suture line.
Two pairs of lateral shared coverplates appear to be

present. The opposing alternate members of each pair are
separated perradially by secondary orals. The two pos·
terior shared coverplates are perradially in contact with
the lateral bifurcation plates. The anterior members per-
radially abut proximal ambulacral coverplates distal to
the bifurcation plates.
Five or six lateral anterior secondary orals and one

lateral posterior secondary lie along both the right and
left sides of the transverse oral midline. These plates per-
radially separate the lateral shared coverplates and the
primary orals. The two anterior groups of secondaries
reflect the pattern of the three sets of ambulacral cover-
plates.
A small node appears to be present in the left posterior

oral region, formed by the contiguous elevated margins of
three plates: the left posterior primary oral, the left pos-
terior shared coverplate. and the left posterior lateral sec-
ondary oral.
The hydropore structure appears to be formed by the

right posterior primary oral, the hydropore oral, the right
posterior shared coverplate, and the proximal primary
coverplate of the posterior side of ambulacrum V (text fig.
36A, B). Plate margins surrounding the opening appear
to, have been highly elevated.
The straight ambulacra taper gradually (text fig. 36A,

pl. 38, fig. 1, 2). The ambulacral coverplates form a
triple biseries of alternating plate pairs. The primary cov-
erplates are large and subtriangular in external outline.
Opposing alternate members of each pair are in contact
across the perradial line. Adjacent primaries are in con-
tact adradially and restrict the external parts of the other
two sets of coverplates to the medial part of the ambulacra.
One pair ofsecondary coverplates lies between each pair

of primaries. These secondaries are subrhomboidal in
plan view and intermediate in size. The angular perradial
ends of opposing alternate pair members are in contact
perradially. The external adradial ends of these plates
are also angular, wedged between the lateral edges of the
adj acent primaries; therefore they end externally ,before
reaching the adradial suture line. However, one specimen
suggests that the secondaries may reach the adradial
suture line externally in the distal parts of the ambulacra.
The tertiary coverplates are small, subrhomboidal, and

restricted to the axis of the ambulacra. One pair of terti-
aries lies adjacent to each side of each secondary pair and
separates them perradially from the tips of the primaries.
Thus there are two pairs 0.£ tertiary coverplates for each
pair of primaries or secondaries. The sequence of cover-

plates encountered along the serrate perradialline is' p .• I'l-
mary, tertiary, secondary, tertiary, primary, etc.
Disrupted specimens suggest that the secondary Cover.

plates extend ad radially under the adjacent primaries, al
least as far as the adradial sutures. Both sets of plates are
beveled along the zone of overlap and fit tightly together.
The tertiary plates appear to be limited to the axial ambu.
lacral area and their external form apparently reflects the
total extent of these plates. Both the primaries and see-
ondaries apparently extend past the lateral margin of the
Hoorplates into the thecal cavity as intrathecal extensions.
The floorplates are uniserial, trough-shaped, and sub.

rectangular in plan view, elongate normal to the ambu.
lacral axis. The concave central part of the upper side
of each floorplate forms a broad trough along the axis
of the ambulacrum. Lateral margins of the upper sideare
nearly horizontal along the articulation zone with the over.
lying coverplates.
The interambulacral plates are squamose and imbricate.

The central and distal plates of each interambulacrum are
relatively large in proportion to thecal diameter. More.
over, these plates may be unusually thick.
The valvular anal structure is formed by large, subtri-

angular plates, perhaps 18 or more, which alternate as
inner and outer circlet members (text fig. 37B, pI. 38.
fig. 9,10).
The peripheral rim includes five or six circlets of plates

(text fig. 37A) . The large, externally squamose platesof
the proximal circlet alternate as proximal and distal sub
circlet members. The more distal circlets of the rim are
less ordered than the proximal. The plates are triangular
to subtriangular; and commonly, adj acent plates have
their apices reversed in direction, one pointing proximally.
the next one distally. The most distal circlet appears to
be formed by pairs of triangular plates with the apices of
the two plates together. Combined, the two plates of each
pair form a larger subtriangular unit which points proxi-
mally.
The thecal plates of Rectitriordo kirkfieldensis appear

to have been smooth externally.

Specimens

UCMP 40476. Holotype of Rectitriordo kirkfieldernis
Bell. "Hull Limestone," Trenton Group, Mohawkian
Series, Middle Ordovician. Quarry 3 miles north of Kirk-
field, Ontario. Kopf Collection. 27.6 mm axial by 25.3 mm
transverse diameter; 31.5 mm greatest diameter, 8 rnm
high.
Text fig. 36A, B, 37A, pl. 38, fig. 1-6.
The central part of the oral surface has collapsed in-

ward, hut the distal third of the amhulacral-interambu·
lacral areas and the peripheral rim remain in life orienta·
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A

Text figure 37. Rectitriordo kirkfieldensis Bell, sp. nov.

A. Segment of the peripheral rim, holotype, UCMP 40476, (x 6), pl. 38, fig. 3.
B. USNM S.3889·G, (x 6), pl. 38, fig. 10.

Large sectors of the theca are rmssmg, including
al structure, much of interambulacra 2, 3, 4, and 5,
acra IV and V, and the posterior half of the periph-
im. Most plates of the oral area and hydropore
He appear to be present, but slight lateral shifting
collapse and later fracturing of some of these makes
identification tentative. The proximal parts of
.acra I and II are well preserved. The coverplates
rissing from the distal sector of ambulacrum III,
exposes 'the' upper sides of the floorplates. The
nal plates of interambulacrum 1 and the distal plates
erambulacra 2 and 3 are also well preserved. Sev-
egments of the anterior half of the peripheral rim
oderately well preserved, although many of the distal
t plates appear to be missing, even from the well-pre-
I segments,

\f S·3889-G. Paratype of Rectitriordo kirkfieldensis
"Hull Limestone," Trenton Group, Mohawkian

" Middle Ordovician. Quarry 3 miles north of Kirk-
Ontario. 10.6 mm greatest diameter by 6.7 rom.
{f fig. 37B, pl. 38, fig, 9, 10,
is individual is one of several housed with the type
nens of Foerstediscus parvus Bassler (USNM
:9) (= Foerstediscus grandis Bassler, 1935). The
men is a disrupted fragment, but small segments of
ilacra I and V are preserved along with half of the
structure, which is completely missing in the holo-

USNM S·3894·D. Paratype of Rectitriordo kirkfieldensis
Bell. "Hull Limestone," Trenton Group, Mohawkian
Series, Middle Ordovician. Quarry 3 miles north of Kirk-
field, Ontario. 12.4 mm axial by 12.5 rom transverse
diameter.
PI. 38, fig. 7, 8.
The specimen is housed with Bassler's illustrated speci.

men of Cryptogoleus multibrachiatus (Raymond) (USNM
S·3894.A). The theca has collapsed and several large sec-
tors are missing. Many of the remaining plates have been
partially disrupted during collapse. However, segments
of the peripheral rim, interambulacrum 2, and ambulacra
II and III are fairly well preserved. Some of the oral
plates can be identified. The plates of the peripheral rim
appear to be more rounded than in the holotype and sug-
gest that the distinctive triangular shape is developed duro
ing later adult growth.

Discussion
Rectitriordo kirkfieldensis is unique in being the only

Isorophidae with straight ambulacra and a regular triple
biseries of coverplates. Apparently the disposition of the
secondary oral plates is also distinctive, but poor preser-
vation makes definitive description of these impossible.
Likewise, the hydropore structure is inadequately known.
The distinctive triangular shape of the distal rim plates
and the relatively large size of the interambulacrals also
characterize the species, at least in large adults.
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The tertiary ser ie- "f ambulacral coverplates introduces
a decidedly different plate groujJ not found in species II ith
single or double biseries of amhulacral coverplates. Both
primary and secondary coverplates extend to the adradial
suture of the amhulacra. at least internally. if not extern-
ally. The inner surfaces of both articulate with the lateral
margins of the unrlcrlving floorplates. In contrast, the
tertiary coverplate- are entirely axial. apparently held in
place bv tight suturing to adj acent primary and secondary

Genus Curvitriordo Bell, gen. nov.

TYPESPECIES: Isorophus kentuckyensis Bassler, 1936.

Diagnosis

Isorophidae with: amhulacra curved, I·IV contrasolar.
V solar; ambulacral coverplates forming a triple biseries.

Description

Curvitriordo is represented by two inadequately known
species. C. kentuckyensis is based on two poorly preserved
specimens, C. shideleri on only the fragmentary holotype.
The domal theca ranges from 17 to 28 mm in diameter.
The oral area appears to contain four primary orals,

one hydropore oral, two pairs of lateral shared cover-
plates, and several secondary orals. The hydropore struc-
ture is formed by the right posterior primary oral, the
hydropore oral, and perhaps four or five other plates of
the oral-ambulacral series.
The genus is characterized by the structure and dispo-

sition of the amhulacra. Ambulacral curvature is pro-
nounced, I-IV contrasolar, V solar. Distally the mod-
erately long, tapering ambulacra become concentric with
the proximal margin of the rim. Three sets of coverpIates
form a triple biseries of alternating pairs of plates.
The squamose, imbricate interambulacrals are relatively

small and numerous. The valvular anal structure and the
distinct peripheral rim appear similar in structure to other
Isorophidae.

Discussion

Curvitriordo is proposed here to include two species
formerly placed in the genus Isorophus. Both have three
series of ambulacral coverplates which form a triple bi-
series that contrasts with the double biseries of coverplates
characteristic of Isorophus. The ambulacral curvature in
Curvitriordo separates this genus from the straight-rayed
Rectitriordo, the only other Isorophidae with a triple
series of coverplates.

coverplates. Therefore, functionally, the tertiaries mal
he considered accessory ambulacrals as opposed to th••
integrated. articulating primaries and secondaries.

ETYl\lOLOGY: The species is named after the type localitl.
Kirkfield, Ontario. .

RANGE AND OCCURRENCE: Trenton Group, Mohawkian St,.
ries, Middle Ordovician of Kirkfield, Ontario.

ETYMOLOGY: Curoitriordo is compounded from the Latin
curuus, tres, and ordo meaning bent, three, and series,
referring to the curved ambulacra with a triple biseries of
coverplates,

RANGE AND OCCURRENCE: Trenton Group, Middle Ordovi-
cian through Richmond Group, Upper Ordovician of Ken.
tucky and Indiana.

Curoitriordo kentuckyensis (Bassler), 1936

Text fig. 38; plate 39, fig. 1-7.
1936 Isorophus kentuckyensis Bassler, R. S., Smithsonian Misc.

CoIl. 95 (6) : 18-19, pl. 6, fig. 10.
1943 Isorophus kentuckyensis Bassler, Bassler, R. S. and Moodev

M. W., Geol. Soc. America, Spec. Pap. 45: 205.

Diagnosis

A Curvitriordo with: triple biseries of ambulacral cov-
erplates formed by regularly alternating pairs of three sets
of plates, opposing alternate pair members in contact per·
radially.

Description

Curvitriordo kentuckyensis is known from only two
poorly preserved individuals (pl. 39, fig. 1-7). The dornal
theca appears to have been highly arched before collapse.
Thecal diameters are 25 and 28 mm.
The oral region includes four large central primary

orals (text fig. 38). The left posterior primary is more
central and perradially meets both the right and left
anterior orals. A large hydropore oral abuts the right
edge of the right posterior primary oral and extends
distally along the posterior side of the proximal part of
ambulacrum V. Two pairs of lateral shared coverplates
are probably present. Two small, lateral secondary orals
flank the left margin of the left posterior primary oral.
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Text figure 38. CUTvitriordo kentuckyensis (Bassler), 1936.
Holotype, USNM S.3967.A, oral area and adjacent structures, (x 10), pl. 39, fig. 3.
HO, hydropore oral plate; LAO, left anterior primary oral plate; LBP, left lateral bifurcation

plate; LPO, left posterior primary oral plate; 0', secondary oral plate; RAO, right anterior primary
oral plate; RBP, right lateral bifurcation plate; RPO, right posterior primary oral plate; 1, primary
ambulacral coverplate; 2, secondary ambulacral coverplate; 3, tertiary ambulacral coverplate.
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Other secondaries appear to be present, but individual
identification is tentative.
The slitlike hydropore extends from the right edge of

the right posterior primary oral along the anterior margin
of the hydropore oral. The anterior edge of the opening
is formed by the adradial ends of several plates, presum·
ably the right posterior shared coverplate, perhaps a sec-
ondary oral, and one or two proximal posterior cover-
plates of ambulacrum V.
The relatively long ambulacra taper gradually (pI. 39,

fig. 1, 2, 6, 7). The contrasolar curvature of ambulacra
I·IV and solar curvature of V is pronounced and the distal
parts are concentric with the proximal margin of the
peripheral rim.
Three sets of ambulacral coverplates form a triple bi-

series (text fig. 38). The large primary coverplates are
subtriangular in external view. Opposing alternate memo
bers of each pair are usually in contact perradially.
Adjacent primaries are commonly in contact adradially
and restrict the other sets to the more axial part of the
ambulacra.

The secondary coverplates are subrhomboidal in ex-
ternal plan view. The angular perradial ends of opposing
alternate pair members are in contact along the perradial
line. The adradial ends are often angular, wedged between
the contiguous adradial bases of adjacent primaries. In
other areas, the adradial ends of the secondaries are blunt
and externally in contact with the adradial suture line, and
thereby separate the adradial bases of adjacent primaries.
Pairs of secondaries alternate regularly with pairs of pri-
maries.
The small tertiary coverplates are subrhomboidal. One

pair lies adjacent to each side of each secondary pair and
separates the perradial tips of the secondaries from ad-
j acent primaries. Thus two pairs of tertiaries are present
for each pair of primaries or secondaries. The sequential
arrangement along the perradial line is primary, tertiary.
secondary, tertiary, primary, etc.
The numerous squamose, imbricate interambulacrals

are relatively small in proportion to thecal diameter.
The valvular anal structure is formed by triangular

plates, perhaps 16 to 18, alternating as inner and outer
circlet members.
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The peripheral rim includes six or seven circlets. Some
of the more distal rim plates appear to he moderately
angular and approach the triangular external shape of the
rim plates of Rectitriordo kirl..-jieldensi8. HOII ever, unlike
the latter, the pointed ends of all the angular rim plates of
Curoitriordo kentuckycnsis to be directed prox·
imally.
The exterior surfaces of the thecal plates appear to he

smooth.

Specimens

USNM 5-3967 I A-B I. Slah with the types of Curuuriordo
kentuckvcnsis IBassler I /19:36.1. Woodburn-Greendale
Formation contact zone, Trenton Group. Mohawkian Se-
ries. Middle Ordovician. Lair Station. Kentucky.

USNM S-3967-A. Holotype of Curoitriordo kentuckyensis
IBassler ) (1936, pl. 6, fig. 10 I. 25.2 rom axial by 25.7
mm transverse diameter.
Text fig. 38, pl. 39. fig. 1·5.
The theca of this large specimen has completely col-

lapsed, and some lateral plate slippage has occurred. The
large number of nearly vertical distal interambulacrals
suggests that the theca was highly arched before collapse.
The specimen has been deeply etched, obscuring most
plate detail. However, a majority of the plate boundaries
in the oral region and surrounding proximal amhulacral-
interambulacral areas are tentatively recognized (text fig.
38) . Plates are missing from a large sector of interambu-
lacrum 5 and parts of 1. 2, and 3. The peripheral rim
plates are distinct in some areas.

USNM S-3967-B. Paratype of Curritriordo kentuckyensis.
28.7 mm axial by 28.2 mm transverse diameter.
PI. 39, fig. 6, 7.
A second, very poorly preserved specimen is resting

near the holotype on the same small slab. The theca has
collapsed and the center of the oral surface has moved
laterally toward the right anterior margin of the rim.
Extensive etching has rendered many plate boundaries in-
distinct. A large crack extends through the theca, and a
large section of the left posterior oral surface is missing.
The ambulacral coverplate pattern can be seen in small
segments of the remaining ambulacra. Much of the
peripheral rim is fairly well preserved.

Discussion

Bassler (1936, p. 19) described the species as having
"the general characteristics of lsorophus and related to
lsorophus holbrooki but differing in that the arms are
shorter, less curved and the interambulacral plates are
smaller, less regular and more imbricating."

Curuitriordo kentuckyensis (Bassler) does resemblf
species of I sorophus in general thecal construction. but the
three sets of coverplates which form a triple biserie_
separate this species. The disposition of the coverplsi-,
with opposing alternate plate pair members in contact per.
radially separates Curvitriordo kentuckyensis from (.
shideleri, the only other species in the genus.
Some irregularity may occur in the coverplate sequence

of C. kentuckyensis, Occasionally the opposing alternate
members of the primary coverplate pairs appear to be
separated perradially by tertiary coverplates. Observed
irregularities may be preservational. The oral area and
hydropore structure plate disposition may also be useful
taxonomically at the specific level, but these areas are
poorly preserved in both specimens.
The large thecal diameter, high convexity of the ora!

surface, and the long ambulacra suggest that the two speei-
mens of C. kentuckyensis are mature adults, perhaps even
unusually large for the species.

RANGE AND OCCURRENCE: Trenton Group, Mohawkian
Series, Middle Ordovician of Kentucky.

Curuitriordo shideleri (Bassler), 1936
Text fig. 39; plate 39, fig. 8·9.

1936 lsorophus shideleri Bassler, R. S., Smithsonian Misc. Cn!L
95 (6): 19, pl. 6, fig. 9.

1943 Isorophus shideleri Bassler, Bassler, R. S. and Moodey,
W., Ceol. Soc. America, Spec. Pap. 45: 205.

Diagnosis

ACuruitriordo with: triple biseries of ambulacral cover-
plates formed by alternating pairs of three sets of plates.
opposing pair members of primary and secondary series
separated perradially by pairs of tertiary coverplates.

Description

Curvitriordo shideleri (Bassler) is known only from the
poorly preserved holotype in which the oral area and
hydropore structure plates are completely disrupted (text
fig. 39, pI. 39, fig. 8, 9). The domal theca appears to have
been highly convex and is 17 rom in diameter.
The ambulacra are long and taper gradually (text fig.

39). Curvature is pronounced and the distal parts are
concentric with the proximal margin of the peripheral rim.
The distal tip of ambulacrum V appears to curve slightly
back toward the oral region and approaches the posterior
edge of the anal structure.
The triple biseries of ambulacral coverplates consist of

three sets of plates. The primary coverplates are large and
subtriangular in external outline. Adj acent primaries are
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Text figure 39. Curvitriordo shideleri (Bassler), 1936.
Holotype, U5NM 5·3958, (x 6), pl. 39, fig. 9.

usually adradially separated by the adradial ends of the
alternate secondary coverplates. The opposing alternate
members of each pair of primaries are separated per·
radially by a pair of tertiary coverplates.
The secondary coverplates are intermediate in size and

externally are subtriangular to subrhomboidal in outline.
They alternate with the primaries. The subtriangular sec-
ondaries reach the adradial suture line and separate the
adradial bases of the alternate primaries. The subrhorn-
boidal secondaries are angular adradially, wedged between
the two adj acent primaries which are in contact adradially.
Opposing alternate pair members of the secondary series
are also separated perradially by a pair of tertiary cover-
plates.
The small tertiary coverplates are confined to the axial

part of the ambulacra. Subrhomboidal in shape, these
coverplates are the only set in which opposing alternate
pair members are perradially in contact. One pair of

tertiaries is inserted between the perradial tips of opposing
alternate members of both the primary and secondary
coverplate series. Thus there are twice the number of pairs
of tertiaries as primaries or secondaries. The sequence en-
countered along the perradial line is: primary. tertiary.
secondary. tertiary. primary. etc.
The squamose. imbricate interamhulacrals are relatively

small in proportion to thecal diameter.
The valvular anal structure is formed by an inner and

an outer circlet of alternating. triangular plates. In the
holotype (text fig. 39\. six outer and five inner plates are
seen. Apparently the sixth inner circlet plate is hidden b,
lateral slippage of the two adjacent outer circlet plates.
The peripheral rim is formed by five or six circlets of

plates. The more distal plates appear to be angular and
approach the triangular shape found in the rim plates of
Rectitriordo kirkfieldensis.
Plate exteriors appear to have been smooth.
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Specimen

US;\l\1 5-3958. Holotype of Curvitriordo shideleri IBass·
ler l (1936, pI. 6, fig. 91. Elkhorn Formation, Richmond
Group. Cincinnatian Series, Upper Ordovician. Just west
of Hamburg, Indiana. 16.6 mm axial by 17.1 mm trans-
verse diameter.
Text fig. 39, pI. 39. fig. 8, 9.
The holotype has collapsed. shifting the central oral

surface toward the left edge of the theca. A large part of
the right side of the theca is missing, including a small
section of the rim, interambulacra I and 2, and ambu-
lacrum II. The oral area and the hydropore structure are
completely disrupted. Plates of the peripheral rim are
generally well preserved. The arrangement of the ambu-
lacral coverplates is preserved in the remaining arnbu-
lacra.

Family AGELACRINITIDAE Chapman, 1860
Type genus: Agelacrinites Vanuxem, 1842

Diagnosis

Isorophina with: domal or clavate theca; oral plates
commonly numerous, primary orals usually undiffer-
entiated; hydropore structure commonly a large, poly-
plated. isolated protuberance posterior to central oral
rise; ambulacral coverplates forming cyclic series or mix-
tures of cyclic and biserial sets; interambulacral plates
squamose and imbricate or polygonal and tessellate.

Description

The Agelacrinitidae vary greatly in size; average adult
thecae are only 8 or 9 mm in some species, whereas diam-
eters reach 50 mm in others. Both domal and clavate
thecae are known.
External oral area plating varies from species that have

relatively few plates (approximately 15) with distinct
primary orals, to species with numerous orals which lack
differentiated primary oral plates. The numerous orals
of the latter type commonly reflect the ambulacral cover-
plate pattern and distally appear to grade into the cover-
plate sequence. One or more differentiated hydropore
orals may be included in the oral area. The oral frame,
which underlies the external orals, is formed by the five
proximal floorplates of the ambulacra. The frame may in-
clude intrathecal extensions from the primary orals in

Discussion

Bassler 0936, p. 19) originally described the specie,
as a typical lsorophus, but with" long, much curved. ex.
trernely narrow rays made up of unusually small plate,
and separated by many comparatively small interambu_
lacrals." The species is here included in Curvitriordo Oil

the basis of the ambulacral curvature pattern and the
triple biseries of ambulacral coverplates. The perradial
separation of opposing alternate pair members of the pri.
mary and secondary coverplate sets serves to differentiale
C. shideleri from C. kentuckyensis, in which the opposing
alternate pair members of all three series of coverplats,
are perradially in contact.

RANGE AND OCCURRENCE: Richmond Group, Cincinnatian
Series, Upper Ordovician of Hamburg, Indiana.

those species in which the primary orals are externally dif-
ferentiated.
Agelacrinitidae hydropore structures range from small

protuberances, semi-integrated with the central oral rise.
to large, elongate, isolated prominences which are distal
to the oral rise. Semi-integrated types are formed by rela-
tively few oral-ambulacral series plates and include one
or more hydropore orals. The larger, isolated protuber-
ances are formed by many plates, commonly including:
posterior orals, specialized small hydropore plates distal
and adjacent to the posterior orals, and modified proximal
plates of interambulacrum 5 that have been incorporated
into the oral area.
The ambulacral coverplates commonly occur in cyclic

sets composed of two to seven plates per cycle. Occasion-
any the coverplates are a mixture of cyclic and biserial
sets. One species (?) Postibulla [asperensis possibly has
only a single biseries of coverplates.
The uniserial ambulacral floorplates may meet one an-

other along vertical sutures or they may be imbricate with
the proximal edge of each overlapping the distal edge of
the adjacent proximal plate. Large lateral nodes often
project into the thecal cavity from the inner sides of the
floorplates.
The interamhulacral plates of domal Agelacrinitidae

are commonly squamose and imbricate. However, domal
species may have polygonal interambulacrals which ap-
proach a tessellate relationship in the centers of the inter-
amhulacra. In all domal forms the interambulacrals that
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lie distal to the ambulacra are squamose and imbricate,
and distally intersect the proximal rim plates. Clavate
Agelacrinitidae commonly have thick, polygonal, tessellate
interambulacrals. Adjacent to the ambulacra, oral area,
and anal structure, these plates may become more squa-
mose and imbricate slightly. Distal to the ambulacra the
polygonal interambulacrals grade into imbricate plates
which are commonly extremely thin, elongate, and sub-
rectangular in outline. These form the pedunculate part of
the theca, which extends down to the proximal plates of
the basal, peripheral rim.
The valvular anal structure commonly includes an inner

and outer circlet of triangular plates. The overlapping
plates of the outer circlet regularly alternate with the inner
ones. The lateral edges of contiguous anals are beveled to
fit tightly together along the zone of overlap. Some species
apparently modify this common Isorophina plan and add
an extra inner circlet of plates.
The peripheral rim includes two or three proximal cir-

clets of geniculate plates which are externally squamose
and elongate concentric with the thecal margin. These
are surrounded by several circlets of progressively smaller,
radially elongate plates. The rim plates that form the
transition zone between the concentrically and the radially
elongated plates are squamose and without any character-
istic form. The large plates of the proximal circlet are
commonly arranged as alternate proximal and distal sub-
circlet members.

Discussion

Kesling and Ehlers (1958, p. 925) summarize usage of
the taxon family Agelacrinitidae, including the incorrect -
spellings by most early authors based on the misspelling
of Agelacrinites Vanuxem as "Agelacrinus." As they re-
corded, Clarke (1901) used the correct spelling, predating
Bassler's (1935) claim to the family name. However,
Chapman (1860) was actually the first to define the fam-
ily Agelacrinitidae, and he included all then known edrio-
asteroid species in one genus, Agelacrinites.
The subo-rder Isorophina Bell is essentially equal to the

family Agelacrinitidae as emended by Bassler (1936),
Kesling and Ehlers (1958), and Hegnell (1966). The
family Agelacrinitidae Chapman is here restricted to the
more advanced species of the suborder, whereas the older
species are included in the family Isorophidae Bell.
Morphologically the Agelacrinitidae is the most diverse

family of edrioasteroids. Thecal shapes include both
domal and clavate types. The oral region may include
relatively few plates, with primary orals differentiated, or
numerous small orals may be present, and these reflect the
ambulacral coverplate pattern.
The hydropore structure may be a small prominence,

semi.integrated with the central oral rise and formed by

relatively few oral-ambulacral series plates. In other
Agelacrinitidae it is a large, isolated rise formed bv
numerous plates, including modified
Apparently this latter form is derived from the former.
Juveniles suggest that the hydropore migrates during
growth and enlarges through the incorporation and modi-
fication of adjacent proximal interambulacrals, until it
stands as a separate, large mound, posterior to the central
oral rise.

Ambulacral coverplate patterns are diverse and range
from mixtures of sets of biserial and cyclic plates to cyclic
sets of coverplates. Apparently small intra-ambulacral
coverplate extensions are developed in some species, but
not in others. The coverplates are overlapped adradially
by adjacent interambulacrals, but they appear to end at
the upper lateral margins of the underlying floorplates.
Thus intrathecal extensions may be lacking throughout the
family. Unfortunately, the externally hidden ambulacral
tunnel and adradial parts of the coverplates are inade-
quately known.

The uniserial ambulacral floorplates vary from thick,
axially elongate plates which abut along vertical sutures
to relatively thin, imbricate, trough-shaped ones. Floor-
plates have been observed in only a few Agelacrinitidae
species, but apparently both abutting and imbricating
types occur within the same genus (Lepidodiscus ), If so,
this variability is in marked contrast to the Lebetodiscina,
in which imbricating, as opposed to abutting, floorplates
are a familial taxobasis.

The well-developed valvular anal structure. with an
inner and outer circlet of alternating, tightly fitting, tri-
angular plates, is common in the Agelacrinitidae. How-
ever, the structure occasionally includes three circlets. In
the Isorophidae, only two circlets of plates are found in
the valvular anal structure.

Postibulla jasperensis is questionably included in the
Agelacrinitidae. It appears to have only a single biseries
of coverplates and few, regularly arranged oral plates. The
holotype and only known specimen may be a juvenile, sug-
gesting that additional sets of coverplates and orals were
forthcoming during growth.
Published descriptions of several species not included

in this study suggest that they belong to the Agelacrin-
itidae. Three of these are of special interest. Agelacrin-
ites hanoveri Thomas (1924) is found in the Middle
Devonian, Shell Rock Formation of north-central Iowa.
The type specimens have been misplaced and were thus
unavailable for study. However, thousands of specimens
from a quarry near the type locality have been collected
(see Hadrochthus commensalus for description of strati-
graphic and geographic location). The species appears
to be closely related to the genus Postibulla, but may rep-
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resent a new genus. The species occurs on the upper
surface of large limestone knobs separated and undercut
by interconnected solution channels. This substrate and
the associated fauna suggest all intertidal or very shallow
subtidal environment for this occurrence (Koch and
Strimple, 1968, p. 12-15).
Many of the specimens of Agelacrinites hanoveri

Thomas are juveniles. Among these are specimens equal
in size to the type specimen of Timeischytes megapina-
cotus Ehlers and Kesling (1958). As noticed by Strimple
(personal communication. 1968), these young Agelacrin-
ites hanoveri are essentially identical in plate structure to
the types of the Ehlers and Kesling species (text fig.

Genus Agelacrinites Vanuxem, 1842

1842 Agelacrinites Vanuxem, L., Nat. Hist. New York, pt. IV,
Geology 3: 158, fig. 80.

1848 Agelacrinites Vanuxem, Forbes, E. [partim], Geol. Surv.
Great Britain and Mus. Practical Geology, London, Mem.
2 (2) : 519·52l.

1851 Agelacrinus Vanuxem, Roemer, F. [partim], Decheniana 8:
370-375.

1857 Agelacrinus Vanuxem, Pictet, F.-l. [partim], Traite de
Paleontologie ou Histoire Naturelle des Animaux Fossils,
2nd edition, Paris, 4: 305.

1860 Agelacrinites Vanuxem, Chapman, E. J. [partim], Canadian
Jour. Industry, Sci. and Art (n.s.) 5: 358·365.

1862 Agelacrinus Vanuxem, Dujardin, F. and Hupe, H. [partim],
Histoire Naturelle des Zoophytes Echinodermes, Paris: 83·
85.

1867 Agelacrinus Vanuxem, Hall, J., New York State Mus., 20th
Ann. Rept.: 299.

1868 Ageiacrinites Vanuxem, Meek, F. B. and Worthen, A. H.
[partim], Philadelphia Acad. Nat. Sci., Proc. 5: 357-358.

1870 Agelacrinus Vanuxem, Hall, J., New York State Mus., 20th
Ann. Rept. (revised edition) : 344·345.

1873 Agelacrinites Vanuxem, Meek, F. B. and Worthen, A. H.
[partim], Geol. Surv, Illinois, v. 5, Geology and Palaeontol-
ogy, pt. 2, Palaeontology of Illinois: 515.

1889 Agelacrinus Vanuxem, Miller, S. A. [partim], North Amer-
ican Geology and Palaeontology, Cincinnati: 221·222.

1896b Agelacystis Haeckel, E., Die Amphorideen und Cystoideen,
Leipzig, 1: 114, pl. 3, fig. 30.

1899 Agelacrinites Vanuxem, Jaekel, O. [partim], Stammesges-
chichte der Pelmatozoen, Bd. 1, Theeoidea und Cystoidea,
Berlin: 49·5l.

1900a Agelacrinus Vanuxem, Bather, F. A., in A Treatise on Zool-
ogy, E. R. Lankesrer (ed.) , London, pt. III, Eehinoderma:
207, fig. 3.

1901 Agelacrinites Vunuxem, Clarke, J. M. [partilll], New York
State Mus. Bull. 49 (2): 182-198.

6lE·E, pI. 55, fig. B-15). Thus T. megapinacotus is he.
lieved to be conspecific with A. hanoveri.

Agelacrinites hybolopus Fraunfelter and Utgaard
119(0) occurs in the Pennsylvanian Jamestown Cveh
them of southern Illinois. The published account of thi,
species suggests affinities to the genus Postibulla. Thi,
species, and unnamed fragmentary specimens from Nfl\

Mexico (see description at end of Isorophida) are the
only two described edrioasteroids from the Pennsylvanian.

RANGE AND OCCURRENCE: Erian Series, Middle Devonian.
into Virgilian Series, Upper Pennsylvanian of North
America (and probably Britain, Europe, and Hussiar.

1910 Agelacrinus Vanuxern, Grabau, A. W. and Shimer. H. W
[partim], North American Index Fossils, Invertebrates. New
York, 2: 472.

1914 Agelacrinus Vanuxem, Foerste, A. F. [partim], Denison
Univ., Sci. Lab. Bull. 17 (art. 14) : 399-456. pl. 6, fig. 3.

1924 Agelacrinites Vanuxem, Thomas. A. O. [partim], Iowa Geoi
Surv., Ann. Rept. 29: 420-42l.

1935 Agelacrinites Vanuxem, Bassler, R. S. [partim 1, Smithsonian
Misc. Coll. 93 (8): 7.

1936 Agelacrinites Vanuxem, Bassler, R. S. [partim I, Smithsonian
Misc. ColI. 95 (6): 15-16, pl. 1, fig. 18.

1938 Agelacrinites Vanuxem, Bassler, R. S., Fossilium Catalogu-
I: Animalia, pars 83, Gravenhage. Holland: 36.

1943 Agelacrinites Vanuxem, Bassler, R. S. and Moodey, M. \\.
[partim], Geol. Soc. America, Spec. Pap. 45: 195.

1944 Agelacrinites Vanuxern, Shimer, H. W. and Shrock, R. R"
Index Fossils of North America, New York: 131, pl. 49. fi.
22.

1953 Agelacrinus Vanuxem [noll Billings]. Piveteau, j" Trait,
de Paleontologic, Paris, 3: 652-653, text fig. 3.

1958b Agelacrinites Vanuxem, Ehlers, G. M. and Kesling, R. Y.
[partim], Univ, Michigan, Contrib. Mus. Paleont. 14 (151:
271-272.

1960 Agelacrinites Vanuxern, Kesling, R. V. [partim], Univ.
Michigan, Contrib. Mus. Paleont. 15 (8): 139·192.

1%6 Agelacrinites Vanux em. Regnell, G. [partim], in Treatise
Invert. Paleont .. R. C. Moore (ed.) , Lawrence. pt. D, Echi-
nodermata 3. 1: UI67·UI69. text fig. 128-6.

TYPE SPECIES: Agelacrinites hamiltonensis Vanuxem.
1842.

Diagnosis
Agelacrinitidae with: domal theca. 15 or more oral

plates. including two or more apparently differentiated
primaries and one large hydropore ora]; hydropore
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structure formed by few plates; ambu-
lacra curved. I-III contrasolar, IV-V solar, coverplates in

two-plate cycles; interambulacrals large, sub-
slightly imbricate; valvular anal structure with

two circlets of regularly alternating plates.

Description

Adult diameters of over 30 mm are recorded for the
type species of Agelacrinites.
The oral plates appear to vary in number and arrange-

ment; 15 or more are commonly present (pl. 40, fig, 2, 7).
Two large anterior primary orals, and perhaps two large
posterior primaries, are externally differentiated from the
other orals by their size. A single large hydropore oral
forms a prominent distal bulge in the oral area outline
and extends along the proximal posterior margin of ambu-
lacrum V.
The hydropore structure lies in the right posterior part

of the oral area (pl. 40, fig. 1, 2, 7-9). Plates surround-
ing the opening are raised to form a low, elongate mound,
semi-integrated with the central oral rise. The structure
involves three or more plates: the single, elongate hydro-
pore oral forms the entire posterior side of the structure;
and two or more oral-amhulacral series plates form the
anterior side and lateral extremities of the structure.
The ambulacra o.f Agelacrinites are long and moder-

ately narrow. Ambulacral coverplates form two-plate
cyclic sets. The two-plate sets on each side o.f the per-
radial line are offset by half their width; the primary
plates of one side lie opposite the secondaries of opposing
cycles. Thus the alternating two-plate cycles form a
broadly undulating, zigzag perradial line. Occasionally
anomalous coverplates may interrupt the regularity of this
sequence.
The trough-shaped floorplates meet along vertical su-

tures. The upper .faces of the floorplates are evenly con-
cave downward, except for the nearly horizontal lateral
margins which form a wide zone of articulation with the
overlying bases o.f the coverplate. The evenly convex-
inward, inner .faces o.fthe floorplates appear to be smooth.
The subpolygonal interambulacrals are slightly imbri-

cate. Sutures between contiguous plates are often nearly
vertical; the zone o.f overlap is very small, particularly in
the centers o.f the interambulacra.
The valvular anal structure is .formed by an inner and

outer circlet of triangular plates that alternate and are
beveled to fit tightly together. Only the central parts of
the inner circlet plates are exposed between the broadly
overlapping edges o.f the outer circlet plates.
The peripheral rim includes two or three circlets of

larger plates that are elongate concentric with the thecal
margin, and two or three irregular, distal circlets o.f

smaller, radially elongate plates. The larue plates of the
proximal circlet regularly alternate as proximal and distal
subcirclet members.
Prosopon of large ridges and nodes occurs in the type

species.

Discussion

As the first formally proposed edrioasteroid genus.
Agelacrinites Vanuxem (1842) was broadly defined. For
the next two decades nearly all edrioasteroid species were
included in Agelacrinites; e.g., Forbes (1848), Roemer
(1851), Pictet (1857}, Chapman (1860\, and Dujardin
and Hupe (1862).
In 1867 Hall redescribed the type species of Agelacrin-

ites in detail. This description and Hall's contemporane-
ous descriptions of several other edrioasteroid species
initiated the gradual restriction of the generic taxobases
for Agelacrinites. Ambulacral width, length, disposition.
and number; interambulacral plate morphology; thecal
shape; and peripheral rim development were accepted as
generic criteria from 1870 through the 1920's. Using
only these criteria, numerous species were placed in
Agelacrinites. Bassler (1935) suggested that the degree
of interambulacral plate imbrication, the width of the
peripheral rim, and the number of ambulacra vary intra-
specifically in all edrioasteroids. On the other hand, he
thought valid generic taxobases should include arnbuIacral
plate structure, oral area plating, and direction and degree
of ambulacral curvature. Bassler's criteria have been
accepted by most subsequent authors. So defined, Agela-
crinites since 1935 has included all species with: domal
theca; oral plates small, numerous and without definite
order; ambulacra long, narrow, curved, I·III contrasolar,
IV·V solar; interambulacrals squamose or polygonal,
imbricating or tessellate; and peripheral rim with several
rows of plates.
As suggested by Ehlers and Kesling (1958), Kesling

(1960) and Regnell (1966), the oral plating, hydropore
structure, and the ambulacral coverplate pattern are also
prime generic taxobases. Thus, in agreement with the type
species, Agelacrinites is here further restricted to include
only those species with: a moderate number of orals which
include differentiated anterior and perhaps posterior pri-
mary orals; hydropore structure semi-integrated with the
oral rise and including a large hydropore oral plate;
ambulacral coverplates in an alternating, two-plate cyclic
series; and valvular anal structure with an inner and outer
circlet of plates. Agelacrinites hamiltonensis is the only
species included in this study that strictly conforms to the
genus.

RANGE AND OCCURRENCE: Skaneateles Formation, Hamil-
ton Group, Erian Series, Middle Devonian o.f New York.
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Agelacrinites hamiltonensis Vanuxem, 1842

Text fig. 40-41; plate 40, plate 41, fig. 1-5

1842 Agelacrinites hamiltonensis Vanuxem, L., Nat. Hist. New
York, pt. IV, Geology 3: 158, fig. 80.

1848 Agelacrinites hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Forbes, E., Geol. Surv.
Great Britain and Mus. Practical Geology, London, Mem.
2 (2): 520-521.

1851 Agelacrinus hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Roemer, F., Decheniana
8: 370·375.

1857 Agelacrinus hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Pictet, F..J., Traite de
Paleontologic ou Histoire Naturelle des Animaux Fossils,
2nd edition, Paris, 4: 305.

1860 Agelacrinites hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Chapman, E. J., Cana-
dian Jour. Industry, Sci. and Art (n.s.) 5: 360·365.

1862 Agelacrinus hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Dujardin, F. and Hupe,
H., Histoire Naturelle des Zoophytes Echinodermes, Paris:
84.

1867 Agelacrinus hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Hall, J., New York
State Mus., 20th Ann. Rept.: 299.

1868 Agelacrinites harniltonensis Vanuxem, Meek, F. B. and
Worthen, A. H., Philadelphia Acad. Nat. Sci., Proc. 5: 357-
358.

1870 Agelacrinus hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Hall, J., New York
State Mus., 20th Ann. Rept. (revised edition) : 344·345.

1871 Agelacrinus hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Hall, J., New York
State Mus., 24th Ann. Rept. (adv. puh.) : pl. 2, fig. 14-15.

1872 Agelacrinus hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Hall, J., New York
State Mus., 24th Ann. Rept.: pl. 6, fig. 14-15.

1873 Agelacrinites hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Meek, F. B. and
Worthen, A. H., Geol. Surv. Illinois, v. 5, Geology and
Palaeontology, pt. 2, Palaeontology of Illinois: 515.

1889 Agelaerinus hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Miller, S. A., North
American Geology and Palaeontology, Cincinnati: 222.

1896b Agelacystis hamiltonensis (Vanuxem) , Haeckel, E., Die
Amphorideen und Cystoideen, Leipzig, 1: 114, pl. 3, fig. 30.

1899 Agelacrinites hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Jaekel, O. Stammes-
geschichte der Pelmatozoen, Bd. I, Thecoidea und Cystoidea,
Berlin: 51.

1900a Agelacrinus hamiltonensis Vanuxern, Bather, F. A. in A
Treatise on Zoology, E. R Lankester (ed.) , London, pt. III,
Echinoderma: 207, fig. 3.

1901 Agelacrinites hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Clarke, J. M., New
York State Mus., Bull. 49 (2): 182-198, pl. 10, fig. 6.

1903 Agelacrinus hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Delage, Y. and
Herouard, E., Traite de Zoologie Concrete, T. 3, Echino-
dermes, Paris: 414-415, text fig. 551.

1910 Agelacrinus hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Grabau, A. W. and
Shimer, H. W., North American Index Fossils, Invertebrates,
New York, 2: 472.

1914 Agelacrinus hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Foerste, A. F., Denison
Univ., Sci. Lab. Bull. 17 (art. 14), 399-456, pl. 6, fig. 3.

1924 Agelacrinites hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Thomas, A. 0., Iowa
Geol. Surv., Ann. Rept. 29: 420.

1936 Agelacrinites hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Bassler, R S., Smith-
sonian Misc. Coli. 95 (6): 15-16, pl. I, fig. 18.

1938 Agelacrinites hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Bassler, R S., Fos-
silium Catalogus I: Animalia, pars 83, Cravenhage, Holland:
36.

1943 Agelacrinites hamiltonensis Vanuxern, Bassler, R. S. and
Moodey, M. W., Geol. Soc. America, Spec. Pap. 45: 195.

1944 Agelacrinites hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Shimer, H. W. and
Shrock, R. R, Index Fossils of North America. New York:
131, pl. 49, fig. 22.

1953 Agelacrinus hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Piveteau, L Traite de
Paleontologie. Paris 3: 652-653, text fig. 3.

1958b Agelacrinites hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Ehlers, G. M. and
Kesling, R V., Univ. Michigan, Contrib. Mus. Paleonl. 14
(15) : 271-272.

1960 Agelacrinites hamiltonensis Vanuxern, Kesling, R. V., Univ.
Michigan, Contrib. Mus. Paleont, IS (8): 143.

1966 Agelacrinites hamiltonensis Vanuxem, Hegnell, G., in Trea.
tise Invert. Paleont., R. C. Moore (ed.I , Lawrence, pt. IJ.
Echinodermata 3, I: UI67·UI69, text fig. 128-6.

Diagnosis

Agelacrinites with: large theca; oral plate arrangement
variable; hydropore structure formed by large hydropore
oral plus two to five oral-ambulacral series plates; two.
element coverplate sets in regular to irregular cycles;
interambulacrals proportionately large; thecal plates with
prominent to subdued ridge and node prosopon.

Description

The domal theca of adult Agelacrinites hamiltonensis
reaches diameters of over 32 mm. The species is known
from only 22 adult and 10 poorly preserved juvenile speci-
mens.
The oral area averages 15 to 20 plates, which are some-

what variable in arrangement (text fig. 4OA, B, 4ID!.
Apparently two large anterior primary orals form the cen-
tral anterior part of the area. Two large plates, perhaps
primary orals, form the central posterior margin of the
region. These posterior plates may centrally meet the
anterior primaries, or they may be separated from them
by several smaller orals, hence the identification of poster-
ior primary orals as homologous to those found in the
Isorophidae is questionable. Approximately five lateral
secondary orals flank both the right and left side of the
central oral plates. In addition, one to three secondary
orals separate the anterior primary orals from the proxi·
mal coverplates of ambulacrum III.

Text figure 40. Agelacrinites hamiltonensis Vanuxem, 1842.

Lectotype, NYSM, 362-A.
A. Oral surface, (x 4), pl. 40, fig. 1.
B. Oral area and adjacent structures, (x 12), pl. 40, fig. 2.
AO, anterior primary oral plate; HO, hydropore oral plate;

LBP, left lateral bifurcation plate; 0', secondary oral plate; PO,
posterior primary oral plate; RBP, right lateral bifurcation plate;
I, primary series ambulacral coverplate; 2, secondary series am-
bulacral coverplate.
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The hydropore structure (text fig. 4OB, 41D) forms a
prominent distal bulge in the oral area outline. Partici-
pating plates are elevated and form a low mound that is
semi-integrated with the central oral rise. A single, large
hydropore oral extends along the proximal posterior edge
of ambulacrum V. In addition to this large hydropore
oral, the structure may include two to five adjacent plates
of the oral-ambulacral series. The posterior side of the
elongate, slitlike opening is bounded entirely by the
anterior margin of the hydropore oral. The anterior edge
of the opening is formed primarily by the adradial end
of the (?) proximal primary coverplate of the posterior
side of ambulacrum V. The hydropore opening may be
limited to,the boundary between these two plates (text fig.
40B), or it may extend proximally to intersect the right
margin of the large, right posterior oral plate (text fig.
41D) . In both cases, the adjacent margin of this oral
plate is elevated and forms part of the hydropore prom-
inence. Specimen USNM 8519O-A suggests that several
other proximal coverplates of ambulacrum V are short-
ened adradially along their zone of contact with the hydro-
pore oral and are thereby included in the structure. In
contrast, only three plates, the right posterior oral, the
hydropore oral, and the opposing large primary cover-
plate, appear to form the entire hydropore structure in the
lectotype (text fig. 4OB).
The oral frame and adjacent stone canal passageway

have been observed in one moderately well preserved
specimen and several other poorly preserved individuals
(pl. 41, fig. 1, 2). The transversely elongate oral frame
extends into the thecal cavity below the ambulacra. The
five proximal ambulacral floorplates form the radial parts
of the structure; each is enlarged proximally and extends
downward into the thecal cavity and also extends laterally
to make contact with the adjacent floorplates of the frame.
The upper extremities of the frame interradii, between
ambulacra II·III and III-IV, are formed by downward
tapering, wedge-shaped intrathecal extensions from the
two large, anterior primary orals. Interradii between
ambulacra I-II and IY·Y are formed entirely by the en-
larged proximal floorplates. The two posterior floorplates
are not in contact across the posterior interradius. This
sector includes only the intrathecal extensions from two
or more large posterior oral plates. These extensions are
relatively short and extend downward only a short dis-
tance, thereby forming a pronounced posterior gap in the
frame. The central lumen, surrounded by the frame,

downward into the thecal cavity and also laterally
into the area beneath interambulacrum 5 through the
posterior gap in the frame. Large, bladelike extensions
may extend proximally into the central lumen from the
two posterior floorplates or from the adjacent intrathecal
extensions of the oral plates.

The stone canal passageway leads downward fr h.. om t e
hydropore and opens directly into the thecal cavit 'I
41, fig. 1, 2). It is a rapidly expanding,
passageway, formed by the proximal two floorplates of
ambulacrum V and adj acent intrathecal extensions of sev,
eral (?) plates. inner end of the passageway appears
unusually large; It extends across ,the entire width of the
floorplates and bulges into the cavity beneath interambu.
lacrum 5.
Ambulacral curvature is commonly gradual, initiated

near the proximal end of the ambulacrum. The rate of
curvature is greatest where the ambulacra approach and
become concentric with the proximal margin of the rim
The ambulacral coverplates form a two-plate cyci·. hsenes wit opposing sets alternating along the amhulacra

(text fig. 40A). The large primary coverplates are sub.
rectangular, with straight adradial margins, parallel 01

lateral sides, and an angular per.
end. lateral margins converge

rapidly and merge with the pointed perradial end to form
a subtriangular plate outline. The smaller secondaryplate!
lie along the proximal side of the primaries. Each is sub.
rectangular to subtriangular, with a straight adradialmar.
gin and parallel or converging lateral sides. The perradial
end slopes toward the adj acent distal primary so that to-
gether, the two plates form a single, wide, perradial point.
The perradial line is thus an undulating zigzag line,with
each broad point formed by both plates of each cycle.
The regularity of the coverplate pattern and perradial

line undulation may be interrupted by modifications 01
the secondary coverplate shapes. Occasionally the sec
ondaries are angular perradially and form a discrete per·
radial point. In this case, each major undulation include!
two points - the larger primary, and a less prominent.
proximal, secondary point. Moreover, some of the sec·
ondary plates may become nearly as large as the adjacenl
primaries, further altering the perradial line.
The distal sectors of the ambulacra include only pri

mary coverplates which form an alternating. single hi,
series. The secondaries are intercalated later alonz theto

proximal margin of each primary. In some specimem
secondaries first appear three or four primary plates from
the tip of the ambulacrum. In others. the entire dista1
fourth of the ambulacrum appears to 'lack secondaries

Text figure 41. Agelacrinites Iwmiltonensis Vanuxem, 1842.

A. Lectoparatype (4), juvenile, NYSI\1 362.E. (x 15). pI. 40, fig. S
B. Lectopuratype (2\. small adult. NYSM 362-<':' (x 6\. pl. 40.
5.

C. Lectoparatype (3), juvenile, NYSM 362-D. (x 10), pl. 40, fig. 4
D. USNM 85190·A. (x 4), pl. 40, fig. 7.
E. Lectoparatype (1), NYSM 362-B, (x 3), pI. 40, fig. 6.
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Initially. the secondaries may be limited to the axial part
of the ambulacrum. at least externally. However, they
quickly increase in size, and one or two plates proximal
to their insertion zone they extend to the adradial suture
line.
The coverplate pattern in the largest observed specimen

of Agelacrinltes hamiltonensis appears to vary from the
above description i text fig. 41D, 1'1. 40, fig. 7). The sec-
ondary coverplates commonly form discrete perradiaJ
points. Moreover, additional plates appear to be present
in the proximal parts of the ambulacra. These may be
extra secondary series plates, with two added between each
two primaries, or they may represent an irregular, third
set of plates which form a three-plate cycle. Some of the
smaller plates in the proximal parts of four of the ambu-
lacra do not reach the adradial suture line externally, and
further suggest that three distinct sets of plates are pres-
ent. However, in ambulacrum III of this specimen most
proximal coverplates are nearly equal in size, and each
forms a discrete perradial point. Thus the sequence re-
sembles a single alternating biseries. The coverplate
modifications in this specimen could represent gerontic
adult traits. However, their variability from one ambu-
lacrum to another suggests that this is merely an anoma-
lous individual. Moreover, other specimens nearly as
large as this do not appear to develop these coverplate
variations.
A single specimen of Agelacrinites hamiltonensis ex-

poses the inner, ambulacral tunnel side of several proxi-
mal coverplates. The latex pull seen in pl. 40, fig. 8, repli-
cates the impressions of the inner coverplate surfaces.
Although mediocre preservation obscures details, the
ambulacral coverplates appear to have small, bladelike
intra-ambulacral extensions developed on their perradial
sectors. Each extension is straight, produced directly
downward into the ambulacral tunnel. Thus, unlike the
proximally flexed intra-ambulacral blades of the Iso-
rophidae, the extensions of Agelacrinites hamiltonensis do
not underlap the adjacent coverplates. Apparently each
large coverplate has a larger central blade flanked by two
smaller, lateral blades. When closed, the extensions of
opposing coverplates apparently interdigitate beneath the
perradial line.
Adradially the ambulacral coverplates are slightly over-

lapped by adjacent interambulacrals. The lower surfaces
of the coverplates rest on the nearly horizontal lateral
margins of the underlying floorplates, All coverplates
appear to end adjacent to the lateral margins of the f1oor-
plates, and thus apparently lack intra-ambulacral exten-
sions such as those developed in the Isorophidae.
The floorplates are rectangular in plan view, elongate

normal to the ambulacral axis. Contiguous floorplates
abut along vertical sutures. Their inner surfaces are evenly

convex inward, with the upper surfaces concave downward
except for the nearly horizontal lateral articulation zone.
A low, rounded ridge may be developed along the
lateral zones, and may perhaps be related to the coverplalt
articulation.
The valvular anal structure has 16 to 18 triangulal

plates, which alternate as inner and outer circlet members.
Outer circlet plates broadly overlap the inner plates alone
tightly fitting, beveled edges, and leave only a narrow
central strip of the inner plates externally exposed. Inter.
ambulacral plates which surround the anal area are small
and form an irregular bordering circlet.
The peripheral rim includes four to six circlets of plates.

The proximal circlets are segregated into alternating prox.
imal and distal subcirclet members; the overlapping distal
plates are externally much larger than the alternate proxi-
mals. Plates of the proximal two or three circlets are
elongate concentric with the thecal margin. The small
plates of the distal two or three circlets are radially elon-
gate.
Prominent vertical ridges are developed on the basal

surfaces of the larger geniculate rim plates (pl. 41, fig.
1, 5). Commonly, individual ridges extend across the
entire basal surface, although occasionally shorter ridges
are set between the distal parts of the larger ones. Each
ridge is broad proximally, and tapers rapidly to a thin
blade that extends across the distal two-thirds of the plate
base. Some ridges are nearly straight, whereas others flex
distally, their course diverging from the plate centers.
Each large, proximal circlet plate appears to have five to
nine ridges. Smaller rim plates have fewer ridges.
Large, irregular ridges and nodes lend a distinctive

appearance to the thecal plates of many Agelacrinites ham-
iltonensis. Development is variable, pronounced in some
adults but subdued in other adults and all juveniles. In
some specimens nearly all plates bear the prosopon except
for the nearly smooth proximal rim plates. In other indi-
viduals it may be limited to interambulacrals and distal
rim plates.

Specimens

NYSM 362 (A-E). Type series of Agelacrinites hamil-
tonensis Vanuxem (1842, fig. 80). Chenango Sandstone
member, Skaneateles Formation, Hamilton Group, Erian
Series, Middle Devonian. Colgate University Campus
Quarry, Hamilton, New York.
The small sandstone slab preserves six A. hamiltonensis

resting on a fragment of a smooth pelecypod valve. All
are molds of the external oral surface.

NYSM 362-A. Lectotype of Agelacrinites hamiltonensis.
27.7 mm axial by 32.3 mm transverse diameter.
Text fig. 4OA, B, pl. 40, fig. 1, 2.
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This is the largest complete specimen in the type series
and is here designated the lectotype. The theca has col-
lapsed. but little plate disruption has occurred. Slight
lateralshifting of plates in and around the oral region may
have altered external plate shapes and locations. Latex
casts of the specimen show most external features,
although suture lines are somewhat obscured in the critical
oral area and hydropore structure. Text fig. 4OA, B de-
picts probable plate boundaries. Each ambulacral cover.
plate appears to be centrally domed, so that lateral suture
lines between adjacent coverplates lie in deep depressions.
Theperradialline between opposing coverplates is marked
by a narrow, slightly elevated ridge that extends the length
of the ambulacrum. These ridges suggest that the per-
radial coverplate margins were slightly elevated, although
the ridges might also be preservational features. Thecal
prosopon is prominently developed in this individual.

362-B. Lectoparatype (1) of A. hamiltonensis.
26.8 mm along break, 12.2 mm normal to break.
Text fig. 41E, pl. 40, fig. 6.
Lectoparatype (l) lies adjacent to the lectotype; the

two specimens touch along a small segment of their periph-
eral rims. This specimen preserves only the right half of
thetheca, including: ambulacra IV, most of V, and a small
segment of III; interambulacra 4, and parts of 3 and 5;
the partially disrupted right half of the oral-hydropore
structure area; most of the disrupted anal structure; and
the right half of the peripheral rim. Preservation is sim-
ilar to that of the lectotype, although thecal collapse has
causedmore extensive plate disruption in this individual.

362-C. Lectoparatype (2) of A. hamiltonensis.
12.4 mm diameter parallel to break, 6.1 mm normal to
break.
Text fig. 41B, pl. 40, fig. 5.
This lectoparatype is a small adult. The left posterior

third of the theca is missing, and the remainder of the
specimen is partially disrupted and rather poorly pre-
served. Oral area plates outlined in text fig. 41B appear
to be fragmented. Irregularities in the ambulacral cover-
plate pattern may he preservational.

\YSM 362-D. Lectoparatype (3) of A. hamiltonensis.
.is mm axial by 5 mm transverse diameter.
Text fig. 41C, pl. 40, fig. 4_
This lectoparatype is a juvenile. The theca has col-

lapsed, but the maj or structural units appear to be only
slightly disrupted. Unfortunately, most individual plate
boundaries are indistinct. This and the following juvenile
demonstrate the relatively increased size of the oral-hydro-
pore region, the anal structure, and the peripheral rim in
voung individuals. The ambulacra and interamhulacral

areas are proportionately small. These juvenile character.
istics correspond with the 1! row th series features observed
in other edrioasteroid species.

NYSM 362.E. Lectoparatype (41 of A. hamiltonensis.
4.7 mm axial by mm transverse diameter.
Text fig. 4] A, pI. 40, fig. 3.
Lectoparatype (41 is a small juvenile. Most plate

boundaries are indistinct. but the outlines of major thecal
structures are visible. Plates have been totally obscured
in a large irregular area that includes much the oral
region and ambulacrum V. Anals, interambulacrals. some
rim plates, and a few ambulacral coverplates are tenta-
tively outlined in text fig. 41A.

NYSM 362-F. Lectoparatype (5) of A. hamiltonensis.
20.8 mm long.
This specimen is a small segment of the peripheral rim

of a large adult.

USNM 85190. Topotypes of A. hamiltonensis. Chenango
Sandstone member, Skaneateles Formation, Hamilton
Group, Erian Series, Middle Devonian. Colgate Univer-
sity Campus Quarry, Hamilton, NewYork. G. A. Cooper.
collector.
Ten small slabs of Chenango sandstone bearing 26

specimens of A. hamiltonensis (eight juveniles and 18
adults) are included under this number. One specimen
preserves a few weathered plates; all others are molds.
Descriptions are based primarily on latex pulls of these
specimens, which include both external and internal oral
surface casts.

USNM 85190·A. 32.9 rom axial by 24.2 mm (broken]
transverse diameter.
Text fig. 4lD, pI. 40, fig. 7.
This large topotype is missing the right third of the

theca, and a large crack extends across the posterior rim.
Collapse has partially disrupted some orals and distal
interambulacrals. However, most of the ambulacra] cov-
erplates appear to be well preserved. Proximally, the
coverplate cycle in four of the ambulacra appears to in-
clude a third, irregular series of plates. Moreover, nearly
all of these proximal plates form discrete perradial points,
and some of the smaller plates are restricted to the axial
parts of the ambulacra. Ambulacrum III is unique, for
all of the proximal plates are nearly equal in size. This
creates the appearance of a single alternating biseries of
coverplates. The medial sectors of all the ambulacra
exhibit the common two-plate cycles. Distally, the pri-
mary coverplates form a single alternating biseries, the
secondary coverplates first appearing far from the distal
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USNM 85190·F

USNM 85190·C
USNM 85190·D
USNM 85190·E

tips of the ambulacra. Prosopon is subdued in this speci-
men; apparently it developed only on the larger inter-
ambulacrals.

USNM 85190·B. 26.5 mm axial by 29.2 mm transverse
diameter.
PI. 40, fig. 8, 9.
This topotype is unique in preserving some of the orig-

inal thecal plates. The specimen lies with the external
oral surface toward the matrix, and originally only the
inner sides of the thecal plates were exposed. Loss of
many plates, but preservation of others, provides a
composite view of the individual which includes both in-
ternal and external features.
A latex pull made in 1969 (pI. 40, fig. 8) exposes the

following features: the exterior oral surface of most of the
peripheral rim; interambulacra 1, 2, and 5; the anal
structure; the oral and hydropore area; and some of the
ambulacral coverplates; also, the impressions of the
ambulacral tunnel surfaces of the proximal and medial
coverplates of ambulacra II·V; the inner surfaces of the
plates of interambulacrum 3 and parts of 2 and 4; and
the impressions of the basal surfaces of a small section of
peripheral rim plates, The numerous small holes in the
latex pull apparently resulted from a thin coating of glue
that preserves the remaining plate calcite, which is ex-
tremely soft. Although the amount of detail preserved is
variable owing to the weathered condition of the plate
calcite, this specimen demonstrates the presence of intra-
ambulacral extensions on the ambulacral tunnel surfaces
of the coverplates.
A gutta-percha squeeze of this specimen (pI. 40, fig. 9)

made prior to 1941, found in the University of Cincin-
nati's Kopf Collection, shows that more original plate
material was once present. In contrast with the 1969
pull, this squeeze preserves the impressions of the inner
surfaces of the ambulacral floorplates in the proximal
parts of ambulacra III and IV. The squeeze also pro-
vides a three-dimensional view of the ambulacral tunnel
filling in the proximal part of ambulacrum III.

USNM 85190·G. Small slab with four A. hamiltonensis
specimens resting on a pelecypod valve.

USNM 85190·G·1. Largest of the four specimens. 22 mm
axial by 24.7 mm transverse diameter.
PI. 41, fig. 3, 4.
This large specimen is incomplete; the right posterior

third of the theca is now missing. The full thecal diameter
was apparently over 30 rom. Significantly, the ambu-
lacral coverplate pattern is clearly a two-plate cyclic series
with adj acent primary and secondary plates uniting to

form a single perradial point. Thus the coverplate sr.
quence in this large adult is like that of the lectotype, h":
contrasts with the apparently unusual proximal sequenCt
in specimen USNM 85190·A. This specimen is also note
worthy for its nearly smooth plate exteriors, which cor,
trast with the pronounced development of nodes and
ridges in other specimens.

USNM 85190.G.2, G.3, G-4. Three other typical A. ham
iltonensis adults.

USNM 85190-1. 19.5 mm axial by 19.7 mm transverSf
diameter.
Pl. 41, fig. 1, 2.
This topotype is an impression of the inner sideofthe

oral surface. Preservation is variable. The floorplates of
ambulacra I, II, and V, some of the interambulacrals, and
many of the peripheral rim plates are well preserved. The
structure of the oral frame is somewhat indistinct, but
better preserved here than in any other known individm,
examined. The stone canal passageway is also visible, but
plate boundaries are difficult to identify.

USNM 85190·}. 22.5 mm long by 11 rom wide.
PI. 41, fig. 5.
This specimen, which exposes the inner side of theoral

surface, is a fragment of the left posterior part of the
theca. It includes the distal floorplates of ambulacra L
II, and V, interambulacral plates, and the adjacent sector
of the peripheral rim. The vertical ridges on the basal
surfaces of the peripheral rim plates are well preserved,

The remainder of the topotypes examined include:

Slab with eight juveniles.
One medium-sized adult.
Slab with three small
adults.
Slab with two fragmentary
specimens which expose
the inner surface of the
theca.

USNM 85190·H Slab with four small
adults which expose the
inner side of the oral sur-
face.

YPM 28454 One adult specimen orig-
inally from the USNM
85190 series, apparently
donated to Yale Umver-
sity.
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Discussion
Agelacrinites hamiltonensis Vanuxem (1842) was the

first formally named edrioasteroid species. It was based
on the molds of six specimens, three of which are frag-
ments, that rest on the smooth surface of a large pelecypod
valve. Vanuxern (1842, p. 158) interpreted the six indi-
viduals and the resting surface as " one system," and thus
unique in being the only colonial" crinoidal fossil." The
original description noted the shape, size, position, and
prosopon of the six specimens and continued, " near the
center of the largest and perfect medallion [the lectotype]
are five branching arms, like those of an asteria or star-
fish, between two of which and those which are most
expanded, is a star [anal structure] which probably was
the mouth of the animal." Fortunately, Vanuxem included
a woodcut (image reversed left to right) that accurately
depicts many of the thecal features, although the orals and
ambulacral coverplates are difficult to interpret.
A. hamiltonensis was frequently cited by early workers

in subsequent descriptions of new edrioasteroid species.
Recognizing the individuality of the type series specimens,
most authors used Vanuxem's illustration of the lectotype
as the basis for interpretation of trivial characteristics.
In 1867, Hall redescribed the species in detail and in 1871
he presented a new drawing of the lectotype. The descrip-
tion presented here contrasts with Hall's interpretation in
that he recognized: only a single alternating biseries of
ambulacral coverplates, oral area with only six plates, and
interambulacrals abutting. No mention was made of the
hydropore structure.

Genus Krama Bell, gen. nov.

TYPE SPECIES: Hemicystites devonicus Bassler, 1936

Diagnosis

Agelacrinitidae with: domal theca; 16 or more oral
plates, including 4 large primary orals, one hydropore
oral, and lateral secondary orals that resemble amhulacral
coverplates ; hydropore structure semi-integrated; ambu-
lacra of moderate width, curved I-III contrasolar, IV·V
solar, ambulacral coverplate sequence a combination 0.£
cyclic sets and biserial pairs; interambulacrals squamose,
imbricate; valvular anal structure formed by alternating
inner and outer circlet plates.

Description

The genus Krama is monotypic, and therefore separa-
tion of generic and specific taxobases is uncertain. Fea-
tures outlined in the above diagnosis are inferred to be of
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Hall's description and drawing of A. hamiltonensis have
been accepted as definitive by most authors. The descrip-
tion presented here is the first account since Hall's that is
based upon a restudy of the type specimens. The discoverv
of undescribed topoty pe specimen" housed in the Cnile:l
States National Museum has substantiallv increased under-
standing of thecal structures and variations within the
species.
Agelacrinites liamiltonensis is represented by relatively

few specimens. All are preserved as molds, and descrip-
tions are based primarily on latex pulls prepared from
them. The identification of individual suture lines is diffi-
cult in areas of small, complexly arranged plates such as
the oral region, hydropore structure, and in part, the am-
bulacra. Thus the apparent variability in the number and
arrangement of the orals and hydropore structure plates
may be at least partially preservational. The supposed
presence of a third series of ambulacral coverplates in
specimen USNM 85190-A. and the described irregularities
in the basic two-platecyclic series of other specimens. can-
not be established with certainty, owing to the mode of
preservation.
Plate boundaries are especially difficult to see in the

smaller juveniles. Only the changes in areal dominance
of the major thecal structures is definitely established bv
these specimens. .

RANGE AND OCCURRENCE: Skaneateles Formation. Hamil-
ton Group, Erian Series, Middle Devonian of Hamilton,
New York.

generic rank from taxobases for related Agelacrinitidae
genera.

ETYMOLOGY: Krama is Greek meaning mixture, and reo
fers to the mixture of cyclic and biserial sets of cover-
plates.

RANGE AND OCCURRENCE: Traverse-Hamilton Groups.
Erian Series, Middle Devonian of eastern Michigan and
western Ontario.

Krama deoonicum (Bassler), 1936

Text fig. 42-45; plate 41, fig. 6.8, plate 42, 43

1936 Hemicystites devonicU$ Bassler. R. S.• Smithsonian Misc.
Coll. 95 (6); 14. pl. 7, fig. 1; Agelacrinites sou.thworthi
Bassler, idem, ibid.: 16, pl. 4. fig. 12.

1943 Hemicystites deronicus Bassler. Bassler, R. S. and Moodey,
M. W., Geol. Soc. America, Spec. Pap. 45: 203; Age/acTi-
nites southssorthi Bassler, idem, ibid.: 196.
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1944 Hemicy stites deuonicus Bassler, Shimer, H. W. and Shrock,
R. R., Index Fossils of North America, New York: 131, p1.
49, fig. 23.

1955b Agelacrinites southworthi Bassler, Ehlers, G. M. and
Kesling, R. Y., Univ. Michigan. Contrib. Mus. Paleont. 14
05) : 271-272.

1960 Hemicystites devonicus Bassler, Kesling, R. Y., Univ,
Michigan, Contrih. Mus. Paleont. IS (S): 159·160, pl. 10,
fig. 5·7; Agelacrinites sp, B, idem, ibid.: 149·150, text fig. 2,
pl. 5, fig. 1-2; Agelacrinites southworthi Bassler, idem, ibid.:
ISO-lSI, pl. 5, fig. 3·4.

1966 Agelacrinites sp. B. Kesling, Regnell, G., in Treatise Invert.
Paleont., R. C. Moore t ed.) , Lawrence, pt. D, Echinodermata
3, I: text fig. 120-4.

Diagnosis

A Krama with: moderate-sized theca; oral plates includ-
ing two anterior and two posterior primaries; semi-inte-
grated hydropore structure formed by three or moore
plates; ambulacral coverplate series including alternate
cyclic series of three sets of plates and one late, fourth set
added as biserial pairs; squamose, imbricate interamhu-
lacrals relatively large in proportion to thecal diameter;
large triangular anals arranged as alternate inner and
outer circlet members, with elevated, acuminate tips form-
ing central anal protuberance.

Description

The domal theca of Krama devonicum (Bassler) is mod-
erate in size; the maximum known diameter approaches
18 mm.
The oral area is composed of approximately 20 plates

in large adults (text fig. 42). Oral plate number and
disposition change during ontogeny. In small specimens
four primary orals (two anterior and two posterior) form
the center of the oral area (text fig. 44A, B). All four
are adradially in contact with adjacent interambulacra and
extend proximally to the central transverse oral midline.
The two subequal anteriors are symmetrically disposed on
either side of the anterior oral midline. The right posterior
is larger than the other primaries and perradially abuts
both anterior primary o-rals. The left posterior is the
smallest primary and perradially abuts only the left side
of the left anterior primary. A single, moderate-sized hy-
dropore oral lies adjacent to the right posterior edge of
the right posterior primary oral and forms a distal bulge
in the oral area outline which extends along the posterio-r
proximal part of ambulacrum V. Secondary orals distally
flank the central primaries, four or more on each side
along the transverse oral midline, and two along the ante-
rior oral midline. Thus oral plates total 15 or 16 in the
smaller specimens.

In the largest adult specimen (USNM S-3478, text fig.
42), the oral area includes 20 or more plates. The two
anterior primary orals remain distinct and are located in
the same position as in younger specimens. However.
some of the lateral secondary orals are larger than either
anterior primary. The two large posterior primary orals
have apparently shifted position and no longer meet the
anterior primaries perradially. Three moderately large
" central secondary orals" lie between the anterior mar.
gins of the posterior primaries and the transverse oralmid.
line. The middle "central secondary" is largest. Per.
radially it abuts both anterior primaries and forms the
center of the transverse oral midline. The posterior mar.
gin of this plate meets the anterior edge of both posterior
primaries. The right "central secondary" perradiall;
abuts the right anterior primary oral, and before thecal
collapse it apparently also abutted the right posterior pri·
mary oral. The left "central secondary" posteriorly
meets the left posterior primary oral but perradially it is
in contact with an anterior lateral secondary oral. The
large hydropore oral lies adjacent to the right margin of
the right posterior primary oral and extends distally along
the proximal posterior margin of ambulacrum V. Addi·
tional secondary orals flank the central oral plates, two
along the anterio-r oral midline and four or more on each
side along the transverse o-ral midline. The lateral second-
aries in part reflect the pattern of the ambulacral cover-
plate series and appear to grade distally into the proximal
coverplate series without a distinct break. Therefore, the
distinction between distal orals and proximal coverplates
is obscure, and the exact number of lateral secondary orals
is indeterminate.
A medium-sized adult (UMMP 5-7679, 8 mm diameter.

text fig. 45B) suggests that the central separation of the
anterior and posterior primary orals is accomplished late
in ontogeny by proximal migration of lateral secondary
orals. In this individual the two anterior primaries are
larger than adjacent secondaries, with one disposed on
each side of the anterior oral midline. Meeting perradi.
ally, they form the anterior edge of the central transverse
oral midline. The two- large posterior primaries form most
of the central posterior o-ral area. Adradially they form
the posterior margin of the o-ral area, but perradially they
are separated from the anterior orals. Centrally, the sepa-
ration is an open gap between the primaries, perhaps ac-
centuated somewhat during thecal collapse. But laterally,
two secondary orais, which formerly flanked the right and
left posterior orals, have apparently migrated both an-
teriorly and proximally. The right secondary, apparently
ahead of the left, completely separates the right anterior
and posterio-r primaries. The left plate separated onlythe
distal parts of the two left primary orals.
terior movement of the two posterior primaries, coupled
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Text figure 42. Krama devonicum (Bassler), 1936.

Oral area and adjacent structures, USNM S·3478, (x 15), pi. 43, fig. 11. Inset at the broken end
of ambulacrum I is a vertical cross section view of the most distal preserved plates of ambulacrum I.
AO, anterior primary oral plate; HO, hydropore oral plate; LBP, left lateral bifurcation plate;

LPO, left posterior primary oral plate; 0', secondary oral plate; o'c, central secondary oral plate;
RBP, right lateral bifurcation plate; RPO, right posterior primary oral plate; 1, primary set am-
bulacral coverplate ; 2, secondary set ambulacral coverplate; 3, tertiary set ambulacral coverplate;
4, quaternary set ambulacral coverplate.
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with continued proximal migration 0.£ the lateral second-
aries, would produce the oral plate arrangement seen in
the larger adult (text fig. 42).
The hydropore structure of Krama devonicum lies in

the right posterior distal bulge of the oral region. It is
semi-integrated with the central oral rise; the adj acent
margins of plates surrounding the opening are elevated
to form a low, moundlike protuberance along the distal
edge of the oral rise. At least three plates participate
directly in its formation. The posterior side includes the
proximal part of the hydropore oral and the right margin

of the right posterior primary oral. The anterior side of
the mound is formed primarily by the adradial end of one
elongate plate of the oral-ambulacral series that opposes
the junction between the hydropore oral and the right
posterior primary. This anterior plate is either a posterior
right lateral secondary oral, or the proximal primary
coverplate of the posterior side of ambulacrum V. One or
two oral-ambulacral series plates that flank this central
anterior one may be adradially elevated and thereby also
participate directly in the structure. In addition, one or
more of the proximal coverplates of the posterior side of
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ambulacrum Y may be adradially shortened where they
meet the adjacent right anterior edge of the hydropore
oral plate, and thus are indirectly included in the hy-
dropore complex.

In young individuals, the hydropore protuberance is
formed entirely by the hydropore oral, the right posterior
primary oral, and the opposing oral-ambulacral series
plate. The hydropore is a small, triangular gap between
these three plates at the summit of the prominence. In
larger specimens. both the opening and the elevated pro-
tuberance appear to be elongated parallel to the axis of
ambulacrum Y, and may include additional plates of the
oral-ambulacral series which are adj acent to the initial
anterior element.

The ambulacra are curved; I·III contrasolar, IY·Y
solar. In young adults the ambulacra curve gradually,
whereas in larger specimens the proximal parts are nearly
straight. The distal tip of each ambulacrum remains sepa·
rated from the adjacent ray by several interambulacrals.
Distally, ambulacrum Y may curve proximally toward the
anal structure in large individuals.

The ambulacral coverplate series, when fully developed
(text fig. 43H, 44C), contains four sets of plates. The
initial three sets are disposed in alternating cyclic series;
the final set forms biserial pairs which are inserted into
the cyclic series. In mature segments of the ambulacra,
the primary plates are largest and triangular in outline,
with wide adradial bases and pointed perradial tips. The
plates of the second set are the next largest, often two-
thirds the size of the primaries. They vary from broad-
based triangular plates to elongate subtriangular ones with
straight ad radial margins, nearly parallel sides, and a
pointed perradial end. These plates lie adjacent to the
proximal margins of the primary plates of the next distal
cycle. The tertiary plates are somewhat smaller than the
secondaries, but usually not less than half the size of the
primaries. They range from subtriangular plates that
broadly abut the adradial suture line, to subrhombic forms
that are angular both perradially and adradially. The
latter may extend to the adradial suture line or end before
intersecting it. The tertiaries lie between the primary and
secondary plates of each cycle.

These first three sets of coverplates complete the cyclic
part of the mature coverplate series. Cycles on opposite
sides of the perradial line alternate, offset by half a cycle
width. Thus the pointed perradial tips of the primary
plates fit between the pointed tips of contiguous tertiary
and secondary plates of opposing cycles (text fig. 44C).
The offset three-plate cycles yield a broadly undulating
perradialline, but the large, discrete, angular tips of each
cycle plate form sharp perradial serrations which partially
mask the broader undulations.

The quaternary plates are small and are restricted ll.
the axial part of the ambulacra. Each is rhombic and
pointed, both perradially and adradially (text fig. 44C
The quaternaries are added as biserial pairs inserted inlr,
the fully formed, three-plate cycles. Opposing pair mem-
bers are perradially in contact and thus lie in different
parts of the offset, opposing cycles. As one looks alollg
the ambulacra in a distal direction, the adradial end of
each right quaternary is seen inserted between the pointed
perradial tip of each right tertiary plate and the tip of the
adjacent right primary plate of the following distal cycle
(text fig. 44C). The adradial end of the left of
the quaternary pair is inserted between the tips of the
primary and the adjacent tertiary plate of each left cycle,
The pointed perradial tip of the left member of the qua.
ternary pair lies adjacent and proximal to the tip of the
right plate.
The ontogenetic development of the coverplate sequence

is schematically depicted in text fig. 43A·H. Primary
coverplates are developed singly at the distal tip of the
ambulacra and shift alternately left and right to form an
alternating biserial pattern (text fig. 43A, UMMP 57677;.
Apparently specimens less than 2 rom in diameter include
only primary coverplates.
Formation of secondary coverplates begins after four

or five primary plates are present on each side of the
perradial line. The first secondary plate is introduced
adjacent to the distal margin of the proximal primary
coverplate. At approximately the same time, a new
primary plate is added at the distal tip of the amhu-
lacrum. Thus the zone of secondary coverplate insertion
is perpetually four or five primary plates from the distal
tip of the ambulacrum. The secondaries are added alter-
nately along the ambulacra, with one adj acent to the distal
edge of each primary. When first developed, each sec"
ondary is a small, rhombic element, restricted to the
medial part of the ambulacrum. Rapidly increasing in
size, they become sub triangular in outline as their bases
widen after reaching the adradial suture line (text fig,
43B, C).

Text figure 43. Krama devonicum (Bassler), 1936.
Schematic reconstruction of ambulacral coverplate development.
The proximal end of each ambulacral segment is the bottomofthe
illustration. A through E depict the development of the cyclic
primary set (Roman numerals), secondary set (capital letters:.
and tertiary set (Arabic numbers) of ambulacral coverplates- F IS
a regularized drawing of actual plate shapes seen at this stage of
development. G shows the addition of the quaternary set (small
letters) as pairs of coverplates. H is a regularized drawing of
actual plate shapes where all four sets of coverplates have de-
veloped.
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Development of the tertiary coverplates parallels that
of the secondaries (text fig. 44D-F). Their formation
begins in the proximal part of the ambulacra after four or
five alternate sets of secondaries have been developed.
Corresponding insertions of new secondaries maintain the
zone of tertiary coverplate emplacement four or five sec-
ondary plates proximal to the zone of secondary plate for-
mation. Each tertiary is inserted along the distal margin
of each primary, and thereby separates the primary and
secondary coverplates of each cycle. Initially the small,
rhombic tertiaries are limited to the axial part of the am-
bulacra. They gradually increase in size and extend
toward the adradial suture line. The tertiaries commonly
maintain the rhombic shape and end before reaching the
adradial suture line in all but very large adults. Text fig.
43F represents actual plate shapes in the proximal part of
the ambulacra of UMMP 57679, approximately 8 mm in
diameter, and shows the typical three-plate cyclic pattern
in medium-sized adults. The holotype is in the same stage
of ambulacral coverplate development (text fig. 44D).
Quaternary plate development, which begins proximally,

is initiated late in adult development after numerous three-
plate cycles are complete (text fig. 43G). The rate of
quaternary plate pair insertion is apparently more rapid
than development of the cyclic plates. Thus the zone of
quaternary plate insertion gradually migrates closer to the
zone of tertiary plate insertion. For example, the ambu-
lacral sequence in UMMP 4796, 14.5 mm in diameter (text
fig. 45C, D), contains only numerous three-plate cycles
throughout the long ambulacra. In contrast, the entire
proximal halves of the ambulacra in U5NM 5-3478, 17.5
mm in diameter (text fig. 42, 44C) , have quaternary plate
pairs.
Individual cyclic coverplates continue to increase in size

as the quaternary pairs are added. The secondaries ex-
pand adradially and become nearly triangular in outline.
The once rhombic tertiaries commonly become subtri-
angular as their adradial bases intersect the adradial
suture line and widen. In contrast, the quaternaries ap-
parently remain small, rhombic plates, and are always
confined to the axial parts of the ambulacra (text fig. 42,
43Hj.
Modifications of the amhulacral coverplate pattern are

encountered occasionally. As one looks along the amhu-
lacra in a distal direction, the proximal primary cover-
plate may be seen on the left side of the perradial line
rather than on the right, its usual position. The relative
proximal-distal location of the opposing, interdigitating,
pointed perradial tips of the coverplates is thus reversed,
with the perradial tip of the right, rather than the left
member of the quaternary pair of plates lying proximal
to the opposing quaternary plate, and so on (ambulacrum
II, text fig. 42). In addition to plate reversals, the sec-

ondary and tertiary plates occasionally become unusualh
large and approach the size of adjacent primary cove;.
plates. Small extraneous plates occasionally appear in the
coverplate sequence, although these may be fragments of
adj acent coverplates that were broken during preservation
(text fig. 44CJ.
The primary coverplates laterally overlap adjacent see.

ondary and tertiary ones, and the contiguous margins of
these plates are beveled to fit tightly together. In Iullv
developed adults, all three plates of the cyclic series com-
manly reach the adradial suture externally, and their bases
rest upon the lateral margins of the underlying floorplates.
In smaller adults the tertiaries may end externally before
reaching the adradial suture line, but apparently they ex.
tend under the adj acent overlapping coverplates and in.
ternally make contact with the inner edge of the lateral
floorplate margin. Only small, newly formed secondary
and tertiary plates are confined to the axial part of the
ambulacra, both externally and internally. In contrast, all
quaternary coverplates are limited to the axial ambulacral
area, both externally and internally.
The inner surfaces of the coverplates are inadequately

known. Intra-ambulacral extensions apparently are de-
veloped on the primary, secondary, and perhaps tertiary
coverplates, but their shape and size has not been deter-
mined. Adradially, the coverplates end adjacent to the
edges of the underlying floorplates and apparently lack
intrathecal extensions. The adradial ends of the cover-
plates are overlapped by the upper edges of adjacent inter-
ambulacral plates, whereas the lower parts of these inter-
ambulacrals abut the adradial faces of the coverplates. A
pronounced groove is incised into the abutted adradial
face of each coverplate, apparently facilitating articulation
between the coverplates and the lower, abutting part of the
adj acent interambulacral plates.
The ambulacral floorplates, seen only in disrupted speci-

mens, are uniserial, trough-shaped, and meet one another

Text figure 44. Krama devonicum (Bassler), 1936.

A. Juvenile, UMMP 35390, (x 30), pl. 41, fig. 7.
B. Juvenile, UMMP 21123, (x 18), pl. 42, fig. 1.
C. Ambulacrum III, U5NM 5·3478, (x 25), pl. 43, fig. 9.
O. Holotype, UMMP 17295, (x 15), pl. 41, fig. 6.
AO, anterior primary oral plate; BP, lateral bifurcation plate;

HO, hydropore oral plate; LAO, left anterior primary oral plate;
LBP, left lateral bifurcation plate; LPO, left posterior primary
oral plate; 0', secondary oral plate; PO, posterior primary oral
plate; RAO, right anterior primary oral plate; RBP, right lateral
bifurcation plate; RPO, right posterior primary oral plate; 1, pri
mary set ambulacral coverplate; 2, secondary set ambulacral cover
plate; 3, tertiary set ambulacral coverplate ; 4, quaternary sel
ambulacral coverplate.
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along vertical sutures. The inner surfaces are evenly con-
vex inward. The upper surfaces are concave downward
except for the lateral adradial margins, which slope gently
and form a moderately wide articulation zone upon which
the bases of the overlying coverplates rest (insert, text fig.
42). These lateral margins slope toward the ambulacral
trough in specimen UMMP 4796 (pl. 43, fig. 1-2) but ap-
pear to slope away from the trough in USNM S-3478 (in-
sert, text fig. 42).
The squamose interambulacral plates are imbricate and

moderately large in proportion to thecal diameter.
The valvular anal structure of Krama devonicum in-

cludes approximately 16 triangular plates, alternating as
inner and outer circlet members. Outer circlet plates
broadly overlap inner ones and leave only a narrow central
strip of each inner plate exposed externally. The central,
pointed tips of the anals are flexed upward to form a small,
conical protuberance in the center of the anal structure.
The basal ends of the anal plates are grooved, like the
adradial ends of the ambulacral coverplates, and appar·
ently aid in articulation of the anals with the adjacent
abutting interambulacrals (pl. 43, fig. 1-3).
The peripheral rim is formed by four to six circlets.

The large proximal circlet plates regularly alternate as
proximal and distal subcirclet members. Plates of this
and the following circlet are elongate concentric with the
thecal margin, whereas the distal two to four circlets are
formed by radially elongate plates.
External plate surfaces are smooth, except for the ex-

tremely fine pustulation reflecting the microstructure of
the plates.

Specimens

UMMP 17295, UMMP 35390, UMMP 21123, UMMP
21203, UCMP 36118, UMMP 57078, UMMP 4796,
UMMP 57679.
Holotype and seven topotypes of Krama devonicum

(Bassler ) • Ferron Point Formation (Long Lake Beds),
Traverse Group, Erian Series, Middle Devonian.
Abandoned shale pit of the Alpena Portland Cement
Company, SEt, Sec. 18, T. 32 N., R. 9 E., Alpena County,
about 7 miles north of Alpena, Michigan.

UMMP 17295. Holotype of Krama devonicum (Bassler)
(1936, p. 14, pI. 7, fig. 1, as Hemicystites devonicusv . H.
H. Hindshaw, collector. 6.6 mm axial by 4.8 mm trans-
verse diameter.
Text fig. 44D, pI. 41, fig. 6.
The holotype is a small, poorly preserved specimen.

Thecal collapse and lateral compression have disrupted
most of the plates. Many outer rim plates have been
eroded away, and the oral region plates are centrally

abraded. The ambulacral curvature pattern is discernible.
and the three-plate cyclic coverplate pattern is preserved
in the proximal part of ambulacrum IV. The quaternary
coverplates are not present in this young adult. The four
primary orals, hydropore oral, and some of the secondary
orals are outlined in text fig. 44D.

UMMP 35390. Topotype of Krama devonicum illus-
trated by Kesling 0960, pl. 10, fig. 7, as a juvenile
Hemicystites devonicus). 2.8 mm axial by 2.5 mm trans.
verse diameter.
Text fig. 44A, pl. 41, fig. 7, 8.
This well-preserved topotype is a young juvenile. The

theca has collapsed, but little plate disruption has Occur.
red. All five ambulacra are distinct, but curvature has not
yet been initiated. Each ambulacrum includes four or five
sets of primary coverplates. Proximal secondary cover-
plates are present in ambulacra I, II, and V, but have not
yet appeared in ambulacra III and IV. The oral area is
formed by the four primary orals, the right posterior
hydropore oral, two anterior secondary orals, and four
or five lateral secondaries on each side of the central
primaries. Three plates form the hydropore protuber-
ance: the right posterior primary oral, the hydropore oral.
and the single, opposing oral-ambulacral series plate.
Interambulacrals are few in number. each is relatively
large in proportion to thecal diameter. The partially dis-
rupted anal structure includes approximately eight plates.
The peripheral rim is formed by the proximal circlet of
large plates and two or three poorly ordered distal cir-
clets.

UMMP 21123. Topotype of Krama devonicum illus-
trated by Kesling (1960, pl. 10, fig. 6, as a juvenile Hemi-
cystites devoniens). 4.4 mm axial by 4.6 transverse diam-
eter.
Text fig. 44B, pI. 42, fig. 1, 2.
Although nearly twice the size, this juvenile is about

equal in development to the above specimen. Thecal col-
lapse has shifted the oral-ambulacral series toward the
right anterior edge of the rim. Apparently it moved as a

Text figure 45. Krama devoni.culII (Bassler), 1936.
A. UMMP 21203. (x 10), pl. 42. fig. 7.
B. UMMP 57679, (x 10), pl. 42. fig. 9. AO, anterior primary oral

plate ; BP. lateral bifurcation plate; HO. hydropore oral plate:
0'. secondary oral plate; PO, posterior primary oral plate.

C. Ambulacrum V, UMMP 4796. (x 20). pl. 43. fig, 3. Proximal
end i$ to the left. 1, primary set umbulacral coverplate ; 2, sec-
ondary set ambulacral coverplute ; 3. tertiary set ambulacral
coverplate,

D. UMMP 47%. (x (i), pl. 43. fig. 1.
E. UMMP 57677-A, (x 6). pl. 43, fig. 5.
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unit, and only the distal interambulacrals are disrupted.
Ambulacra I, II, and III show slight curvature. Each
ambulacrum includes four to six primary coverplate sets,
and one to three proximal secondary coverplates. The
plating of the oral area and hydropore structure is
identical to that of UMMP 35390. However, interambu-
lacral plates are more numerous in this specimen than in
the last. The anus includes eight plates. and the periph-
eral rim three or four circlets. The pointed tips of the
anals are flexed upward and form a small conical mound
in the center of the anal structure. Minute external plate
pustulation is seen in enlarged photographs.

UMMP 57678. Topotype of Krama deoonicum. G. C.
Mclntosh, collector (May. 1967). 6.8 mm axial by 6.7
mm transverse diameter.
PI. 42, fig. 4.
In this partially disrupted specimen, the theca has col-

lapsed, and most of the left-half plates proximal to the
rim are disrupted. The right side of the oral region, the
hydropore structure, ambulacra IV and V, most of the
anal structure, and the anterior half of the peripheral rim
are well preserved. All ambulacra curve, but the degree
is less pronounced than in larger individuals. All three
sets of cyclic coverplates have formed in the proximal
parts of the ambulacra, but the tertiary plates are small
and are restricted to the axial part of the ambulacra. A
short distance from the oral region only the primary cov-
erplates reach the adradial suture line externally, with the
secondaries also restricted to the axial region. The anal
structure appears to include 14 plates, whose pointed tips
form a small, central protuberance. The rim is formed by
four circlets of plates.

UCMP 36118. Topotype of Krama deuonicum. Kopf
Collection. 4.4 mm axial by 6 mm transverse diameter.
PI. 42, fig. 5, 6.
Large sections of the anterior and posterior parts of the

theca are missing. The complete specimen appears to
have been over 6 mm in diameter. Plates in the posterior
third of the specimen are depressed below the level of the
anterior elements. Ambulacral curvature is slight. Prox-
imally, the coverplate series includes primary, secondary,
and tertiary plates, but only the primaries reach the ad-
radial suture line regularly. The distal halves of the
ambulacra appear to include only primary coverplates.
Ten triangular anals form the anal structure; their pointed
tips are raised to form a small, central, conical prom-
inence.

UMMP 21203. Topotype of Krama devonicum illus-
trated by Kesling (1960, pI. 5, fig. 2, as Agelacrinites sp.
B). 7.2 mm axial by 7.6 mm transverse diameter.

Text fig. 45A, pl. 42, fig. 7, 8.
This small adult is partially disrupted. Some of tht

interambulacrals and rim plates have been lost, and tht
plates of interambulacra 1, 2, and 5, the anal structure.
and the distal parts of all the ambulacra are disrupted.
However, the three-element coverplate cycles are well pre.
served in the proximal parts of ambulacra Ill, IV, and V.
The specimen appears to include all typical adult features.
with the exception of the quaternary coverplates and the
perradial separation of the primary orals.

UMMP 57679. Topotype of Krama devonicum. G. C.
McIntosh, (May, 1967). 7.8 mm axial by 8.S
mm transverse diameter.
Text fig. 45B, pI. 42, fig. 9-11.
This topotype has collapsed, disrupting many of the

distal parts of the theca. However, the oral region, the
hydropore structure, the proximal two-thirds of the amhu-
lacra, interambulacrum 4, and a segment of the peripheral
rim are well preserved. Distal displacement of the two
posterior primary orals has begun here, with concurrent
proximal migration of lateral secondary orals. The cov-
erplate sequence includes all three plates of the cyclic
sets, but the tertiary plates, and distally the secondaries.
are confined to the axial part of the ambulacra, The anal
structure apparently includes 14 plates. Four circlets of
rim plates are present.

UMMP 4796. Topotype of Krama devonicum illustrated
by Kesling (1960, pl. 5, fig. 1, as Agelacrinites sp. BI.
14.6 mm axial by 14.5 mm transverse diameter.
Text fig. 45C-D, pl. 43, fig. 1·3.
This specimen is a moderately large adult. The cover-

plates of amhulacra II and III, and the distal parts of I
and IV are disrupted, as are most of the oral plates. Sev-
eral sections of the distal rim circlets are missing. How-
ever, the three-element cyclic series of coverplates is well
preserved in parts of ambulacra I, IV, and most of V (text
fig. 45D). Quaternary coverplates have still not begun
to develop. Lateral displacement of adj acent interambu·
lacrals has exposed the grooved, adradial ends of most
of the ambulacral coverplates, and the grooved basal
edges of the anals. The upper surfaces of two floorplates
are exposed in ambulacrum III where the coverplates
have been lost. Secondary orals may separate the an-
terior and posterior primary orals, although disruption of
this area partially obscures the oral plate relationships.
Approximately 12 triangular plates form the anal struc-
ture; each is centrally elevated to form a conical mound.
The rim includes five plate circlets. Minute surficial plate
pustulation is apparent in the enlarged photographs (pl.
43, fig. 3).
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MMP 57677. Three specimens of Krama devonicum
sting on a convex brachiopod valve previously encrusted
ith bryozoa. Arkona Shale, about 25 feet below the
mtact with the Hungry Hollow Formation, Hamilton
roup, Erian Series, Middle Devonian. Lot No.8,
rrthwest bank of Ausable River, 3 miles north-northeast
: Arkona, Middlesex County, Ontario.

MMP 57677-A. Largest of three. 13.5 rom axial by
2.6 rom transverse diameter.
Text fig. 45E, pl. 43, fig. 4, 5.
The specimen is a moderately large adult. The theca
IS collapsed, but the plates are well preserved except for
,e partially disrupted oral area and a small missing seg-
ent of the left thecal margin. This individual is essen-
ally equal in stage of development to the last. In this
iecimen the distal parts of ambulacra I and IV are well
reserved and demonstrate the mo-de of coverplate addi-
on. The distal tips include only primary coverplates, six
, eight on each side of the perradial line. Secondary
.ates are developed in the next sector, inserted alternately
ong the perradialline, adjacent to the distal edge of each
rimary. Tertiary plates first appear after four (ambu-
crum I) to six (ambulacrum II) secondary sets are
.esent. Thus the zone of tertiary plate insection is sepa-
ited from the distal tip of the ambulacrum by approxi-
ately 12 sets of primary coverplates. The anal struc-
re appears to include 15 plates in this specimen.

MMP 57677·B. 8 mm axial by 8.6 mm transverse
.ameter.
This individual is a small adult. The theca is poorly
.eserved except for the three-plate cyclic sets of ambu-
cral coverplates in II, IV, and V. The grooved adradial
ids of the coverplates are exposed in the distal part of
nbulacrum V.

SNM 5-3478. Large adult Krama devonicum (Bassler).
he holotype of Agelacrinites southworthi Bassler (1936,
16, pl. 4, fig. 12) and illustrated by Kesling (1960, pl.
fig. 3). Arkona Shale, 20 to 30 feet below the Encrinal
imestone (Hungry Hollow Formation) Hamilton Group,
rian Series, Middle Devonian. Marsh's Mills, Arkona,
ntario. 17.5 mm axial by 17.8 mm transverse diameter.
Text fig. 42, 44C, pl. 43, fig. 6-1l.
The largest known specimen of Krama devonicum, this
dividual is the only representative in which the final,
iaternary set of ambulacral coverplates has developed.
he specimen is well preserved. Only partial thecal col-
pse has occurred, which caused slight disruption of the
terambulacrals. The medial part of ambulacrum I is
issing, along with the adjacent plates of interambulacra
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1 and 5. The anal structure is also disrupted. The re-
mainder of the oral and ambulacral plates appear essen-
tially undisturbed, except for the right posterior primary
oral and adjacent hydropore oral plates. These elements
have slipped toward the left posterior margin of the theca,
and thus the left margin of the right posterior primary
oral has slipped beneath the right edge of the left posterior
primary oral. This movement has opened a small gap
along the anterior margins of both the hydropore oral and
right posterior primary oral plate. The broken end of
ambulacrum I reveals an oblique cross section of both the
coverplates and a floorplate (insert, text fig. 42). Quater-
nary ambulacral coverplates are present in the proximal
one-half to two-thirds of all the ambulacra. Distal to the
quaternary plates, the three-plate cyclic series of cover-
plates is like that of smaller adults. Distally, first the
tertiary, then the secondary coverplates are lost, the distal
tips being formed by four or five pairs of primary plates.
In the well-preserved oral region, the anterior and poster-
ior primary orals are separated by three intervening sec-
ondary o-rals. Some of the lateral secondary orals are
quite large and form multiple perradial points, perhaps
suggesting that they were formed by the fusion of two or
more adj acent secondary orals.

USNM 94643. Juvenile Krama devonicum illustrated by
Kesling (1960, pI. 5, fig. 4, as a young Agelacrinites south-
worthi). Labeled" Widder" at Thedford, Ontario. "G. A.
Cooper is uncertain about the history of this edrioasteroid
[probably collected by Mr. Southworth] hut states that
the matrix resembles the Arkona Shale instead of the
younger Middle Devonian Widder formation" (Kesling,
1960, p. 151). 5 mm axial by 5.2 mm transverse diam-
eter.
PI. 42, fig. 3.
This well-preserved, small specimen has collapsed, but

plate disruption is confined to slight separation of a few
of the proximal elements. Surficial abrasion has smoothed
many of the plates, particularly in the hydropore region.
The specimen is similar to the other two described juve-
niles, UMMP 35390 and UMMP 21123. The oral area
includes four abutting primary orals, one right posterior
hydropore oral, two anterior secondary orals, and four or
five lateral secondary orals on each side of the central
primaries. The hydropore structure is formed by the right
posterior primary oral, the hydropore oral, and the one
oral-ambulacral series plate which opposes the junction
between the hydropore oral and right posterior primary.
The adj acent plate margins appear to have been elevated
to form a small hydropore protuberance, but abrasion has
obscured its original height. The anal structure includes
nine or ten plates, and the rim has four circlets of plates.
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Discussion of previous investigation

Bassler (1936, p. 14) described Hemicystites devonicus
as a small edrioasteroid with: rather large interambulac-
rals and orals; exceptionally short, straight, rapidly ta-
pering ambulacra with broad oral extremities, only four or
five coverplates per row; and other thecal features as in
Hemicystites [i.e., three primary and no secondary orals,
coverplates in a single alternating hiseries, interamhu-
lacrals squamose and imbricate]. He illustrated only the
holotype. In contrast with Bassler's description, a plate-
tracing of that specimen, text fig. 44D, shows: the oral
region has many plates and an adj acent, semi-integrated
hydropore structure; and the ambulacra are curved, with
coverplates forming a three-plate cyclic series.
In the same paper, Bassler (1936, p. 16) described

Agelacrinites soutluoorthi [= Krama devonicum (Bass-
ler) ], based on one specimen, USNM S-3478. Bassler
characterized the species as being like Agelacrinites ham-
iltonensis but with large, squamose, smooth interambu-
lacrals, and ambulacra shorter than, but similar to those
of A. hamiltonensis [i.e., curved, I-III contrasolar, IV-V
solar, and apparently following Hall's description, with a
single, alternating biseries of coverplates]. As seen in
text fig. 42, a plate tracing of that specimen, Bassler ap-
parently overlooked the complex plating of the oral-hydro-
pore area and the intricate mixture of cyclic and biserial
ambulacral coverplates.
Kesling (1960) described the hydropore structures of

Hemicystites devonicus, Agelacrinites southworthi, and a
species referred to as Agelacrinites sp. B. All seven speci-
mens included by Kesling in these three species are here
recognized as Krama devonicum (Bassler). The hydro-
pore of Hemicystites devonicus was described from three
specimens, including the partially disrupted holotype,
which is a young adult, and two juvenile topotypes
(UMMP 21123 and UMMP 35390). Kesling included the
hydropore oral and one to three opposing plates of the
oral-amhulacral series in the structure, but apparently ex-
cluded the right posterior primary oral, which is included
here. No mention was made of the elevation of the hydro-
pore plates into a small protuberance, although it is pro-
nounced in both juveniles. As interpreted here, only three
plates are actually in contact with the hydropore opening
in these two young Krama devonicum specimens; they are
the hydropore oral, the right posterior primary oral, and
the one plate of the oral-arnbulacral series directly op-
posite the junction between them.
Kesling's interpretation of the oral plates and hydro-

pore structure of Agelacrinites southworthi, based on the
holotype and one small specimen which he assigned to
that species, differs significantly from that presented here.
He described the right posterior primary oral as subtri-

angular, abutting the left posterior primary along a prom.
inent straight suture line, and elevated to form a " vaulted
structure." As seen in pI. 43, fig. 10, the right posterior
primary has apparently slipped under the left primary.
and thus Kesling's "vaulting" is preservational. "The
right plate [here the hydropore oral], subtriangular and
transversely elongate, has its right anterior border in.
dented parallel to the convex end of the adjacent ambu
lacral [V] plate. The hydropore seems to be between the
indentation in the right posterior peristomial plate [the
hydropore oral] and the adjacent part of ambulacrumV"
(Kesling, 1960, p. 151). As seen in pI. 43, fig. 10, hath
the right posterior primary oral and the adjacent hydro.
pore oral are distally displaced, which leaves a gap
between them and the opposing ambulacrals that obscures
the hydropore location. The hydropore structure is here
thought to lie between the elevated proximal, or "left"
anterior edge of the hydropore oral, the adjacent elevated
right anterior edge of the right posterior primary oral.
and the elevated adradial margin of the oral-ambulacral
series plate opposite the junction between these two (text
fig. 42, pI. 43, fig. 10, 11). Prior to preservational plate
slippage, the elevated margins of these three plates appear
to have formed a small protuberance with the hydropore
opening along the summit, as described here for other
specimens of Krama deuonicum as well. The following
one or two ambulacral coverplates distal to the elongate
plate of the oral-ambulacral series may have been slightly
elevated also, which suggests that the opening continued
distally between these elements and the opposing anterior
edge of the hydropore oral.
Kesling's other specimen of Agelacrinites southicottbi

(USNM 94643, pI. 42, fig. 3) has a relatively small hydro.
pore oral which lies adjacent to the right posterior edge of
the right posterior primary oral. The hydropore opening
is formed by these two plates and the adradial end of the
elongate oral-amhulacral series plate, which opposes their
j unction. The adj acent corners of the two orals and the
adradial margin of the opposing plate appear to have been
elevated to form a protuberance with the opening at the
summit, but erosion has partially leveled the area. Kes-
ling, overlooking or disregarding the smaller hydropore
oral, recognized only two posterior orals. He suggested
that the right plate was the "homologue" of the combined
right posterior oral and hydropore oral plates of the adult
(USNM S-3478). He thought the opening was alongthe
edge of this plate, apparently referring to the perradial
edge, where a small preservational gap separates it from
the anterior primary orals. The junction between the two
posterior primary orals is slightly elevated. This is in-
terpreted here as preservational tilting of the plates.
whereas Kesling identified this as a "vaulted structure"
like the one he described in specimen USNM S-3478.
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Kesling's location of the hydropore in the juvenile USNM
94643 lies "slightly ahead of the suture line between the
two posterior primary orals, whereas his placement of the
opening in the adult USNM S-3478 is posterior to or
"'behind" this suture line. Thus he suggested that the
opening migrated distally during ontogeny. Relative to
the oral pole, the hydropore does shift somewhat distally
duringgrowth, owing to the increase in size and number
of the secondary orals. However, the same three
plates - the hydropore oral, the right posterior primary
oral, and the opposing oral-ambulacral series
plate - always surround the opening. It is possible,
however, that the opening may actually lengthen distally
somewhat during growth, and extend farther along the
anterior edge of the hydro pore oral in large adults to
include the next one or two ambulacral series plates as
well.
Two additional specimens of Krama devonicum

(UMMP 4796; text fig. 45C,D, pl. 43, fig. 1-3; and
UMMP 21203 text fig. 45A, pI. 42, fig. 7, 8) were
included in Kesling's hydro pore study under the label
Agelacrinites sp. B. As seen in the text figures, the
disrupted oral area and hydro pore region are difficult to
interpret in both, although apparently they are consistent
withthe structure found in better preserved specimens of
Krama devonicum (text fig. 42, 45B). In both, the two
posterior orals and the right posterior hydropore oral
plate are tentatively recognized. In the smaller (UMMP
21203), the anterior and posterior primary orals appar-
ently were perradially in contact, whereas in the larger
(UMMP 4796) the lateral secondary orals had probably
migrated between the primaries, as in specimen USNM
5-3478. Kesling's reconstruction of Agelacrinites sp. B
deviates from the description presented here, in that: (1)
the oral plating, in which the two anterior primary orals
are notdistinct, but a large, central anterior oral is shown
meeting the proximal coverplates of both sides of am-
bulacrum III; (2) the elongate shapes of the posterior oral
plates; (3) the indication of a posterior oral ridge formed
by the supposedly upturned contiguous edges of the two
posterior orals; (4) the hydropore structure, shown as
formed by only the right anterior edge of the hydropore
oral and one large, opposing plate of the oral-ambulacral
series [thereby deleting the right edge of the right pos-
terior primary oral, which actually extends laterally to
meet the opposing oral-ambulacral series plate]; and (5)
the inclusion of a border of extremely narrow, elongate
plates which flank the ambulacra and surround the anal
structure [which actually represent the exposed,
grooved, adradial faces of the coverplates and anals]. In
spite of the somewhat fragrnentary condition of both
specimens, Kesling accurately portrays the complex
three-element cyclic pattern of the ambulacral cover-
plates, including the distal absence of the tertiary and

secondary plates. However, both sets are shown ending
at approximately the same point. Kesling considered
Agelacrinites sp. B as closely allied to Agelacrinites
soutluoorthi and separated the twoon the supposed pres-
ence of the narrow bordering plates of the arnbulacra
[i.e., the exposed adradial edges of the coverplates] and
the wider ambulacra of Agelacrinites sp. B. The latter
difference is the result of the differing sizes of the speci-
mens, because the interambulacra increase in width
more rapidly than the ambulacra during growth.
Other references to specimens of Krama devonicum

include: a reillustration of the holotype and summary of
Bassler's original description by Shimer and Shrock
(1944); mention of the squamose interambulacrals of
Agelaerinites southworthi by Ehlers and Kesling (1958);
and a reillustration of Kesling's 1960 reconstruction of
Agelaerinites sp. B by Regnell (1966); included with his
summary of Kesling's hydropore structure study.

Discussion

The twelve described specimens ofKrama devonicum
(Bassler) represent a moderately complete growth series
which includes three juveniles (2.5 to 5 mm in diameter)
and nine adults, ranging from small to large individuals
(6 to 17.8 mm in diameter). Earliest ontogenetic stages
are unknown. In the smallest juvenile (2.5 mm in diam-
eter), all major structural units of the theca are distinct.
The oral-hydropore area, anal structure and rim are
proportionately large, whereas the ambulacral-
interambulacral sector of the theca is relatively small
compared to that of adults. As the ambulacra lengthen
and the interambulacra increase in area, the oral-
hydropore area, the anal area, and the rim become
proportionately smaller, although still increasing in ab-
solute size. Interambulacra increase in width relatively
faster than do the ambulacra, so that proportionately,
the ambulacra decrease in width during growth.
The oral region, when first observed, includes: four

very large primary orals, twoanterior and two posterior,
are perradially in contact; one small, right pos-

terior hydropore oral; and 10 to 12 secondary orals, two
anterior and four or five laterals on each side of the
central primaries. During growth the primaries de-
crease somewhat in relative size, whereas the hydropore
oral increases greatly. Secondary orals increase slowly
in total number, and some increase in size relative to
the primaries. The exact number of secondaries is dif-
ficult to determine because the lateral secondaries re-
flect the ambulacral coverplate pattern which obscures
the break between the lateral orals and proximal am-
bulacral coverplates. Apparently large adults include a
minimum of 15 secondaries, versus the 10 to 12 of the
youngest known juveniles. During the continuing
growth of adults, apparently when the theca reaches 8
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to 10 mm in diameter, lateral secondary orals, which
originally Hank the posterior primaries, migrate an-
teriorly and proximally as the posterior urals migrate
posteriorly. When migration is complete, two or three
secondary orals lie between the perradial edges of the
anterior and posterior primaries.
In the youngest known specimen the posterior side of

the hydropore protuberance is formed by the contiguous
corners of the hydropore oral and the right posterior
primary oral. The anterior side includes only the adra-
dial margin of an elongate plate of the oral-ambulacral
series which lies opposite the junction between the two
posterior plates. During growth, the hydropore structure
appears to shift slightly in a distal direction along the
posterior side of ambulacrum V, because of the increas-
ing size and number of oral plates. Although the same
three plates continue to participate in the structure
throughout adult development, possibly one or two prox-
imal posterior coverplates of ambulacrum V, distal to the
original single anterior plate, may also flank the anterior
side of the opening and thereby lengthen it distally.
The ambulacra are short, broad, and straight in the

youngest known juvenile. Four to six sets of primary
coverplates are included in each ambulacrum of speci-
mens 2.5 to 4 mm in diameter. Secondary coverplates
are first inserted near the oral area after four to six
primary sets are present, apparently when the theca is
approximately 2 mm in diameter. Ambulacral curvature
appears to be initiated as the theca approaches 4 mm in
diameter. Tertiary coverplates first appear after four to
six secondary sets have formed; the theca is then some-
where between 4 and 6 mm in diameter. These three
sets of cyclic coverplates continue to develop and am-
bulacral curvature continues to increase without change
until very late in adult development. When the theca is

Genus Postibulla Bell, gen. nov.

TYPE SPECIES: Agelacrinus legrandensis Miller and Gur-
ley, 1894.

Diagnosis
Agelacrinitidae with: domal theca; oral area with

many plates, primaries not differentiated; large, ele-
vated, posterior oral protuberance present; hydropore
protuberance semi-integrated, including three or more
plates; ambulacra narrow, curved, I-III contrasolar,
IV-V solar, coverplates steeply inclined to thecal sur-
face, with two or three sets forming irregular cycles;

approximately 15 mm in diameter, quaternary plate
pair development is initiated. Addition of quaternaries
apparently proceeds rapidly and fills the entire proxi-
mal half to two-thirds of each ambulacrum by the tim-
the theca reaches 17.8 mm in diameter.
The interambulacrals are proportionately large, even

in juveniles. Numbers increase continuously through-
out growth by the proliferation of new plates along the
ambulacral adradial suture lines.
The anal structure grows from eight plates, when first

observed in the juveniles, to approximately 16 in large
adults. Development of new plates seems to be erratic
without apparent correlation to thecal diameter:
Peripheral rim development proceeds by the addition of
new circlets, from three in the youngest known speci-
mens to five or six in adults.
In contrast to the moderately complete understanding

of external thecal features of Krama devonicum
knowledge of most inner surface features is lacking,
Ambulacral floorplates are seen only in two specimens
which expose partial views of a few plates. The oral
frame, stone canal passageway, and inner surface fea-
tures of other thecal structures have not been observed.
Krama deoonicum is the only edrioasteroid in which

secondary oral plate migration during adult develop-
ment results in the perradial separation of anterior and
posterior primary orals. The addition of a new set of
coverplates late in adult development is also uncom-
mon. Moreover, the biserial pair arrangement of these
late coverplates contrasts to the cyclic arrangement of
the earlier coverplate series and produces a unique mix-
ture of coverplate patterns.

RANGE AND OCCURRENCE: Traverse-Hamilton Groups.
Erian Series, Middle Devonian of eastern Michigan and
western Ontario.

interambulacrals squamose, imbricate; anal structure
highly elevated and conical, with three circlets of
plates.

Description
Postibulla includes small to medium-sized, domal

edrioasteroids. The oral area is formed by many plates.
Most of the oral plates' are variable in size and shape,
and their arrangement appears to be variable intraspeci-
fically. Lateral and anterior orals reflect the pattern of
the ambulacral coverplate series and thus appear to
grade into the coverplate series. Therefore, separation
of distal orals from proximal ambulacrals and determi-
nation of the total oral plate number is impossible. Dif-
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ferentiation of primary orals is not apparent in adults.
Along the posterior margin of the region, four or more
plates are flexed upward to form a prominent, protrud-
ing, axially elongate ridge-the posterior oral protuber-
ance. Equal in elevation to the center of the oral rise,
the protuberance extends distally into the proximal part
of interambulacrum 5. It lies along the axial midline of
the theca, and, in effect, the central suture line of the
protuberance extends the anterior oral midline directly
across the posterior half of the oral region. The struc-
ture is distinct even in juveniles. Two of the posterior
plates that form the protuberance are consistently larger
than any other orals.
The hydropore structure lies in the right posterior

part of the oral region between the posterior oral pro-
tuberance and the proximal posterior edge of ambulac-
rum V. Plate margins surrounding the opening are
flexed upward to form a conical or ovate prominence
which rises above the distal part of the central oral rise.
The hydropore, varying from a subtriangular gap to an
elongate arcuate slit, lies at the summit of the promi-
nence. In younger individuals the hydropore structure
involves three or four plates, whereas four or five are
commonly included in larger adults.
Each ambulacrum is a narrow, highly elevated ridge

that rises above the adjacent interambulacra. Perhaps
accentuated during collapse, the ambulacral elevation
results primarily from the high angle inclination of the
coverplates to the adjacent thecal surface.
The ambulacral coverplate pattern appears to be an

irregular cyclic series of two sets of plates. A third
series may be included in large adults. Large primary
coverplates laterally overlap alternate secondary cover-
plates and form a two-plate cyclic sequence along each
side of the ambulacrum. In mature parts of the am-
bulacra, the secondary coverplates are commonly al-
most as large as primaries (externally), and thus mask
their identity. Each coverplate commonly forms a dis-
crete perradial point. Cycles on opposite sides of the
perradial line alternate and are offset by half a cycle
width.
The broad interambulacra are covered by numerous,

squamose, imbricate plates.
The anal structure is a high conical mound formed by

three somewhat irregular circlets of plates. The triangu-
lar to subtriangular anals are steeply inclined to the
surrounding thecal surface, as are the ambulacral
coverplates. Outer circlet plates overlap the more or
less regularly alternating plates of the second circlet

beveled margins. The pointed tips of a third,
mnermost circlet of anals are commonly exposed in the

the anal structure. Lateral slippage of the
highly Inclined anals commonly obscures the original
plate arrangement.

The peripheral rim includes five or six cirr-lets. The
large plates of the proximal circlet regularly alternate as
proximal and distal subcirclet membe-rs in some-
species, but not in others.
Thecal plates have smooth exteriors in all known

species.

Discussion

Postibulla embraces several spec-ies previously
placed in Agelacrinites, Species of both genera have
domal thecae, numerous oral plates, ambulacra curved
I-III contrasolar, IV-V solar, cyclic ambulacral cover-
plates, and imbricating interambulacrals. But in con-
trast withAgelacrinites, species ofPostibulla (1) develop
a unique, prominent, posterior oral protuberance; (2)
have steeply inclined coverplates which form externally
narrow, high ambulacra; and (3) have three circlets of
anal plates which form a highly elevated, conical pro-
tuberance. These three features also separate Postibulla
species fromKrama deoonicum, which exhibits similar
thecal form and ambulacral disposition. Moreover, the
mixture of cyclic sets and biserial pairs of coverplates is
unique to Krama deoonicum,
Limited irregularities in the ambulacral coverplate

pattern are not uncommon throughout the Agela-
crinitidae, but in Postibulla they seem to dominate.
Perhaps much of this apparent irregularity is preserva-
tional. The steep inclination of the coverplates may
dictate instability during thecal collapse and thereby
facilitate random lateral slippage of individual plates,
which would disrupt the original order. Moreover, the
relatively large size of the secondary coverplates ob-
scures recognition ofcoverplate patterns. The anal struc-
ture of Postibulla resembles more the loose, irregular
periproct found in the Lebetodiscina than the valvular
structure of other Agelacrinitidae. Like the ambulacral
coverplates, the steeply inclined anals may be unstable
during collapse, thus promoting preservational disrup-
tion of the structure. In the least disrupted specimens,
the outer circlet plates appear to overlap the alternate
second circlet ones along tightly fitting, beveled mar-
gins, and thus form a well-ordered valvular structure.
However, the inclusion of a third, inner circlet of plates
commands the recognition of this structure as unique
among the Agelacrinitidae.

ETYMOLOGY: Postibulla is compounded from the Latin
post, behind, and bulla, knob or swelling, referring to
the posterior oral protuberance.

RANGE AND OCCURRENCE: Erian Series, Middle Devonian
to Kinderhookian Series, Mississippian of Michigan,
Alberta, and Iowa.
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Postibulla legrandensis (Miller and Gurley), 1894

Text fig. 46; plate 44

1894 Agelacrinus legrarulensis Miller. S. A. and Gurley, F. E.,
Illinois State Mus. Bull. 5: 15-16, pI. 3. fig. 13-14.

1897 Agelacrinus legrandensis Miller and Gurley, Miller, S. A.,
Second Appendix to North American Geology and Palaeon-
tology, Cincinnati: 73:3.

1901 Agelacrinites legrarulensis Miller and Gurley, Clarke, .J. M.,
New York State Mus. Bull. 49 (2): 182-198.

1936 Agelacrinites legrandensis Miller and Gurley, Bassler, R. S.,
Smithsonian Misc. CoIl. 95 (6): pl. 4, fig. 16.

1943 Agelacrinites legrandensis Miller and G,urley, Bassler, R. S.
and Moodey, M. Woo Geol. Soc. America, Spec. Pap. 45:
196.

Diagnosis
A Postibulla with: small theca; posterior part of pos-

terior oral protuberance formed by three plates; hydro-
pore structure formed by four or more plates, including
two posterior ones.

Description
The domal theca of adult Postibulla legrandensis

(Miller and Gurley) averages 8 or 9 mm in diameter, the
largest recorded specimen approximately 10 mm (pl.
44).
The oral area includes many plates equal to or smaller

than the proximal ambulacral coverplates (text fig. 46B).
Oral plate arrangement appears variable. Plate shapes
are similar to the ambulacral coverplates, thus the
boundary between the distal orals and proximal ambu-
lacrals is indistinct.
The posterior oral protuberance is formed by three or

more average-sized orals and two large plates (text fig.
46B, pI. 44, fig. II). All are flexed upward to form the
high, nearly vertical sides of the elongate prominence.
Opposing protuberance plates meet centrally to form a
nearly straight central suture line along the summit. It
extends from the transverse oral midline directly across
the posterior half of the oral area, along the axial mid-
line of the theca. Commonly abrasion has leveled off the
summit of the protuberance, leaving a flattened, nearly
horizontal summit with a central gap that separates op-
posing plates.
The arrangement of the protuberance plates varies

among observed specimens. Commonly a single, very
large oral forms the posterior two-thirds of the right side
(text fig. 46B). Two opposing plates - a proximal large
plate and a small distal one-form the left posterior
side. The anterior third of the protuberance is formed
by two or four opposing, average-sized orals. Their
posterior margins lie adjacent to the large posterior
plates; their anterior edges form the center of the trans-
verse oral midline.

The hydropore structure is a small, conical promi-
nence (text fig. 46B, pl. 44, fig. 10). The posterior half
includes two medium-sized plates which apparently are
a hydropore oral and one modified interambulaoral. The
left side of the elevation is formed by the pointed right
margin of the large right plate of the posterior oral pro-
tuberance. The right anterior side includes one large.
adradially expanded plate of the oral-ambulacral series.
and perhaps one (? or more) plate of the oral-ambulacra!
series which flanks the distal side of the expanded
plate. The contiguous margins of the hydropore plates
are upturned and form the conical elevation. (Thus the
large, right posterior plate of the oral protuberance is
saddle-shaped; it is elevated both along its elongate left
and its pointed right side, and the center of the plate
forms a deep trough that separates the oral protuber-
ance from the hydropore mound.) The hydropore was
apparently an arcuate slit lying at the summit of the
hydropore structure. Commonly abrasion has enlarged
the opening into a subtriangular gap between the oppos-
ing plates.
The curvature of the narrow ambulacra is variable. It

may be even throughout from near the proximal ends, or
it may be uneven, with long, nearly straight proximal
sectors followed by pronounced curvature as the am-
bulacra approach the peripheral rim. The distal tip of
each ambulacrum remains widely separated from the
other ambulacra, even in large adults.

The ambulacral coverplate series appears to be cyclic,
and includes two or three sets of coverplates. Large
primary coverplates are subtriangular to subrectangular
in outline, and perradially angular. Somewhat smaller
secondary plates flank the primaries. Commonly almost
as large as the primaries, the secondary plates are sub-
triangular to subrectangular. Each may form a discrete
perradial point, or its perradial margin may slope toward
the adjacent primary, so that the two plates unite to form
a single, broad, perradial point. Commonly two plates.
nearly identical in size and shape, lie between succes-
sive primary coverplates. Both have the appearance of
secondaries. In other cases only one secondary separates
successive primaries. Thus two types of cycles are pres-
ent: one with two plates - one primary and one secon-
dary; the other with three plates - one primary and two
secondaries. The occurrence of these two types of cycles
appears to be random along the ambulacra.

In mature sectors of the ambulacra small, rhombic
coverplates are also present occasionally. Lacking any
apparent regularity, these plates may represent atypical
secondaries or perhaps a new, third set of coverplates
that are inserted late in ambulacral development. The
degree to which lateral plate slippage during thecal
collapse has contributed to the apparent irregularity of
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Text figure 46. PostibuUa legrandensis (Miller and Gurley), 1894
A. Lectoparatype, juvenile, CFMUC 6495-B, (x 15), pl. 44, fig. 2.
B. GSC 25143, [x 15), pI. 44, fig. 9.

the eoverplate sequence is uncertain, but appears to be
great.
The ambulacral floorplates have been observed in

one disrupted specimen tentatively identified as a
Postibulla legrandensis [pl. 44, fig. 5). The floorplates
are uniserial and abut along vertical sutures. Each is
rectangular in outline, elongate normal to the am-
bulacral axis. The upper surface of the trough-shaped
plate is concave downward, except for the nearly hori-
zontal lateral margins which slope slightly toward the
ambulacral axis. These margins apparently form a
broad surface of articulation upon which the bases of
the overlying coverplates rested. The convex-inward,
inner sides of the floorplates appear to bear small lat-
eral nodes that extend into the thecal cavity, with at
least one on each side of each plate.
The numerous, squamose, imbricate interambulac-

rals are relatively small in proportion to thecal diameter.
The anal structure is formed by at least 20 plates in

large adults. Outer circlet elements appear to alternate
regularly with second circlet plates, whereas plates of
the third, or innermost, circlet are fewer in number than

each of the two outer circlets and they appear to occur
sporadically.
The peripheral rim is formed by five or six circlets of

plates. The large plates of the proximal circlet occa-
sionally alternate as proximal and distal subcirclet
members. More commonly, one lateral margin of each
plate lies proximal to the adjacent rim plate, whereas
the other is distal to its neighbor. Thus subdivision of
the proximal circlet plates into two subcirclets is in-
complete.

Specimens
CFMUC 6495. Type series of Postibulla legrandensis
(Miller and Gurley) (1894, p. 15-16, pl. 3, fig. 13-14,
as Agelacrinus legrandensis). Lef-rand beds, Hampton
Formation, Easley Group, Kinderhookian Series, Mis-
sissippian. LeCrand, Marshall County, Iowa.

CFMUC 6495-A. Lectotype ofPostibullalegrandensis.
7.3 mm axial by 7.2 mm transverse diameter.
PI. 44, fig. 1.
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The lectotype is poorly preserved. The theca has col-
lapsed and many of the plates are disrupted; the right
half of the theca has been severely crushed. A small
fracture separates the posterior edge of the theca from
the remainder. Plate structure can be interpreted in
parts of ambulacra I and II, interarnbulacra 1, 2, and
part of 5, and in the left anterior half of the rim. Only
the original outline of ambulacra III-Vis visible. The
specimen does have five ambulacra, although V is par-
ticularly difficult to locate, which thereby explains
Miller's and Gurley's original description of only four
ambulacra. The anal structure is not visible.

CFMUC 6495-B. Lectoparatype of Postibulla Legrand-
ensis. 3.8 mm axial by 3.6 mm transverse diameter.
Text fig. 46A, pl. 44, fig. 2.
The second specimen of the type series is a juvenile

and lies near the lectotype on the same small piece of
limestone. The theca has collapsed, causing partial dis-
ruption of many plates. All five ambulacra are visible;
II and III are nearly straight, whereas I, IV, and V show
slight curvature. Each ambulacrum includes approxi-
mately eight to ten sets of coverplates. Most of the
coverplates are primaries, but a few secondaries may be
included proximally. The orals, anals, and interam-
bulacrals are disrupted. The anterior half of the rim is
well preserved and is composed of three or four circlets
of plates.

GSC 25143 (old 9011, S-3881). Topotype. LeGrand
beds, Hampton Formation, Easley Group, Kin-
derhookian Series, Mississippian. LeGrand, Marshall
County, Iowa. 5.9 mm axial by 6.4 mm transverse
diameter.
Text fig. 46B, pI. 44, fig. 9-10.
This topotype is a medium-sized adult. The theca has

collapsed, but only the distal interambulacrals and tips
of ambulacra III-V have been extensively disrupted and
have slipped beneath the proximal edge of the rim
plates. A crack extends through the left posterior part of
the theca. The plates of the oral-ambulacral series and
the anals appear to be partially disturbed, owing to
random lateral slippage. The upper parts of the plates of
the posterior oral protuberance have been abraded,
leveling the summit of that structure. Plate boundaries
in the anterior half of the hydropore structure are ob-
scure. One of the older numbers assigned to this speci-
men (5-3881) corresponds to the United States National
Museum number for other topotypes, and suggests that
the specimen was originally included in that collection.

USNM 5-3881. Topotypes of Postibulla legrandensis
(Miller and Gurley), five slabs, eight specimens. Le-
Grand beds, Hampton Formation, Easley Group, Kin-

derhookian Series, Mississippian. LeGrand, Marsha!]
County, Iowa.

U5NM S-3881-A-1. Illustrated Specimen of
P. legrandensis by (1936, pl. 4, fig. 13, a,
Agelacrinites legrandensis]. 9.5 mm axial by 8.6 rnm
transverse diameter.
PI. 44, fig. 14.
The theca of this large adult has collapsed and the

distal interambulacrals and ambulacrals have slipped
under the proximal rim plates. Orals and many am.
bulacrals have been abraded, partially obscuring the
plate boundaries. The abraded posterior oral protuber-
ance appears to include five plates-three posteriorand
two anterior. The hydropore opening is unusually large.
owing to erosion of the upper ends of the four or fiw
plates that form the tubercle. The ambulacral coverplat-
pattern is visible in many sectors of the ambulacra. The
anal structure is partially disrupted.

USNM S-3881-A-2. Topotype. 8.5 mm axial by8.3 mm
transverse diameter.
PI. 44, fig. 4.
This small adult is on the slab with A-I. Collapse has

accentuated the interambulacral plate imbrication. The
posterior part of the theca is deeply depressed, andthe
left posterior sector of the rim is missing. The posterior
oral protuberance is well preserved, except for abrasion
of the upper surface. The cyclic sequence of ambulacral
coverplates is preserved in ambulacra III-V. The anal
structure shows the outer circlet plates overlapping al-
ternately the second circlet plates. The tips of four or
five anals of the inner third circlet are exposed centrally.

USNM 5-3881-B-1. Topotype. 8.1 mm axial by 8.1
mm transverse diameter.
PI. 44, fig. 6, 7.
This topotype is another moderately well preserved

adult with a collapsed theca. Interambulacra 2 and4are
disrupted distally. The posterior oral protuberance and
the hydropore structure are well preserved except for
erosion of the upper ends of the central plates of each
structure. The ambulacral coverplate sequence is pre·
served, although distally the opposing coverplates are
separated perradially.

U5NM S-3881-B-2. Topotype. 5.6 mm axial by 5.8
mm transverse diameter.
PI. 44, fig. 3.
This small adult has collapsed, but only distal in-

terambulacrals and ambulacrals are disrupted. Am·
bulacral curvature is less pronounced than in larger
adults. Erosion has leveled the tops of the hydropore
and posterior oral protuberances.
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CSNM S-3881-C-1. Topotype. 7.1 mm axial by 7.9
mm transverse diameter.
PI. 44, fig. 8.
This collapsed adult is missing the right anterior sec-

tor of the rim. Abrasion has leveled the upper ends of
the oral and ambulacral series plates. The anals are in
part laterally separated because of thecal collapse.

USNM S-3881-E. Topotype. 9 mm greatest diameter
bv a perpendicular of 6 mm.
. PI. 44, fig. 5.
This fragment of a large adult is tentatively identified

as Postibulla legrandensis. Only the right half of the
theca is preserved, and here etching and abrasion have
removed all oral-ambulacral series covering plates. The
upper sides of the floorplates are partially exposed.
Secondary calcite fills the ambulacral trough and pre-
serves the impressions of the inner surfaces of the
coverplates.

NYSM 12777. Topotype. LeGrand beds, Hampton
Formation, Easley Group, Kinderhookian Series, Mis-
sissippian. LeGrand, Marshall County, Iowa. 10.2 mm
axial by 10.9 mm transverse diameter.
PI. 44, fig. 11-13.
This large adult has collapsed, partially disrupting

the interambulacral plates. Plates of the oral-
ambulacral and anal series are well preserved, although
the upper surfaces of the plates of the posterior oral
protuberance have been eroded and form a large central
gap between opposing plates. The hydropore tubercle is
well preserved and apparently only slightly abraded.

Discussion

Miller and Gurley (1894) differentiated Agelacrinus
legrandensis from other Agelacrinites by the small
thecal size and by the occurrence of only four am-
bulacra, three contrasolar, one solar. Based on two
specimens (CFMUC 6495-A, B), one adult and one
juvenile, they also recorded the domal thecal shape; the
squamose, imbricate interambulacral and rim plates;
the narrow, ridgelike ambulacra; the numerous small
orals; and the disrupted anal structure. The larger
specimen (CFMUC 6495-A), here designated the lec-
totype, is poorly preserved but five ambulacra are pres-
ent, I-III contrasolar, IV-V solar (pl. 44, fig. 1). The five
ambulacra are more easily observed in the smaller lee-
toparatype (pl. 44, fig. 2). The taxonomically important
ambulacral coverplate pattern is preserved in part of
ambulacrum III of the lectotype. The equally important
structure of the oral region, the posterior oral protuber-
ance, the hydropore, and the anal area are not recog-
nizable in the type specimens.

Bassler (1936. p. 16, pI. 4. fi/(. 13) illustrated a
moderately well preserved topotvpe of Ageiacrinites le-
grandensis . He noted the presence of five arnhulacra as
"normal" but made no mention of the posterior oral
protuberance, hydropore structure, ambulacral cover-
plate pattern, or the anal area construction.
In Postibulla legrandensis (Miller and Gurley) the

external thecal plating appears to vary intraspecifically
in several taxonomically important structures. Oral
plates are small, numerous, and lack apparent regular-
ity. The posterior oral protuberance includes seven or
nine plates with the anterior third being formed either
by two or four plates. Plates participating in the hydro-
pore structure vary from four to five, or (?) six. The
ambulacral coverplate sequence includes primary and
secondary coverplates variably arranged in two- or
three-plate cycles. Distribution of the differing cycles
appears to be random along the ambulacra. In large
adults a third set of coverplates may occur sporadically
in the proximal parts of the ambulacra. Preservational
distortion of these steeply inclined plates of the oral-
ambulacral series can account only for part of this varia-
tion. Thus plating variability appears to be basic to the
species. Other distinguishing features include the small
adult thecal size and the proportionately small size of
the numerous interambulacrals.

RANGE AND OCCURRENCE: Hampton Formation, Easley
Group, Kinderhookian Series, Mississippian of le-
Grand, Iowa.

Postibulla keslingi Bell, sp. nov.
Text fig. 47; plate 45, fig. 1-10

1960 Agelacrinites sp. A. Kesling, R. V., Univ. Michigan. Con-
trih. Mus. Paleont. 15 (8): 148-149. pl. 4. fig. 1-5.

Diagnosis

A Postibulla with: medium-sized theca; posterior part
of posterior oral protuberance formed by two large
plates; hydropore structure formed by four plates, in-
cluding one large posterior plate.

Description
The domal theca of Postibulla keslingi Bell is of mod-

erate size; recorded adult diameters reach 13 mm.
The oral area in all adult specimens examined is

partially disrupted, but it appears to be formed by
numerous small plates (text fig. 47A-C). These small
orals reflect the pattern of the ambulacral coverplate
series in size and shape. Thus the orals appear to grade
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into the ambulacrals without apparent break. Only the
four to six plates that form the posterior oral protuber-
ance are constant in position. The contiguous parts of
these plates are upturned and form the highly elevated,
elongate protuberance. The posterior two-thirds of the
protuberance is formed by two large opposing plates,
one right, the other left. They meet centrally along a
straight to moderately sinuous suture line which approx-
imates the position of the axial midline of the theca.
The anterior third of the structure is commonly formed
by two small opposing plates. Their posterior margins
abut the two large posterior protuberance plates, and
their anterior margins form the central section of the
transverse oral midline [text fig. 47A, B). Occasionally
an additional pair of small plates may lie between the
anterior and posterior pairs and raise the total to six
protuberance plates (text fig. 47C, pI. 45, fig. 7). The
suture line between opposing plates of the protuberance
extends to the central oral pole, where it intersects the
transverse oral midline and aligns with the posterior
end of the anterior oral midline.
In juveniles, the oral area is formed by fewer plates

than in adults. Moreover, two large anterior primary
orals are distinct (text fig. 47A, pl. 45, fig. 9). The
posterior oral protuberance is proportionately larger in
younger specimens, where it is formed by only one pair
of small anterior plates and two very large posterior
plates.
Four or more plates form the hydropore tubercle in

the right posterior part of the oral region (text fig.
47A-Cl. A single large hydropore oral forms the entire
posterior side of the structure. The right side of the
large right plate of the posterior oral protuberance forms
the left side of the hydropore tubercle. The adradial
ends of two medium-sized plates of the right posterior
oral-ambulacral series complete the structure; they lie
opposite the anterior edge of the large hydropore oral
plate. The contiguous margins of the hydropore plates
are upturned and form the oblong elevated tubercle with
the slitlike hydropore opening along the summit. Prob-
ably because of preservational disruption the orienta-
tion of the tubercle (and the opening) appears to vary,
either paralleling the axis of ambulacrum V, or being
nearly normal to that axis (text fig. 47A-C). As in P.
legraruiensis, both the right and left margins of the large
right plate of the posterior oral protuberance are up-
turned, with the plate participating in both the hydro.
pore structure and the posterior oral protuberance
Thus the central part of this saddle-shaped plate form,
a deep trough separating the two structures.
Ambulacral curvature is even, and is initiated near

the oral region. Distally the ambulacra remain sepa-
rated from one another by many interambulacrals, and
commonly they are also separated from the proximal

margin of the peripheral rim by an unusually large
number of interarnbulacrals, even in larger adults.
The ambulacral coverplates form an irregular seri-,

of alternating large and small plates (text fig. 47A-C.
pl. 45, fig. 1-10). They are apparently grouped intu
irregular, alternating cycles, but no consistent patteru
of plate disposition is apparent. On each side of the
perradial line, in the proximal parts of the ambulacra.
large subtriangular plates alternate with smaller sub-
rhombic plates. The latter do not reach the adradial
suture line externally. One medium-sized, subrhombie
plate lies adjacent to each large subtriangular plate. A
third, smaller rhombic plate is occasionally also pres-
ent. Thus, proximally there appear to be large priman
coverplates and smaller secondary coverplates which
form both two- and three-plate cycles, but without ap-
parent regularity.
The small rhombic and medium-sized subrhomhi-

plates (? secondaries) occur only in the proximal one-
half to two-thirds of the ambulacra. Distally, all plates
are large and subtriangular and broadly intersect the
adradial suture line. However, two slightly different
sizes of plates are sometimes present, with larger plates
more or less regularly alternating with smaller ones.
These perhaps represent two different sets of cover-
plates. If so, the slightly smaller plates may be a second-
ary set inserted between the larger primaries very near
the distal tips of the ambulacra. Proximally all these
coverplates are nearly equal in size and thus not readilv
distinguished as different sets. If two sets are present
distally, the small rhombic and suhrhombic proximal
coverplates represent a tertiary set, and each coverplate
cycle would contain: one primary followed by one or two
tertiaries, followed by one secondary, then one or 1\\0
more tertiaries, thereby totaling four to six plates per
cycle. All coverplates form discrete perradial points
and thus obscure any cyclic pattern in the course of the
perradial line.
The large subtriangular coverplates laterally overlap

adjacent smaller ones. Apparently all but the small
rhombic plates extend under adjacent larger plates and
internally meet the adradial suture. Adjacent interam-
bulacrals overlap the adradial ends of the large am-
bulacral coverplates. The coverplates appear to end
near the lateral margins of the underlying ambulacral

Text figure 47. Postibulla keslingi BI"II, sp. no I'.

A. Paratype (3), UMMP 35379. (x 18), pl. 45, fig. 3.
AO, anterior primary oral plate: BP. lateral bifurcation plate:
HO. hydropore oral plate: 0' • secondary oral plait>: PO. postt>riur
primary oral plate.

B. Holotype, UMMP35387, (x 9), pl. 45, fig. l.
C. Paratype (1). USNM 111225. (x 10), pl. 45. fig, 7.
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floorplates, without forming large intrathecal exten-
sions. Intra-ambulacral extensions, developed on the
ambulacral tunnel surfaces of the coverplates, are sus-
pected but have not been clearly observed.
The arnbulacral floorplates are uniserial and trough-

shaped, and have been observed only in cross section in
one broken specimen (pl. 45, fig. 1).
The numerous interambulacral plates are squamose

and imbricate. Rather small in younger specimens,
they appear to increase rapidly in size during ontogeny
and become medium-sized in proportion to thecal
diameter in larger adults.
The anal structure, disrupted in all known speci-

mens, appears to include three circlets of plates. The
outer circlet plates are large, very wide-based, triangu-
lar plates that overlap and apparently alternate with the
second circlet anals. Only the tips of a few plates which
form a third, innermost irregular circlet have been ob-
served (pl. 45, fig. 1, 5).
Five or six circlets form the peripheral rim. The large

plates of the proximal circlet alternate in position to
form proximal and distal subcirclets.
External plate surfaces are smooth except for the

minute pustulation seen in enlarged photographs; these
are related to the microstructure of the plates.

Specimens

UMMP 35387, USNM 111225, UMMP 35377,
UMMP 35379, UMMP 35389. Upper part of the Fer-
ron Point Formation, Traverse Group, Erian Series,
Middle Devonian. Abandoned shale pit of the Alpena
Portland Cement Company, SEV4, Sec. 18, T. 32 N.,
R. 9 E., Alpena County, about 7 miles north of Alpena,
Michigan.

UMMP 35387. Holotype of Postibulla keslingi Bell,
sp. tunr., illustrated by Kesling (1960, pl. 4, fig. 1, 2,
as Agelacrinites sp. A). 12.2 mm axial by mm
transverse diameter.
Text fig. 47B, pl. 45, fig. 1, 2.
The left side of the holotype is mlsslllg, including

part of ambulacra I, II, interambulacra 1, 2, 5, and the
entire left half of the peripheral rim. The missing thecal
area has left a faint trace of its outline on the underlying
brachiopod (Kesling, 1960, pl. 4, fig. 1, 2). Collapse
has disrupted distal interambulacrals, some oral plates,
and most of the proximal coverplates of ambulacrum I.
However, the remaining ambulacra preserve the cover-
plate pattern. The posterior oral protuberance and the
hydropore structure are well preserved. The anal struc-
ture is deeply depressed, and the plates partially dis-
rupted. In spite of preservational distortion, the spec i-

men records the taxonomically critical structures. It is
the largest known representative of the species.

USNM 111225. Paratype (1) of Postibulla keslingi.
7.6 mm axial by 8.9 mm transverse diameter.
Text fig. 47C, pl. 45, fig. 7-9.
The theca of this adult has collapsed, accentuating

the imbrication of the interambulacrals and causing
some lateral shifting of the oral and ambulacral plates.
Most of the plates of the distal circlets of the peripheral
rim have been lost, along with some of the posterior,
proximal plates of the rim. Surficial etching may have
accentuated the minute pustulation that the
microstructure of the plates. This minute surficial ir-
regularity includes elongate grooves and channels on
many of the ambulacral coverplates. The anal structure
and surrounding interambulacrals are much depressed,
thus disrupting the anal plate arrangement. The am-
bulacral coverplate pattern, the arrangement of the
plates of the posterior oral protuberance, and the hv-
dropore structure are moderately well preserved. .

UMMP 35377. Paratype (2) of Postibulla keslingi
Bell, illustrated by Kesling (1960, pl. 4, fig. 3, as
Agelacrinites sp. A). 8.8 mm axial by 9.2 mm trans-
verse diameter.
PI. 45, fig. 5, 6.
The specimen is nearly complete, but much of the

collapsed theca is covered by a thin layer of tenacious
matrix that obscures plate boundaries. Only the larger
ambulacral coverplates are distinct. The posterior oral
protuberance appears to include six plates - two large
posterior ones and two pairs of small anterior ones.
However, the right anterior part of the protuberance is
crushed. Thus the supposed left central plate could be
the anterior end of the broken large left posterior plate.
Ambulacral curvature is less pronounced in this adult;
I and III are nearly straight. The anal plate arrangement
is obscure.

UMMP 35379. Paratype (3) of Postibulla keslingi Bell,
illustrated by Kesling (1960, pI. 4, fig. 4, as
Agelacrinites sp. A). 5.3 mm axial by 5.1 mm trans-
verse diameter.
Text fig. 47A, pl. 45, fig. 3, 4.
The specimen is a young adult or an advanced

juvenile. Thecal collapse has accentuated interam-
bulacral plate imbrication and caused some oral-
ambulacral plate disruption, particularly in the hydro-
pore structure and the left side of the oral region. Two
large anterior primary orals form the center of the an-
terior side of the oral region. The posterior oral pro-
tuberance includes only four plates; the two posterior
plates are proportionately larger than in a large adult.
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The hydropore oral plate also appears exceptionally
large. The ambulacra are short and extend only half-
way to the proximal margin of the rim. Two sets of
coverplates form an irregular, alternating, two-plate
cyclic series, with the primary plates only slightly
larger than the secondaries. The anal plates apparently
form three circlets.
In contrast to most other young edrioasteroids, the

interambulacral areas are relatively large in proportion
to thecal diameter. They extend distal to the ambulacra
and form a broad zone that separates the ambulacra
from the rim. The peripheral rim is formed by approxi-
mately four circlets of plates.

UMMP 35389. Topotype of Postibulla keslingi Bell,
illustrated by Kesling (1960, pl , 4, fig. 5, as
Agelaerinites sp. A). 2.9 mm axial by 2.7 mm trans-
verse diameter.
Pi. 45, fig. 10.
This individual is a poorly preserved juvenile, prob-

ably a Postibulla keslingi. It is collapsed, partially ob-
scured by matrix and somewhat abraded so that many
thecal plates are difficult to identify. The peripheral rim
dominates. The oral area is proportionately larger than
in adults. The posterior oral protuberance may include
only the two large posterior plates. The ambulacra are
short and straight, with four to six pairs of coverplates
per ambulacrum. Interambulacral plates are indistinct,
and the anal structure is disrupted. Only three or four
circlets of plates form the peripheral rim.

Discussion

Specimens here designated Postibulla keslingi Bell,
sp. nov. were first described by Kesling (1960) as
Agelacrinites sp. A. Primarily interested in hydropore
structures, Kesling concentrated on that feature. He
included both juveniles (UMMP 35389, 35379) and an
adult (UMMP 35387), and suggested that the hydropore
structure migrated distally along the posterior side of
ambulacrum V during ontogeny, involving different
plates in adults than in juveniles. Admittedly, additional
plates are present between the hydropore tubercle and
the center of the oral region more often in larger adults
than in juveniles, but these may be new elements rather
thanmodified hydropore plates. Moreover, it is difficult
to distinguish between distal orals and proximal cover-
plates in this species because of the similarity in shapes
and sizes of the two series. Thus identification of
homologous ambulacral coverplates in individuals of
differing size is tentative. Together with the partially
disrupted condition of all of the available specimens,
these factors make Kesling's proposed hydropore migra-
tion highly speculative.

Kesling (1960, p. 149) further supposed that the pos-
terior oral protuberance, or "vaulted structure" as first
described by him, "may have operated like a hinge, with
the larger plate [right posterior saddle-shaped element]
lifting to admit water through the hydropore along its
right edge. " The posterior oral protuberance includes not
only the two large posterior plates described by Kesling,
but also one or two pairs of anterior plates that extend the
structure to the center of the oral region. Thus it appears
to be functionally integrated with the central oral region,
or the underlying oral frame and oral lumen. Movement
of the large right posterior plate seems improbable, al-
though not impossible. The function of the posterior oral
protuberance remains uncertain.
Postibulla keslingi resembles P. legrandensis but dif-

fers in the plate structure of the posterior oral protu-
berance, the hydropore structure, and the ambulacral
coverplate pattern. Perhaps also significant is the rela-
tively wide separation of the ambulacra from the proxi-
mal margin of the peripheral rim, the great width of the
bases of the outermost anal plates, and the increase in
proportional size of the interamblacrals in larger adults.

ETYMOLOGY: The species is named in honor of R. V.
Kesling for his outstanding work with edrioasteroids.

RANGE AND OCCURRENCE: Ferron Point Formation,
Traverse Group, Erian Series, Middle Devonian of the
Alpena area, Michigan.

(?)PostibuUa jasperensis (Harker), 1953

Text fig. 48; plate 45, fig. 12-14

1953 Agelacrinites jasperensis Harker, P., lour. Paleont. 27 (2):
288-289, text fig. 1.

Description
Postibulla jasperensis (Harker) is represented by one

small specimen, 7.6 mm in diameter, probably a young
adult or an advanced juvenile in which plate develop-
ment is incomplete.
The oral region includes four elongate plates which

meet centrally; these are perhaps primary orals (text fig.
48, pl. 45, fig. 14); three or four additional elongate
orals flank the central four on each side, along the
transverse oral midline. A single, small, anterior oral
lies along the anterior oral midline, distal to the two
large anterior central orals. The two central posterior
orals meet along upturned lateral margins and form a
small posterior oral protuberance. Its straight central
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Text figure 48. Postibuua jusperensis (Harker), 1953

Holotype, GSC 10051, [x 10), pl. 45, fig. 13.

suture line parallels the axial midline of the theca and
aligns with the posterior end of the anterior oral mid-
line.

The arcuate, slitlike hydropore is believed to lie
along the junction between two plates in the right pos-
terior corner of the oral region. The posterior plate (?
hydropore oral) lies between the distal right margin of
the right posterior central oral and the adradial ends of
the proximal two posterior coverplates of ambulacrum
V. The opposing anterior hydropore plate is a medium-
sized, posterior, right lateral secondary oral. The mar-
gins of the two plates bounding the supposed hydropore
are thickened and form a low, transversely elongate
mound.

The ambulacra are moderate in width, and curved
I-III contrasolar, IV-V solar. The coverplates appear to
form a single alternating biseries of subrectangular
plates with wide, pointed perradial ends. Each cover-
plate is inclined to the adjacent interambulacral surface
and angles vary from 30 to 45 degrees. Thus the cover-
plates form high ambulacral ridges.

The interambulacral plates are very large in propor-
tion to thecal diameter and few in number. They are
subpolygonal to squamose, and abut or slightly overlap
adjacent interambulacrals.

The large anal structure is formed by six or more
large, triangular plates, grouped into a (?)single
circlet.

The relatively wide peripheral rim includes approxi.
mately four circlets of plates. Plates of the proxirn"j
circlet are very large and alternate more or less regu.
larly as proximal and distal subcirclet members.
External plate surfaces are smooth.

Specimen

esc 10051. Holotype of Postibulla jasperen.m
(Harker) (1953, p. 288-289, fig. 1, as Agelacrinites
jasperensis). Upper Banff Formation, 135 feet below the
Banff-Rundle contact, Kinderhookian Series, Missis.
sippian. Morro Creek, just south of Jasper-Edmonton
highway, about 10 miles north of Jasper, Alberta. 7.6
mm axial by 7.6 mm transverse diameter.
Text fig. 48, pI. 45, fig. 12-14.
The specimen has collapsed; the distal interam-

bulacrals and ambulacrals have slipped under the prox-
imal plates of the rim. The oral and anal plates are
partially disrupted, but other thecal elements appear to
be only slightly disturbed. A few rim plates are missing
from the right side of the theca.

Discussion

The relative size of the thecal structures in tilt
holotype of Postibulla jasperensis suggests that the
specimen is not fully developed. The oral area, ana!
structure, and peripheral rim are proportionately larger
than is common in adult edrioasteroids. However, till'
combined ambulacral-interambulacral areas dominate
the theca, and ambulacral curvature has developed.
which suggests that the specimen is at least a young
adult.
The presence of a small posterior oral protuberance

seems to link the specimen to species of Postibulla.
However, the single biseries of ambulacral coverplates
and the relatively few oral and hydropore structure
plates contrast with both the generic and even the famil-
ial and subordinal taxobases. Thus the specimen could
represent a young individual of a very large species ill
which additional sets of coverplates and more oral-
hydropore series plates would have appeared later in
ontogeny. More likely is the interpretation that this form
represents a specialized genus in which all but the
primary ambulacral coverplates have been suppressed
along with a corresponding reduction in number oforals
and hydro pore plates.

RANGE AND OCCURRENCE: Banff Formation, Kin-
derhookian Series, Mississippian, of the Jasper area.
Alberta.



DISCOCYSTIS

Description and discussion
The species is based on a single, poorly preserved

specimen (pl. 45, fig. 11). The domal theca has col-
lapsed and is laterally compressed. Most of the oral,
hydropore, and ambulacral coverplates are jumbled,
along with many interambulacrals and the anal plates.

Specimen
UMMP 17296. Holotype of Postibulla alpenensis
(Bassler) (1936, p. 20, pl. 3, fig. 3, as Lepidodiscus
alpenensis). Presque Isle division of the Long Lake For-
mation(Ferron Point Formation), Traverse Group, Erian
Series, Middle Devonian. Quarry of the Alpena Portland
Cement Company, Alpena, Michigan. 8.6 mm axial by
6.8 mm transverse diameter.

1936

1943

(?)Postibulla alpenensis (Bassler), 1936
Plate 45, fig. 11

Lepidodiscus alpenensis Bassler, R. S., Smithsonian Misc.
Coli. 95 (6): 20, pl. 3, fig. 3.
Lepidodiscus alpenensis Bassler, Bassler, R.S. and Moodey,
M. W., Geol. Soc. America, Spec. Pap. 45: 206.

The five narrow ambulacra are curved. I-III contraso-
lar, IV-V solar. The distal part of a prominent posterior
oral protuberance is preserved and is furmed by two
vel)' large opposing plates, similar to those uf Postibulla
keslingi. The squamose imbricating plates of interarn-
bulacrum 2 are less disrupted than others. The anal
plates are centrally separated and form a gaping open-
ing in the center of the anal area. Approximately four or
five circlets of plates form the peripheral rim.
Bassler (1936, p. 20) reported that the specimen

"shows clearly four ambulacra curved to the left and the
fifth, the right posterior, to the right, as well as the
strongly imbricating plates of typical Lepidodiscus."
The small thecal size was cited as diagnostic at the
species level. However, ambulacrum IV, which is very
poorly preserved, appears to curve solarly, not con-
trasolarly. Thus the ambulacral curvature and other in-
terpretable thecal features, particularly the posterior
oral protuberance, suggest that this specimen belongs
to Postibulla. Unfortunately, the critical ambulacral
coverplate pattern, the hydropore structure, and the
oral area plating are too poorly preserved to allow defini-
tion of specific characters.

Genus Discocystis Gregory, 1897

1842 [non] Agelacrinites Vanuxem, L., Nat. Hist. New York, pt.
IV, Geology, 3: 158.

1858 Agelacrinus Vanuxem, Hall, J., Iowa Geol. Surv. Rept.,
1855-1857, v. 1, pt. 2, Palaeontology: 696, pI. 25, fig. 18.

1883 EchinodiscusWorthen, A. H. and Miller, S. A., Geol. Surv.
Illinois, v. 7, Geology and Palaeontology, sect. 2, Palaeon-
tology of Illinois: 335.

1889 Echinodiscus Worthen and Miller, Miller, S. A. fpartiml,
NorthAmerican Geologyand Palaeontology, Cincinnati: 241.

1897 Discocystis Gregory, J. W., Geol. Soc. London, Quart. Jour.
53: 131.

1897 AgeladiscusMiller, S. A. fpartim], Second Appendix to North
American Geology and Palaeontology, Cincinnati: 734.

1901 Discocystis Gregory, Clarke, J. M. fpartim], NewYork State
Mus., Bull. 49 (2): 182-198.

1904 Discocystis Gregory, Klem, M. J. fpartim], St. Louis Acad.
Sci., Trans. 14: 73; Echinodiscus Worthen and Miller, idem,
ibid.: 73.

1935 Discocystis Gregory, Bassler, R. S. fpartim], Smithsonian
Misc. Call. 93 (8): 8.

1936 Discocystis Gregory, Bassler, R. S. fpartim], Smithsonian
Misc. Coil. 95 (6): 21.

1938 Discocystis Gregory, Bassler, R. S., Fossilium Catalogus I:
Animalia, pars 83, Gravenhage, Holland: 88.

1943 Discocystis Gregory, Bassler, R. S. and Moodey, M. W.
fpartiml, Geol. Soc. America, Spec. Pap. 45: 200.

1944 Discocystis Gregory,Shimer, H. W. and Shrock, R. R., Index
FossilsofNorthAmerica, New York:131, pl. 49, fig. 19-20.

1958b Discocystis Gregory, Ehlers, G. M. and Kesling, R. V.
fpartim], Univ. Mi('higan, Contrib, Mus. Paleont, 14 (IS):
271.

1966 Discocystis Gregory, Regnell, G. fpartiml. in Treatise Invert.
Paleont., R. C. Moore [ed.], Lawrence, pt. U, Echinodermata
3, 1: Ul69, text fig. 113-3 (?), 128-3(?l.

TYPESPECIES: Echinodiscus optatus Worthen and Miller.
1883 = Agelacrinus kaskaskiensis Hall, 1858.

Diagnosis
Agelacrinitidae with: clavate theca; numerous oral

plates; large hydropore protuberance separated from
central oral rise; ambulacra long, narrow, curved. I-IV
contrasolar, V solar, coverplates in three- or four-plate
cyclic series; interambulacrals large, polygonal, tessel-
late; valvular anal structure with two circlets of plates.
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Description

The genus Discocystis, as recognized here, is
monotypic. Therefore, separation of generic and
specific taxobases is uncertain. Features outlined in the
above diagnosis are in part inferred to be of generic
rank from taxohases established for related Agela-
crini tidae genera.

Discussion ofprevious investigation

The status of the name Discocystis is problematic.
Clarke (1901) recorded most of the revelant informa-
tion. Hall (1858) described and illustrated Agelacrinus
kaskaskiensis based upon a single specimen from the
Chester Group, Mississippian, Kaskaskia, Illinois. The
holotype [pl. 46, fig. 1-7) preserves the upper side of
the oral surface, including the oral region, hydropore
structure, five ambulacra (I-IV contrasolar, V solar),
cyclic ambulacral coverplates, and large, polygonal,
tessellate interambulacrals. As noted by Meek and
Worthen (1868), only five ambulacra are present, not
six as described by Hall.

In 1883 Worthen and Miller introduced the
generic term, Echinodiscus, with a single species,
E. optatus, from the Chester limestone of Illinois.
[The specimen illustrated is fragmentary, and ex-
poses only part of the lower, pedunculate zone,
and one section of the ambitus of a clavate theca.]
Of itself it serves to define nothing, affording no
clue either to generic or specific structures. As
establishing either species or genus it is practi-
cally worthless. Notwithstanding this fact, the de-
finition given of both species and genus is full and
dear, describing all the main features of the theca
and ambulacra. One cannot fail of conviction, nor
therein he far from the truth, that in the prepara-
tion of this account the authors were relying
mainly on the original specimen of Agel.
kaskaskiensis Hall, which belonged to the
Worthen collection. That Ech. optatus W. and M.
is not the same thing as A. kaskaskiensis has not
been proven, and every indication favors the pre-
sumption that it is. Sidelight is thrown on this
proposition by two facts, viz., that in the descrip-
tion of Echinodiscus and E. opttuus, the remotest
reference to A. kaskaskiensis is avoided, and also
that in the edition of Miller's North American
Geology and Palaeontology (1889) next succeed-
ing the date of Worthen and Miller's publication,
A. kaskaskiensis is referred to Echinodiscus .

(Clarke, 1901, p. 185-186.)

Gregory (February 1897) proposed Discocystis as a
substitute term for Echinodiscus, which had been used
twice before for other echinoderms (Leske, 1778, and
d'Orhigny, 1854). Miller (1897) also noted this circum-
stance, and proposed the name Ageladiscus, hut his
work did not appear until October 1897 (Clarke, 1901,
p. 187). Thus Discocystis has priority.

Subsequent to, and in agreement with, Clarke·s 1901
analysis, Discocystis optatus (Worthen and Miller) has
been recognized as a junior synonym for Discocysti.\
kaskaskiensis. The occurrence of the type specimens of
these two taxa lends support to Clarke's thesis; both
specimens are from Chester Group limestones of south-
ern Illinois. However, the etched and abraded holotype
of D. optatus exposes only part of the lower pedunculate
zone of the theca and one extremely etched ambulacral
segment. The rather vague cyclic coverplate pattern
appears to contain three plates, as in D. kaskaskiensis,
but this is still uncertain (pl. 47, fig. 6-8). There now
seems no compelling reason to consider it different from
D. kaskaskiensis .
Previous accounts of Discocystis have been based

upon specimens of D. kaskaskiensis and include the
original diagnosis of Echinodiscus; and the type species
is D. kaskaskiensis, of which D. optatus is a junior
synonym.
The alternative approach would be to recognize D.

optatus as a valid species, represented only by the
fragmentary holotype; thus Discocystis would become a
problematical genus represented only by its type
species, D. optatus . This approach would require the
proposal of yet another generic name for D. kaskaskien-
sis. Such proliferation of generic names, combined with
restriction of Discocystis to an essentially meaningless
species, would seem only to increase confusion.

RANGE AND OCCURRENCE: Chester Group, Mississippian
of southern Illinois.

Discocystis kaskaskiensis (Hall), 1858
Text fig. 49, 50; plate 46, plate 47, fig. 1-8

1858 Agelacrinus kaskaskiensis Hall, J., Iowa Geo!. Surv. Rept.,
1855-1857, v. I, pt. 2, Palaeontology: 696, pl. 25, fig. 18.

1860 Agelacrinites kaskaskiensis Hall, Chapman, E. J., Canadian
Jour. Industry, Sci. and Art (n.s.}, 5: 360-365.

1868 Agelacrinites kaskaskiensis Hall, Meek, F. B. and Worthen,
A. H., Philadelphia Acad. Nat. Sci., Proc. 5: 357.

1873 Agelacrinites kaskaskiensis Hall, Meek, F. B. and Worthen,
A. H., Geo!. Surv. Illinois, v, 5, Geologyand Palaeontology,
pt. 2, Palaeontology of Illinois: 514-515.

1876 Agelacrinus kaskaskiensis Hall, Quenstedt, F. A., Petrefak-
tenkunde Deutschlands, Tiibingen, 4 (12): 708.

1879 Agelacrinites kaskaskiensis Hall, Sladen, W. P., Geo!. Soc.
London, Quart. Jour. 35: 748-750.

1883 Echinodiscus optatus Worthen, A. H. and Miller, S. A., Geo!.
Surv. Illinois, v. 7, Geology and Palaeontology, sect. 2,
Palaeontology of Illinois: 336-337, pl. 31, fig. 9.

1889 Echinodiscus kaskaskiensis (Hall), Miller, S. A., North
American Geology and Palaeontology, Cincinnati: 241.
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1894 Echinodiscus kaskaskiensis (Hall), Keyes, C. R., Missouri
Geoi. Surv. 4 (1): 133, pl. 18, fig. 3.

1901 Discocystis kaskaskiensis (Hall), Clarke, 1. M., New York
State Mus., Bull. 49 (2): 182-198, text fig. 1.

1904 Echinodiscus kaskaskiensis (Hall), Klern, M. J., St. Louis
Acad. Sci., Trans. 14: 73.

1910 Agelacrinus (Discocystis) kaskaskiensis (Hall), Grabau, A. W.
and Shimer, H. W., North American Index Fossils, Inverte-
brates, New York, 2: 373.

1936 Discocystis kaskaskiensis (Hall), Bassler, R. S., Smithsonian
Misc. Coll. 95 (6): 21-22, pl. 1, fig. 4, pl. 1, fig. 5 (?), pl. 3,
fig. 4-5 (?), [non 6], pl. 7, fig. ll(?).

1938 Discocystis kaskaskiensis (Hall), Bassler, R. S., Fossilium
Catalogus I: Anirnalia, pars 83, Gravenhage, Holland: 88.

1943 Discocystis kaskaskiensis (Hall), Bassler, R. S. and Moodey,
M. W., Geol. Soc. America, Spec. Pap. 45: 200-201.

1944 Discocystis kaskaskiensis (Hall), Shimer, H. W. and Shrock,
R. R., Index Fossils of North America, NewYork: 131, (?) pl.
49, fig. 19-20.

1958b Discocystis kaskaskiensis (Hall), Ehlers, G.M. and Kesling,
R. V., Univ. Michigan, Contrib. Mus.Paleont. 14 (15):271.

1966 Discocystis kaskaskiensis (Hall), Hegnetl , G., in Treatise In-
vert. Paleont., R. C. Moore (ed.), Lawrence, pt. D,
Echinodermata 3, 1: D169, text fig. 113-3(?), 128-3(?).

Diagnosis
ADiscocystis with: large theca; numerous small oral

plates, primary orals undifferentiated; large hydropore
protuberance formed by several plates, including at
least three large posterior plates.

Description

The clavate theca of Discocystis kaskaskiensis is
large, with diameters of the gibbous upper oral surface
reaching SO mm.
The numerous oral plates, seen only in the crushed

oral area of the holotype (text fig. 49A, pl. 46, fig. 3)
are similar in size to the proximal ambulacral coverplates
and appear to reflect the ambulacral coverplate pattern.
Thus the oral series appears to grade distally into the
proximal ambulacral series without apparent break, and
this obscures the total number of orals present. The
regularity of the oral plate arrangement has not been
determined. Primary orals are not differentiated exter-
nally.
The hydropore structure lies distal to the central oral

rise and extends from the axial midline of the theca
postero-laterally along the proximal, posterior side of
ambulacrum V (text fig. 49A). The structure has been
observed only in the holotype, where it is partially dis-
rupted and the upper ends of the plates have been
extensively crushed (pl. 46, fig. 3). Apparently the 10
(or more) plates that form the structure extend upward
and produce a high, large, elongate elevation. The

elongate, slitlike hydropore extends along the summit.
The posterior side is formed by three or four large plates
that are apparently modified interambulacrals or multi-
ple hydropore orals. The distal part of the anterior side
of the structure is formed by the adradial ends of several
proximal posterior coverplates of ambulacrum V. The
proximal anterior part appears to be formed by several
orals, but these apparently do not extend perradially to
the transverse oral midline. The proximal, or left, end
of the prominence is separated from the central oral rise
by a deep groove. The right end of the structure appears
to merge with the proximal part of ambulacrum V, al-
though a shallow but distinct trough separates the two
equally elevated zones.
The ambulacra are long, narrow, and curved, I-IV

contrasolar, V solar (pl. 46, fig. 1, 2). Curvature is
variable; it may be initiated near the proximal ends in
some, whereas in others, long proximal sectors are
straight. Distally the long ambulacra become concentric
with the ambitus of the upper oral surface. Each ex-
tends along the distal edge of the adjacent ambulacrum,
separated from it by only a few interambulacrals. The
distal tip of ambulacrum V curves proximally, away
from the ambitus, and extends into interambulacrum 5,
where it ends near the left posterior side of the anal
structure.
The ambulacral coverplate series is cyclic (text fig.

50A-C). Cycles on opposite sides of the perradial line
alternate, offset by half a cycle length. The plates in
each cycle form a single, wide, perradial point, yielding
a broadly undulating, zigzag, perradial line. Small
points formed along the perradial edges of the cycle
plates superimpose fine serrations on the broad, perra-
dial undulations.
Along most of the length of the ambulacra each cycle

includes three plates (text fig. SOB). Large primary
plates are central. Each has a wide adradial base and
an angular perradial tip which extends across the mid-
line of the ambulacrum to form the center of the cycle
point. Secondary set plates lie adjacent to the proximal
side of the primaries, and their perradial margins slope
toward the adjacent distal primary plate of the cycle.
Smaller than the primaries along most of the length of
the ambulacra, proximally these secondaries become
nearly equal in size to the primaries. The tertiary
coverplates flank the distal sides of the primaries and
perradially slope proximally toward the adjacent primary
plate of the cycle. The tertiaries are consistently
smaller than the secondaries.
Small, rhombic "quaternar y" plates may be added to

the cycles proximally (text fig. 50A). They are inserted
at the tips of the broad perradial point of a cycle and lie
either between the tips of the adjacent primary and
secondary set plates, or are inserted into a small notch
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formed in the center of the perradial tip of the
primaries. Their occurrence appears to be erratic, as
they have been observed in only one ambulacrum of the
holotype.
Primary coverplates are developed at the distal tip of

each ambulacrum. The zone of insertion of the plates of
the secondary set is separated from the ambulacrum tip
by only two or three pairs of primary plates. Each sec-
ondary is inserted along the proximal, perradial margin
of a primary. The tertiary coverplates are inserted along
the distal, perradial margins of the primaries and do not
appear until numerous sets of primaries and second-
aries have formed. Thus the zone of tertiary plate in-
sertion lies far from the distal tip of the ambulacra.
Apparently it commonly lies in the most highly curved
part, where the ambulacra become concentric with the
ambitus of the upper oral surface. The supposed
quaternary plates are formed only in the proximal parts
of the ambulacra and are developed late in adult on-
togeny.
The adradial ends of the coverplates are overlapped

by the adjacent interambulacrals. The upper adradial
edge of each coverplate is depressed along the zone of
overlap; a nearly vertical cliff separates the upper ex-
ternal plate surface from the rounded, sloping, adradial
end. Text fig. 49C depicts an oblique view of a large
coverplate and shows the rounded margin, increased
thickness, and slightly concave base of the adradial
part of the plate.

The trough-shaped ambulacral floorplates are axially
elongate and rectangular in plan view (pI. 46, fig. 8, 9).
Their upper sides are centrally concave downward and
form a deep, central, axial trough. The lateral margins
of this upper surface slope slightly toward the trough to
form a narrow articulation zone upon which rest the
bases of the overlying coverplates. The inwardly convex
lower sides of the floorplates bear large lateral nodes
which project obliquely downward into the thecal cav-
ity. Each plate develops at least one node on each
lateral margin. Additional smaller prominences may
also be developed occasionally. Contiguous floorplates
meet along vertical sutures.
The interambulacrals on the upper surface of the

theca are large, thick, polygonal plates and abut one
another along vertical sutures (pI. 46, fig. 1-3, 8, 9).
Distal to the ambulacra, below the ambitus of the upper
oral surface, the interambulacrals become progressively
thinner and more elongate concentric with the ambitus
(pI. 47, fig. 1, 2, 7, 8). In a zone beginning approxi-
mately seven to ten plates below the ambitus, the plates
are subrectangular, extremely thin, elongate, and im-
bricate; these form vertical columns that include tens to
hundreds of plates. The plate columns form the long,
extensible, pedunculate zone. Presumably a small

peripheral rim was developed at the base of the pedun-
culate zone and flared outward against the substrate.
The valvular anal structure lies proximal to thf

center of interambulacrum 5 (text fig. 49B, pI. 46, fig.
7). The outer circlet plates overlap the alternate, inner
circlet ones along tightly fitting, beveled margins,
However, the zone of overlap is rather narrow and most
of the width of the inner circlet plates is visible ext--,
nally. A total of 12 to 14 triangular plates are includt'd
in the adult anal structure.
External plate surfaces are smooth, except for a mi-

nute pustulation reflecting the microstructure of the
plates.

Specimens
ISM 10037. Holotype of Discocystis kaskaskiensis
(Hall) (1858, p. 696, pI. 25, fig. 18, as Agelacrinus
kaskaskiensis). Kaskaskia Formation, Chester Group.
Mississippian. Near Kaskaskia, Randolph County, Il-
linois. A. H. Worthen Collection, No. X-129. ai mm
axial by 31.5 mm transverse diameter.
Text fig. 49A, B, SOB, C, pl. 46, fig. 1-7.
The holotype is a partially disrupted specimen which

exposes only the upper side of the oral surface, above
the ambitus. The oral region and hydropore structure
are partially disrupted. Extensive crushing has removed
the upper parts of these plates. All five ambulacra are
visible, but the coverplates are well preserved only in
isolated sectors of each. The medial sector of ambulac-
rum IV is completely obliterated. Upper surface in-
terambulacrals are mostly disrupted; the best preserved
are found in interambulacrum 1. The anal structure is
missing the distal parts of several posterior plates,
Thecal plates below the ambitus are apparently missing,
unseen even in areas where the upper surface
plates have been lost.

USNM S-3885. D. kaskaskiensis. Chester Group, Mis-
sissippian. Carter's Glade, Crittenden County, Ken-
tucky. 44.9 mm greatest length.
Text fig. 50A, pI. 47, fig. 1-5.

Text figure 49. Discocystis kaskaskiensis (Hall). 1858
A-B. Holotype, ISM 10037.

A. Owl area and adjacent structures, [x 10). pl. 46. Ill" :l.
Plate" in the left anterior om! ar..a and proximal part Ilf
ambulacrum II. which haw been depr..ssed belowthehel
of the surrounding ..lements lire marked by a
tern.

a. Anal area and adjll('..nt structures, [x 5). pl. 49. fil" i,
C. Reconstroction of a primary "..I ambulacral l"m'eIV!lIlt'. t>bliq\lt'

lateral view.
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The specimen is a fragment of a large individual that
was originall y at least 50 mm in diameter. It preserves
the external surface of a narrow zone of upper oral
surface plates which includes the distal parts of two
ambulacra and a few adjacent interambulacrals. The
upper oral surface plates originally proximal to this
marginal strip are missing and this exposes the inner
sides of the plates that form the lower thecal zone,
below the ambitus. This part of the specimen includes
both the larger, thick plates immediately below the am-
bitus which form the transition zone, and the proximal
part of about nine columns of thin, elongate, imbricate
plates of the pedunculate zone.
The proximal part of the longer ambulacral segment

preserves three-plate cycles of coverplates, whereas the
long distal part of this ambulacrum, concentric with the
ambitus, includes only two plates per cycle, the primary
and secondary set plates. The distal tip of this am-
bulacrum is not exposed. A few ambulacral floorplates
are exposed in the second fragmentary ambulacrum.
Each has the deep central trough and less steeply slop-
ing upper lateral margins or articulation surfaces. The
upper sides of the large, inner surface nodes of the
floorplates extend laterally beyond the plate margins. In
the central sector of the larger ambulacral segment,
where adjacent interambulacrals are missing, these
nodes appear to be enlarged distally to form a broad
support for the overlying inner sides of the interam-
bulacrals.

USNM S-3883. D. kaskaskiensis? Stratigraphic and
geographic occurrence unknown. (Label with specimen
suggests that it may be from the St. Genevieve Lime-
stone, Chester Group, Mississippian, near Huntsville,
Alabama, but the matrix resembles that of the holotype
from Kaskaskia, Illinois.) 44.2 mm axial by 26.4 mm
transverse diameter.
PI. 46, fig. 8, 9.
This fragmentary specimen exposes part of the inner

side of the upper oral surface of a large individual.
Preserved structures include: the oral frame and stone
canal passageway; the proximal parts of ambulacra IV
and V and about half of ambulacra I, II, and III; the
proximal parts of the interambulacra, 2 and 5 the most
complete; and most of the anal structure. The anterior
tip of the specimen preserves the external surface of a
few plates distal to the ambulacra; these hide the distal
end of ambulacrum III. Siliceous beekite appears to
have sporadically replaced some thecal plates.
This specimen is tentatively assigned to D. kaskas-

kiensis, although the ambulacral coverplates and other
external oral surface features necessary for confirmation
are not exposed. The inner surface structures of all of
the clavate Agelacrinitidae are inadequately known,

and thus cannot be used for specific identification_
The inner oral-ambulacral series structures of
specimen closely resemble those found in Lepidodiscu.\
laudoni. But in contrast with that species, here th,.
polygonal interambulacrals appear to be thicker, and
the anal structure suggests that wide central sections ,,1
the inner circlet plates are exposed on the external oral
surface. Both these features agree with the holotype <if
Discocystis kaskaskiensis and suggest that the specimen,
are conspecific. The following description of the inner
surface features seen in this specimen is presented here
rather than in the species description because of possible
misidentification of the specimen.
The oral frame and stone canal passageway struc-

tures are somewhat obscure, thus their description is
tentative. The large, transversely elongate, ovate oral
frame underlies the oral area. It surrounds the large
oval central lumen which extends from the proximal
ends of the ambulacral tunnels directly downward.
opening into the thecal cavity below. The frame is
formed by the proximal floorplate of each ambulacrum.
which is expanded both inwardly and laterally. The
frame may also include intrathecal extensions of some
oral area covering plates. The anterior half of the frame
is semicircular, with laterally attenuated extremities. It
is formed by the enlarged proximal floorplates of am-
bulacra II, III, and IV. If intrathecal extensions from
the overlying oral plates participate in the formation of
the two anterior interradii, they are obscure in this
specimen. The arcuate posterior side of the frame is
formed by the proximal floorplates of ambulacra I and
V, and perhaps intrathecal parts of overlying posterior
oral plates. The anterior edges of the two posterior
floorplates are wide and meet the two lateral anterior
floorplates of the frame along a wide zone of contact.
This wide lateral contact zone produces the lateral at-
tenuations of the frame. Intrathecal extensions do not
participate in the formation of these two lateral frame
interradii.
The two posterior floorplates apparently are not in

contact across the posterior side of the frame and leave

Text figure 50. Discocystis kaskaskiensis (Hall), 1858
A. Segment of ambulacrum, USNM S-3885, (x 10), pl. 47, fig. 3.

Proximal end of segment is to the left.
B-C. Holotype, ISM 10037.

B. Segment of ambulacrum 1II, (x 20), pl. 46, fig. 4. Proximal
end of segment is to the left.

C. Segment of ambulacrum V, (x 20), pI. 46, fig. 6. Proximal
end of segment is to the left.

1, primary set ambulacral coverplate; 2, secondary set ambulaeral
coverplate; 3, tertiary set amhulacral coverplate; 4, ?quatemary sel
ambulacral coverplate.
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a large gap which laterally connects the central oral
lumen to the thecal cavity beneath interambulacrum 5.
The gap appears to be offset toward the right side of the
frame (left side seen from below) and it distally intersects
the inner end of the stone canal passageway. This gap
exposes the inner ends of the posterior oral covering
plates which thus appear to form the upper part of the
posterior side of the frame, above the posterior gap. It is
not impossible that this posterior frame gap is preserva-
tional and that the posterior floorplates originally ex-
tended straight across the posterior side.
The stone canal passageway extends into the thecal

cavity along the right posterior margin of the oral frame
(left as viewed from below). The inner end of the pas-
sageway appears to intersect the distal end of the sup-
posed posterior frame gap. The diameter of the entire
passageway appears to be large and only slightly in-
creases inwardly. The structure is formed by eight or
nine elements, which apparently are intrathecal parts of
the hydropore structure plates and parts of the adjacent
ambulacral floorplates.

ISGS (ISM) 2478. Discocystis kaskaskiensis; the
holotype of Echinodiscus optatus Worthen and Miller
(1883, p. 336-337, pI. 31, fig. 9). Chester Group, Mis-
sissippian. Pope County, Illinois. A. H. Worthen Col-
lection. 24 mm greatest length by 21.2 mm wide.
PI. 47, fig. 6-8.
This fragmentary specimen, imbedded in matrix, ex-

poses about half of the lower pedunculate zone plates
and a few interambulacrals of the transition zone below
the ambitus. Along the ambital edge of the specimen
one segment of an ambulacrum is exposed. The entire
specimen is deeply etched and abraded, which obscures
the exact location of many of the plate boundaries. The
coverplates of the small ambulacral segment appear to be
a three-plate cyclic series.

Discussion ofprevious investigation

Hall (1858, p. 696) described Agelacrinus kaskas-
kiensis as: discoidal; ambulacra six, radiating from a
plated oral area; ambulacral coverplates subcuneiform,
perradially "crenulate or poriferous," interlocking and
forming a single alternating biseries, or with smaller
intermediate plates; interambulacrals polygonal, flat.
The accompanying drawing depicts six ambulacra, all
curved contrasolarly, and tessellate interambulacrals.
Meek and Worthen (1969, p. 357), after restudying

the holotype, noted that Hall's anomalous sixth am-
bulacrum "is the incurved extremity of the dextral
[solar] right posterior ray." They cited the large,
polygonal, tessellate interambulacrals as the "important
character" separating Agelacrinites kaskaskiensis from

their new Mississippian species, Agelacrinites
(Lepidodiscus) squamosus, which has squamose, imbri-
cate interambulacrals.
Worthen and Miller (1883) expanded and emended

earlier descriptions of Discocystis kaskaskiensis under
the name Echinodiscus optatus . The upper oral surface
features were apparently described from Hall's
holotype, and the features of the pedunculate zone of
the lower surface from the fragmentary holotype of
Echinodiscus optatus (= Discocystis kaskaskiensis; see
generic discussion). Worthen and Miller (1883, p. 3351
termed the thecal shape discoid, but also noted the
"border . . . of narrow rim plates elongated in the
direction of the circumference, and passing around
upon the underside, forming a cylindrical nonsessile
rim" [i.e., the pedunculate zone of the theca, as the
basal peripheral rim is missing]. They also reported
that the ambulacra arise in three radii-one anterior
and two lateral-each lateral radius bifurcating a short
distance from the oral pole; ambulacral coverplaies
"composed on each side [of the perradialline] of alter-
nately longer [primary] and shorter [secondary and
tertiary] plates which interlock at the angular arch
[perradialline], with each other and with smaller inter-
calated plates" [? irregular quaternaries, or tertiaries]:
and "mouth" [oral area] central or subcentral, covered
by numerous "larger and smaller" plates, supported
internally by other elements [oral frame plates].
Miller (1889) listed Hall's Agelacrinites kaskaskiensis

as a second species of Echinodiscus, along with E. op-
tat us . The preempted name Echinodiscus was replaced
by Discocystis Gregory (1897). Most subsequent works
have referred to the species as Discocystis kaskaskiensis
(Hall).

Although commonly cited in later works, only two
papers added new data about D. kaskaskiensis. The first
is Clarke's (1901) interpretation of the confused tax-
onomy in earlier works (see generic discussion). In the
second paper, Bassler (1936) "corrected" Hall's (18581
drawing of the D. kaskaskiensis holotype and showed
ambulacrum V curved solarly, with the distal tip ex-
tending back toward the oral area. He also refigured the
original drawing of Echinodiscus optatus and described
the specimen as conspecific with Discocystis kaskas-
kiensis. Moreover, Bassler figured four new specimens
listed as D. kaskaskiensis: (1) (1936, pl. 3, fig. 4) an
adult edrioasteroid, present location unknown, which
exposes oral surface .features similar to D.
kaskaskiensis; however, the coverplate pattern cannot
be determined from the illustration, and thus identifica-
tion is questionable; (2) (1936, pI. 3, fig. 5) a broken
specimen with only four amhulacra, present location
unknown; the illustration suggests that the individual
may be a Lepidodiscus laudoni (Bassler) (1936); (31
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(1936, pl. 3, fig. 6.; USNM S-3884) a Lepidodiscus
lawloni [see pI. 49, fig. 7-12]; (4) (1936, pI. 7, fig. 11)
the collapsed pedunculate zone of a clavate edrioas-
teroid, perhaps aD. kaskaskiensis,' present location un-
known. Bassler correctly described the ambulacral
f100rplates as uniserial, although his conclusion was
based upon a specimen (USNM S-3884) which is a
Lepidodiscus laudoni.

Discussion
Discocystis kaskaskiensis is here described from four

specimens, only two of which are identified with cer-
tainty. Externally, the plating of the oral area and hy-
dropore structure remain inadequately described.
Moreover, the cyclic ambulacral coverplate sequence
commonly includes three plates, but a fourth proximal
set, seen only in one ambulacrum of the holotype, sug-
gests that development may be incomplete in this

Genus Lepidodiscus Meek and Worthen, 1868

1842 [non] Agelacrinites Vanuxem, L., Nat. Hist. New York, pt.
IV, Geology 3: 158.

1868 LepidodiscusMeek, F. B. and Worthen, A. H., Philadelphia
Acad, Nat. Sci., Proc. 5: 357-358.

1873 Lepidodiscus Meek, F. B. and Worthen, A. H., Geol. Surv.
Illinois, v. 5, Geology and Palaeontology, pt. 2, Palaeontol-
ogy of Illinois: 513-515, pI. 16, fig. 1.

1879 Lepidodiscus Meek and Worthen, Siaden, W. P. fpartim],
Geol. Soc. London, Quart. Jour. 35: 749-750.

1883 [non] Echinodiscus Worthen, A. H. and Miller, S. A., Geol.
Surv. Illinois, v . 7, Geology and Palaeontology, sect. 2,
Palaeontology of Illinois: 335.

1891 Echinodiscus Worthen and Miller, Miller, S. 1\. fpartim],
Geol. Surv. Indiana, 17th Ann. Rept. (adv. pub.): 76, pI. 12,
fig. 16.

1892b Echinodiscus Worthen and Miller, Miller, S. A., Geol. Surv.
Indiana, 17th Ann. Rept.: 686, pI. 12, fig. 16.

1896b [non] "Lepidodiscus Hall," Haeckel, E., Die Amphorideen
und Cystoideen, Leipzig, 1: 113-114.

1897 [non]DiscocystisGregory, J. W.. Geol. Surv. London, Quart.
(Feb.) Jour. 53: 131.
1897 Ageladiscus Miller, S. A. (partim], Second Appendix toNorth
1(1<-1.1 American Geology and Palaeontology, Cincinnati: 734.
1901 LepidodiscusMeek and Worthen, Clarke, J. M. (partim], New

York State Mus., Bull. 49 (2): 182-198;DiscocystisGregory,
idem (partim], ibid.: 182-198; Agelacrinites Vanuxem, idem
fpartim], ibid.: 195-196, fig. 4-6.

1904 Echinodiscus Worthen and Miller, Klem, M. J. fpartim], St.
Louis Acad. Sci., Trans. 14: 73-74.

specimen. The holotype, about 31 mm in diameter, is
significantly smaller than the projected 50 mmdiameter
of specimen USNM S-3885. Unfortunately, only distal
parts of the ambulacra are preserved in the larger
specimen.
The internal structures of D. kaskaskiensis are also

inadequately represented in available specimens. The
single individual whichexposes the oral frame, the stone
canal passageway, and the inner surfaces of ambulacral
floorplates eludes positive identification. Moreover, the
inner surface of the ambulacral coverplates has not been
observed. However, the fine serrations developed along
the perradial ends of the coverplates may indicate the
presence of multiple intra-ambulacral extensions on the
ambulacral tunnel surfaces of the coverplates.

RANGE ANDOCCURRENCE: Chester Group, Mississippian
of Illinois and Kentucky.

1935 Lepidodiscus MeekandWorthen,Bassler, R. S., Smithsonian
Misc. ColI. 93 (8): 8.

1936 Lepidodiscus Meek and Worthen, Bassler, R. S. fpartim],
SmithsonianMisc. ColI.95 (6):20, pI. 1, fig. 17;Discocystis
Gregory, idem fpartim], ibid.: 21, pl. 3, fig. 7-8.

1938 Lepidodiscus Meek and Worthen, Bassler, R. S., Fossilium
Catalogus I: Animalia, pars 83, Gravenhage, Holland: 123.

1943 Lepidodiscus Meekand Worthen, Bassler, R. S. and Moodey,
M. W., Geo!.Soc. America, Spec. Pap. 45: 206;Discocystis
Gregory, idem fpartim], ibid.: 201.

1944 Lepidodiscus MeekandWorthen, Shimer, H. W. and Shrock,
R. R., Index Fossils of NorthAmerica, NewYork: 131, pl.
49, fig. 21.

1958b Lepidodiscus Meekand Worthen, Ehlers, G. M.and Kesling,
R. V., Univ. Michigan, Contrib. Mus. Paleont. 14 (15):
265-276;Discocystis Gregory, idem fpartim], ibid.: 265-276,
pl. 1, fig. 1-4, pl. 2, fig. 1-2, pl. 3.

1958 Lepidodiscus Meekand Worthen, Kesling, R. V. and Ehlers,
G. M. fpartim], Jour. Paleont. 32 (5): 923-932, text fig. 1, pl.
119, fig. 1-3, pl. 120, fig. 1-6.

1960 Discocystis Gregory, Kesling, R. V., Univ. Michigan, Con-
trib. Mus. Paleont. 15 (8): 155, text fig. 4, pi. 3, fig. 1-3;
Lepidodiscus Meek and Worthen, idem, ibid.: 155-157, text
fig. 5, pl. 2, fig. 1-2.

1966 Lepidodiscus Meek and Worthen, Hegnell, G. fpartim], in
Treatise Invert. Paleont., R. C. Moore (ed.), Lawrence, pt.
U, Echinodermata 3, 1: U169, text fig. 120-6a. 130-4;
Discocystis Gregory, idem fpartim], ibid.: U169, text fig.
120-6a, 129-3, 130-5.

1968 Discocystis Gregory, Strimple, H. L. fpartim], Iowa Acad.
Sci., Proc. 73: 260-262, text fig. 1-4.

TYPE SPECIES: Agelacrinites (Lepidodiscus) squarrwsus
Meek and Worthen, 1868.
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Diagnosis
Agelacrinitidae with: theca highly convex and domal,

or clavate; oral plates numerous, reflecting proximal
coverplate pattern, primary orals undifferentiated; large,
elongate hydropore protuberance separated from central
oral rise, posterior side formed by many plates, anterior
side formed by adradial ends of elongate orals; long
ambulacra curved, I-IV contrasolar, V solar, coverplates
forming alternating six-plate cycles; interambulacrals
squamose, imbricate or polygonal, tessellate; valvular
anal structure plates alternating as inner and overlap-
ping outer circlet members.

Description
Lepidodiscus Meek and Worthen is represented by

species of large size. Species with a clavate theca in-
clude an elongate, downwardly constricting pedunculate
zone (below the ambitus of the upper gibbous region)
formed by many columns of numerous, thin, elongate,
subrectangular, imbricate plates. Both domal and cla-
vate species develop a peripheral rim composed of sev-
eral circlets of geniculate plates. The rim forms the
margin of the upper oral surface in domal forms,
whereas it is located at the base of the pedunculate zone
in clavate species.
The transversely elongate oral region includes

numerous plates. These imperfectly mimic the cyclic
ambulacral coverplates in shape, size, and distribution.
Thus, distally they appear to grade into the proximal
ambulacrals without a distinct break and thereby ob-
scure the total number of orals present. Primary orals are
differentiated externally. Lateral orals greatly exceed
the anteriors in number and produce the transversely
elongate oral area outline.
The large, transversely elongate hydropore structure

lies along the right posterior margin of the oral area.
Participating plates are upturned to form the steep-
sided, highly elevated protuberance which rises ab-
ruptly from the posterior edge of the central oral rise.
Numerous plates, probably modified interambulacrals,
form the posterior side of the elevation. The proximal
part of the anterior side of the protuberance is formed
by the adradial ends of elongate orals. These perra-
dially extend to the transverse oral midline. The distal
part of the anterior side of the prominence includes the
adradial ends of several proximal, posterior coverplates
of ambulacrum V. The elongate, slitlike hydropore
opens along the junction between the anterior and pos-
terior plates and extends along the summit of the pro-
tuherance.
The amhulacra are long and moderately narrow. Dis-

tally they become concentric with the margin of the
theca, and commonly each extends distally along the

distal edge of the adjacent ambulacrum and is sepa-
rated from it by only a few interambulacrals. However
the distal part of ambulacrum V lies proximal to th:
distal part of I, with the tip curved proximally and
ending near the posterior edge of the anal structure.
The ambulac:al coverplates form six-plate cycles.

Cycles on opposite sides of the perradial line alternate
offset by half the width of a cycle, and thereby produe:
a broadly undulating, zigzag perradial line. Individual
cycle plates form small, discrete perradial points, and
these superimpose a fine serration upon the broad per-
radial line undulations.
The uniserial ambulacral floorplates are trough-

shaped; the convex-inward, inner surfaces bear large
lateral nodes. The concave-downward, central part of
the upper sides of these floorplates is flanked by genth
sloping lateral margins; these are the articulation zones
upon which the bases of the overlying coverplates rest.
Contiguous floorplates abut one another along vertical
sutures in some species. In others the sutures are ob-
lique, with the proximal end of each floorplate broadlv
overlapping the distal margin of the next. .
Interambulacral plates are squamose and imbricate

in domal species, polygonal and tessellate to slightly
imbricate in clavate forms. .
The valvular anal structure includes an inner and an

outer circlet of triangular to subtriangular plates. Outer
circlet plates laterally overlap alternate inner circlet
ones along tightly fitting, beveled edges.
The prominent peripheral rim is formed by six to

eight circlets. Proximal circlet plates are the largest:
distal circlet plates gradually diminish in size outward.
The proximal two to four circlets are formed by plates
externally elongate concentric with the thecal margin;
the distal circlet plates are elongate radially. All but the
tiny outer elements are geniculate.
External plate surfaces are smooth in all known

species, except for the fine pustulation reflecting the
plate microstructure.

Discussion ofprevious investigation

Meek and Worthen (1868) introduced Lepidodiscus
as a subgeneric term for Agelacrinites (Lepidodiscus)
squamosus, In describing the major thecal features of
the species, they ci.ted its squamose interambulacrals
and the direction of ambulacral curvature as contrasting
with the polygonal, tessellate interambulacrals and the
differing ambulacral curvature of the type species of
Agelacrinites, A. hamiltonensis, (as described by Hall).
"It therefore certainly seems to us doubtful whether
species differing in two such important characters as
these are strictly congeneric. If they are not, then a new
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Discussion

Lepidodiscus squamosus Meek and Worthen, 1868

Text fig. 51; plate 47, fig. 9, 10, plate 48

Newton (1892). Published accounts of these species
suggest that most (probably all) of them do not comply
with the restricted generic diagnosis for Lepidodiscus
presented here.

Lepidodiscus includes species showing variability in
three important characters that are constant in related
genera. Most obvious is the inclusion of both domal and
clavate thecae. Each form develops a distal peripheral
rim, but the clavate theca includes an elongate, down-
wardly constricting zone below the ambitus. The numer-
ous, thin, subrectangular plates which form the pedun-
culate zone appear to have no homolog in domal species.
The second important variable is the occurrence of
squamose, imbricate interambulacrals in domal forms,
in contrast with the polygonal, tessellate interambulac-
rals of the upper oral surface of clavate types. Finally,
the uniserial ambulacral floorplates are believed to be
imbricate in domal forms, whereas they abut one another
along vertical sutures in clavate species. Imbricate ver-
sus abutting floorplates is a familial taxobasis in the
Lebetodiscina. Floorplate disposition is inadequately
known throughout the Agelacrinitidae, but in all other
species where observed, the floorplates abut along verti-
cal sutures. Thus floorplate structure may have more
taxonomic importance than it has received in this an-
alysis of Lepidodiscus, which suggests further subdivi-
sion of the species here included inLepidodiscus, or even
eventually room for new genera.

RANGE ANDOCCURRENCE: Mississippian of Indiana, Ken-
tucky, Pennsylvania, Iowa, Missouri, and Alabama.

Agelacrinites (Lepidodiscus) squamosU$ Meek, F. B. and
Worthen, A. H., Philadelphia Acad. Nat. Sci., Proc. 5:
357-358.
Agelacrinites (Lepidodiscus) squamosus Meek, F. B. and
Worthen, A. H., CeoI. Surv. Illinois, v, 5, Geology and
Palaeontology, pt. 2, Palaeontologyof Illinois: 513-515, pI.
16, fig. 1.
Lepidodiscus squamosus Meek and Worthen, Sladen, W. P.,
Ceol. Soc. London, Quart. Jour. 35: 749-750.
AgelacrinU$ squamosU$ Meek and Worthen, A.,
NorthAmericanGeology and Palaeontology, Cincinnati: 222.
Agelacrinites squamosus Meek and Worthen, 0.,
Stammesgeschichte der Pelmatozoen, Bd. 1, Thecoidea und
Cystoidea, Berlin: 51.

1899

1879

1873

1889

1868

ic name should be applied to our species, . . .genen
Lepidodiscus ... At least we should think they ought to
be separated subgenerically" (Meek and
1868, p. 358). Their 1868 repub.hshed In

1873 with the addition of a detailed line drawing of the
holotype of L. squamosus ',
Lepidodiscus was occasionally used as. a subgenus

(Hall 1872; Miller, 1889; Grabau and Shimer, 1910),
butmost authors have used it at the generic level. Hall
(1871, 1872) and many authors
dovician species, including Isorophus ctncuuuitiensts
(Roemer) and pilea (Ha!l), from
Agelacrinites to Lepidodiscus thereby
strikingly different morphological characters into
generic descriptions. 1917) ended this
practice by noting the the
Ordovician forms and the MISSIssIppIan type species of
Lepidodiscus, and by describing new genera for the Or-
dovician species.
New species have been occasionally assigned to

Lepidodiscus (e.g., L. alleganius Clarke, 1901, L. al-
penensis Bassler, 1936). However, Meek's and
Worthen's (1868) diagnosis (ambulacra I-IV contraso-
lar, V solar, interambulacrals squamose, imbricate)
was used without modification until Kesling and Ehlers
(1958) published a detailed account of the holotype of
Lepidodiscus squarrwsus, which included description of
the oral area plating, the hydropore structure, and the
complex ambulacral coverplate cycles. Ehlers and
Kesling (1958) redescribed the type specimens of
Discocystis laudoni and reported that they differed from
Lepidodiscus squamosus only in the nature of the in-
terambulacral plates. Judging ambulacral coverplate
pattern to be of major taxonomic importance, they ques-
tioned the use of squamose-imbricate versus
polygonal-tessellate interambulacrals as a generic tax-
obasis for Lepidodiscus.
In agreement with Ehlers and Kesling (1958),

Discocystis laudoni is here included in Lepidodiscus .
The generic description has been modified to include
(a) both clavate and domal thecae, and (b) both
squamose-imbricate and polygonal-tessellate interam-
bulacrals. The structure of the oral area and hydropore
and the disposition of the ambulacral coverplates are
now considered generic taxobases.
Several species other than those recognized here

have been referred to Lepidodiscus as defined by Meek
and Worthen. Among these are the following European
species which are excluded from this investigation:
Lepidodiscus lebouri Sladen (1879), Lepidodiscus eph-
raemovianus Bogolubov) (1926) [= Agelacrinites
ephraemovianus], Lepidodiscus fistulosus Anderson
(1939) [= Anglidiscus fistulosus (Anderson) according
to 1950], Lepidodiscus milleri Sharman and
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1901 Lepidodiscus squamosus \Ieek and Worthen, Clarke, J. M.,
:'-iew York State \Ius., Bull. 49 (2): 182-198; Agelacrinites
beechen Clarke, J. \1., ibid.: 195-196, text fig. 4-6.

1910 AgelacrinlL> tLepidodiscus} squamosus Meek and Worthen,
Grabau, A. W. and Shimer, H. W·., North American Index
Fossils, lnvertebrates, New York, 2: 473.

1914 Agelacrinites beecheri Clarke, Foerste, A. F., Denison Univ.,
Sci. Lab. Bull. 17 (art. 14): 417, pl. 1, fig. 2.

1936 Lepidodiscus squamosus Meek and Worthen, Bassler, R. S.,
Smithsonian Mise. CoIl. 95 (6): 20, pl. 1, fig. 17.

1938 Lepulodiscus squamosus Meek and Worthen, Bassler, R. 5.,
Fossilium Catalogue I: Anirnalia, pars 83, Cravenhage, Hol-
land: 123.

1943 Lepidodiscus squamosus Meek and Worthen, Bassler, R. S.
and Moodev, M. W., Geol. Soc. America, Spec. Pap. 45:
207; Lepid(;diseus beechen (Clarke), idem, ibid.: 206-207.

1944 Lepidodiscus squamosus Meek and Worthen, Shimer, H. W.
and Shrock, R. R., Index Fossils of North America, New
York: 131, pI. 49, fig. 21.

1958b Lepidodiscus squamosus Meek and Worthen, Ehlers, G. M.
and Kesling, R. V., Univ. Michigan, Contrib. Mus. Paleont.
14 (15): 265-276.

1958 Lepidodiscus squamosus Meek and Worthen, Kesling, R. V.
and Ehlers, G. M., Jour. Paleont. 32 (5): 923-932, text fig. I,
pI. 119, fig. 1-3, pI. 120, fig. 1-6.

1960 Lepidodiscus squamosus Meek and Worthen, Kesling, R. V.,
Univ. Michigan, Contrib. Mus. Paleont. IS (8): 155-157, text
fig. 5, pI. 2, fig. 1-2.

1966 Lepidodiscus squamosus Meek and Worthen, Hegnell, G., in
Treatise Invert. Paleont., R. C. Moore (ed.), Lawrence, pt.
n. Echinodermata 3, 1: lJ169, text fig. 130-4, 120-6a'.

Diagnosis

A Lepidodiscus with: large, highly elevated, domal
theca; ambulacral floorplates imbricate; interambulac-
rals squamose, imbricate.

Description

The theca of Lepidodiscus squamosus Meek and
Worthen reaches at least 45 mm in diameter and was
highly convex, with the oral surface nearly hemispheri-
cal before thecal collapse.
The oral area is formed by numerous plates. Text fig.

SIB presents a tentative interpretation of oral area plat-
ing in the holotype, differentiating between plate bound-
aries (solid lines) and secondary fractures (dashed lines).
Primary orals are not differentiated externally from other
orals. Distally the oral plates reflect the pattern of the
proximal, cyclic, ambulacral coverplate series and the
orals appear to grade distally into the ambulacral se-
quence without a distinct break. Oral plate size and
shapes are similar to the ambulacral coverplates and
include large, intermediate, and small elements. Ap-
proximately 30 lateral orals and seven or eight anteriors
are included. The relatively numerous lateral orals

which lie proximal to the lateral bifurcation plates pro.
duce the pronounced transverse elongation of the area.

The hydropore structure (text fig. SIB, pl. 48, fig. 11
extends along the right posterior half of the oral region
and the proximal posterior margin of ambulaerum V.
Participating plates are flexed upward and form the
steep, nearly vertical sides of the protuberance. The
posterior side of the structure is formed by six or more
plates. These may be interpreted as multiple hydropore
orals that correspond to the single large hydropore oral
found in some edrioasteroid species, or as modified
interambulacrals that have been incorporated into the
oral sequence. The proximal part of the anterior side of
the structure is formed by the adradial ends of elongate
oral plates. These perradially reach the transverse oral
midline. The distal part of the anterior side is formedb\
the adradial ends of proximal, posterior coverplates (;f
ambulacrum V. All of the anterior side plates of the
oral-ambulacral series are centrally depressed and form
a trough between the hydropore protuberance and the
elevated oral area and ambulacrum V. The hydropore
opening appears to have been an arcuate slit that ex-
tended along the summit of the protuberance.

Distally, ambulacral curvature is consistent with the
generic description: I-IV contrasolar, V solar. How-
ever, in the holotype the proximal parts of ambulacra I.
II, III, and IV flex solarly before initiating the dominant
contrasolar curvature. Proximally, ambulacrum V
curves solarly, then slightly contrasolarly, before be-
ginning the final distal solar curvature. Preservational
distortion may account for some of these proximal sinu-
ations in the holotype. In two other specimens, the
proximal parts of the ambulacra appear to be essentially
straight.

The ambulacral coverplate pattern is cyclic (text fig.
SIA, B, pl. 48, fig. 1, 2, 6). The six-plate cycles on
opposite sides of the perradialline alternate, offset bya
length of half a cycle, and thereby produce the broadly
undulating, zigzag perradial line.

As first described by Kesling and Ehlers [adjacent
plates numbered consecutively]:
the first [cycle plate] is short and subquadrate: the
second is intermediate in length and irregularly hex-
agonal, its outer part subquadrate and its inner part
acuminate; the fourth plate, the longest in the cycle, is
subquadrate except that the inner corners are beveled;
and the sixth plate is a mirror image of the second. The
third plate is subrhombic, inserted between the sec-
ond and fourth plates, with its inner apex forming a
serration on the central line of the ambulacrum. The
fifth plate is a mirror image of the third, lying on the
opposite side of the long fourth plate. In most cycles
the subrhombic third and fifth plates do not extend to
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Text figure 51. Lepidodiscus squamosus Meek and Worthen, 1868

A. Proximal segment of ambulacrum Ill, YPM 24804-B, (x 10), pI. 48, fig. 6.
B. Holotype, oral area and adjacent structures, UMMP 5420, (x 10), pl. 48, fig'. l.

1 through 6 are the first through sixth sets of ambulacral coverplates, respectively.

the outside edge of the ambulacrum, but terminate
along the side of the fourth plate.

(Kesling and Ehlers, 1958, p. 927-928)

In the proximal parts of the ambulacra the cyclic pat-
tern is partially obscured by the differential enlarge-
ment of the cycle plates, and perhaps also occasionally
by the insertion of irregular additional plates. Extrane-
ous plates may also occur occasionally in the highly
curved, medial ambulacral zones.
The distal tips of the ambulacra are too poorly pre-

served in specimens of L. squamosus to determine the
sequence of coverplate insertions with certainty. It is
probably similar to that of L. laudoni, which has a
six-plate cycle nearly identical to that of 1. squamosus.
It appears that Kesling's and Ehlers' consecutive plate
numbering corresponds to the sets of cyclic plates as
follows: primary set plate = their fourth plate; second-
ary = their second; tertiary = their sixth; quaternary =
their third; quintary = their fifth; and the sixth set plate
= their first plate.
The intra-ambulacral surfaces of the coverplates

have not been directly observed in L. squamosus.

However, in extremely eroded sections of the holotype,
the centers of the perradial ends of the coverplates ap-
pear to be thicker than the lateral edges and the
presence of bladelike intra-ambulacral Ad-
radially, the coverplates appear to end adjacent to the
lateral margins of the underlying floorplates, without
development of intrathecal extensions.
The coverplates that form each cycle appear to be

tightly sutured together laterally. It is unclear whether
these sutures are vertical or oblique. Thus smaller
plates of the cycle which externally end before. reaching
the adradial suture line, could reach the adradial suture
internally.
Ambulacral floorplates have been observed in two

specimens assigned to 1. squamosus (pl. 48, fig. 3, 4,
7-11), but only a partial cross section of one floorplate
is exposed in the holotype. Floorplates appear. to be
uniserial and trough-shaped. The upper surface IS cen-
trally concave downward; the upper lateral margins
slope only slightly toward the ambulacral axis and
form the nearly horizontal lateral articulation zones on
which the bases of the overlying coverplates rest. The
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lower sides of the floorplates are convex downward.
Large nodes are developed along the lateral margins of
these inner surfaces. one on each side. They arise near
the center of the upper edge of the inner surface of the
floorplate and extend laterally outward into the thecal
cavity. Sutures between contiguous floorplates are ob-
lique, and the proximal margin of each overlaps almost
the entire distal half of the next (pl. 48, fig. 11).
Interambulacrals are squamose, imbricate plates.
The valvular anal structure is offset toward the left

side of interarnbulacrum 5. In the holotype it appears to
be only a few plates away from ambulacrum 1. However,
at least part of this left lateral position appears to be
preservational. In specimen YPM 24803, the anus lies
much nearer the center of interambulacrum 5. The
structure is formed by 14 large, triangular plates in the
holotype, regularly alternating as inner, and overlap-
ping outer, circlet members. The zone of overlap is of
moderate width and exposes most of the upper surface
of the inner plates. Several small triangular plates ap-
pear to be wedged between the larger anals in the
holotype and perhaps represent new, incompletely
formed anals.
The peripheral rim includes six to eight circlets of

plates. The large plates of the proximal circlet may
alternate as proximal and distal subcirclets. Plates of
the proximal three circlets are elongate concentric with
the thecal margin, whereas the plates of the distal cir-
clets are radially elongate. Small vertical ridges are
present on the basal surfaces of at least the large, proxi-
mal, geniculate rim plates.
External thecal plate surfaces are smooth except for

fine pustulation reflecting the plate microstructure.

Specimens

UMMP 5420. Holotype of Lepidodiscus squamosus
Meek and Worthen (1868, p. 357-358; 1873, p.
513-515, pl. 16, fig. 1). Edwardsville Formation,
Osagean Series, Mississippian. Crawfordsville, In-
diana. 45.2 mm axial by 33 mm transverse diameter.
Text fig. 51B, pl. 47, fig. 9, 10, pl. 48, fig. 1, 2.
The holotype is laterally compressed; at least some of

this compression appears to be preservational. Origi-
nally highly domed, the theca has collapsed, disrupting
interambulacrals and rim plates, and to a lesser extent,
the ambulacra. A small part of the right anterior edge of
the theca is missing, including a section of ambulacrum
IV and the adjacent peripheral rim. The central oral
region and hydropore structure has been extensively
crushed, removing the upper parts of the plates and
commonly fragmenting the remaining lower parts. The
central segments of the ambulacra preserve the cyclic
ambulacral coverplate pattern. Neither the proximal nor

the distal parts of the ambulacra are well enough pre-
served to allow detailed analysis of the coverplate pat-
tern.
A complete description of the specimen and its status

as the holotype is given by Kesling and Ehlers (19581.

YPM 24803-24804. Two specimens of LepidodiscU$
squamosus; the type specimens of Agelacrinites beecheri
Clarke (1901, p. 195-196, fig. 4-6). Labeled "Lower
Carbonic below the horizon of the Olean Conglomerate.
Waverly." K. E. Caster suggests that the matrix and
associated fauna are typical of the lowermost Mississip-
pian Syringothyris zone, probably Cuyahoga Group.
Kinderhookian-Osagean Series, Mississippian. "The,
probably came from the Yankee Bush Hill site, just
north of Warren, Pennsylvania, where Charles Beecher
and his friends collected so many of the
perishoechinoids described by R. T. Jackson." (Per-
sonal communication, 1971.) Warren, Pennsylvania.
C. E. Beecher, collector.

YPM 24803. (A) internal and (B) external mold of the
specimen. (A) 27.4 mm axial by 23 mm transverse
diameter. (B) 27.6 mm axial by 23.5 mm transverse
diameter.
PI. 48, fig. 7-13.
The specimen was only partially collapsed during

preservation, and the upper oral surface remains con-
vex upward. A large, central part of the theca is not
preserved and leaves only the distal halves of the am-
bulacra and interambulacra, along with the anal struc-
ture and the peripheral rim.
The internal mold, and latex pulls prepared from it,

reveal the imbricate floorplates which bear large lateral
nodes. Vertical ridges are seen on the bases of the
large, geniculate, proximal rim plates, with usually two
or three near the center of each plate base. Distal rim
plates appear to lack the basal ridges.
The cyclic ambulacral coverplate pattern is pre-

served by the external mold of the specimen. Smaller
plates are difficult to identify along most of the pre-
served parts of the ambulacra, but are clear in a few
segments (pl. 48, fig. 12,13). The broadly undulating
perradialline is commonly apparent, and in some areas
the perradial tips of the coverplates appear to have been
flexed upward to form a small central ridge along the
perradialline. The anal structure is preserved as a low,
rounded, conical 'elevation near the center of interam-
bulacrum 5.

YPM 24804 (A) internal and (B) external mold of a
fragment of one specimen. (A) 20.5 mm long by 12 mm
wide. (B) 18.8 mm long by 12 mm wide.
Text fig. 51A, pl. 48, fig. 3-6.
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This specimen is a fragment of a large individual that
includes the hydropore structure, the proximal parts of
ambulacra III, IV, and V, interambulacra 3 and 4, and
a small segment of the peripheral rim. Most of the de-
tails of the thecal plates have been obscured during
preservation. The internal mold is very poorly pre-
served. The imbrication of the ambulacral floorplates
can be seen only in ambulacrum V. Other features,
including the basal ridges of the geniculate rim plates,
are difficult to identify. The external mold preserves the
shape of the hydropore protuberance, but individual
plate boundaries are obscure. The cyclic ambulacral
coverplate pattern is well preserved in a short segment
of the central part of ambulacrum III (text fig. SIA).
The coverplates appear to be perradially elevated in
this individual also, and form a small, distinct perradial
ridge.

Discussion ofprevious investigation
Meek and Worthen (1868, p. 357) described

Agelacrinites (Lepidodiscus) squamosus: domal; am-
bulacra long, narrow, curved, I-IV contrasolar, V solar,
coverplates in "two zigzag rows of very small pieces,
with some irregular ones apparently not belonging
properly to either row"; interambulacrals squamose,
imbricate; anal structure near the left side of interam-
bulacrum 5, including 10 laterally overlapping plates
which form a "depressed cone"; "surface minutely
granular." Citing the crushed and disrupted condition
of the specimen, with question they suggested that the
ambulacral coverplates closed over the ambulacra, the
plates "interlocking" and with "pores arranged along
them in a zigzag row between the pieces." A drawing of
the holotype published by Meek and Worthen (1873)
illustrates the dominant thecal structures and includes
the varied ambulacral coverplates, which in some parts
of the drawing closely resemble the individual cycle
plates. The undulating perradial line is accurately de-
picted in all of the ambulacra.
Meek's and Worthen's description of Lepidodiscus

squamosus was accepted without modification' until
Kesling and Ehlers (1958) presented a detailed rede-
scription of the holotype. Included in this work was. the
first accurate account of the oral area, the hydropore
structure, and the recognition of the complex six-plate
cyclic ambulacral coverplate pattern. In contrast to the
original description, Kesling and Ehlers reported that
the coverplates were not interlocking across the perra-
dial line, and that the holotype shows no evidence of
ambulacral "pores."
Agelacrinites beecheri Clarke (1901) was based upon

two specimens (YPM 24803, 24804) that preserve both
internal and external molds of the two individuals. The
original description notes thecal shape and size, am-

bulacral curvature and plating, and interambulacral
and rim plating. Ambulacral coverplates were de-
scribed as "triangular and interlocking along the median
[perradial] line" (Clarke, 1901, p. 195). The imbrica-
tion of the ambulacral floorplates was cited as the impor-
tant feature of the specimen, as those plates had been
only rarely observed in other edrioasteroids. Clarke did
not contrast his new species with other edrioasteroid
species.
Occasional references to Agelacrinites beecheri

include Foerste's (1914) acceptance of the imbricate
nature of the ambulacral floorplates, accompanied by a
republication of Clarke's (1901) drawing of them. Bas-
sler (1935, 1936) and Bassler and Moodey (1943) re-
ferred the species to Lepidodiscus without explanation.

Discussion
The redescription of Lepidodiscus squamosus Meek

and Worthen presented here is based upon the holotype
and the two type specimens of Clarke's Agelacrinites
beecheri. Restudy of the Clarke specimens revealed an
ambulacral coverplate pattern identical to that of the
holotype of Lepidodiscus squamosus. Other thecal struc-
'tures, although incompletely preserved in the two
specimens, also appear to be in complete agreement
with L. squamosus.
Kesling's and Ehlers' detailed description of the

holotype of L. squamosus included most thecal struc-
tures found in this species. The above redescription
varies only in two significant aspects: the identification
of the individual sets of ambulacral coverplates which
form each cycle; and the description of the imbricate
ambulacral floorplates, based on the specimens for-
merly called Agelacrinites beecheri. The occurrence of
imbricate ambulacral floorplates in the Agelacrinitidae
is known only from these two specimens.

RANGE AND OCCURRENCE: Lower Mississippian of Indiana
and Pennsylvania.

Lepidodiscus laudoni (Bassler), 1936

Text fig. 52-54; plate 49, 50, plate 51, fig. 1-10

1936 Discocystis laudoni Bassler, R. S., Smithsonian Misc. Call.
95 (6): 21, pI. 3, fig. 7-8.

1943 Discocystis laudoni Bassler, Bassler, R. S. and Moodey, M.
W., Geol. Soc. America, Spec. Pap. 45: 201.

1958b Discocystis laudoni Bassler, Ehlers, G. M. and Kesling, R.
V., Univ. Michigan, Contrib. Mus. Paleont. 14 (15):
265-276, pI. 1, fig. 1-4, pl. 2, fig. 1-2, pI. 3.

1960 Discocystis laudoni Bassler, Kesling, R. V., Univ. Michigan,
Contrib. Mus. Paleont. 15 (8): 155, text fig. 4, pI. 3,fig.I-3.
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1966 Discocvstis laudoni Bassler. G.• in Treatise Invert.
Paleont., R. C. Moore ted. I, Lawrence, pt. U. Echinodermata
3, 1: 1169, text fig. 120-6u, 129-3. 130-5.

1968 Discocvstis priesti Strimple. H. L., Iowa Acad. Sci., Proo. 73:
260-262, text fig. 1--1.

Diagnosis

A Lepidodiscus with: large, clavate theca, peduncu-
late zone plates numerous, imbricate, thin and elon-
gate, in vertical columns; cyclic ambulacral coverplates
perradially raised, forming small, distinct perradial
ridge; ambulacral floorplates abutting, each having two
lower-surface, lateral nodes; central interambulacrals
polygonal, tessellate.

Description

The theca of Lepidodiscus laudoni (Bassler! includes
a broad, gibbous, upper oral surface, 30 to 40 rnm in
diameter, and an elongate, lower pedunculate zone (pl.
51, fig. 9, 10). The length of the extended pedunculate
zone is apparently equal to or greater than the diameter
of the upper oral surface. Total thecal height in speci-
mens approximately 35 mm in upper oral surface
diameter appears to have been approximately 50 mm in
laterally compressed specimens which preserve the
lower zone in an extended state.
The oral area is formed by numerous plates (pl. 49,

fig. 6, pl. 50, fig. 2, pl. 51, fig. 2). Primary orals are
not externally differentiated from other orals in adults.
The various sized oral plates imperfectly mimic the prox-
imal ambulacral coverplates in size, shape, and cyclic
pattern. Thus, distally they appear to grade into the
coverplate sequence without distinct break. Thirty or
more lateral orals form the elongate transverse oral mid-
line, proximal to the lateral bifurcation plates, whereas
only about 10 anterior orals are present. Thus the oral
area outline is transversely elongate, with the two lat-
eral primary radii bifurcating far from the central oral
pole. Total number, shapes, sizes, and arrangement of
the oral plates appear to vary intraspecifically.
The large oral frame surrounds a transversely elon-

gate, ovate, central lumen (pl. 50, fig. 12, pI. 51, fig.
3, 4). The lumen extends from the proximal ends of the
ambulacral tunnels directly downward, and opens into
the thecal cavity below. The frame, also transversely
elongate, is ovoid proximally, but subpentagonal dis-
tally where it is confluent with the five radiating am-
bulacra. Plating of the oral frame is inadequately
known. Apparently the frame is formed by the enlarged
proximal floorplate of each ambulacrum, expanded in-
wardly and laterally. Adjacent floorplates are in contact
around the central lumen. Intrathecal extensions from
the overlying oral plates may also participate in frame

formation, but these have not been observed in the
specimens that expose the frame structure.
The hydropore structure (pl. 49, fig. 6) in largt

adults extends distally from the 'axial midline of tilt
theca along the right posterior half of the oral area and
the proximal posterior side of ambulacrum V. The pos-
terior side of the mound is formed by three to six large
plates, either modified interambulacrals incorporated
into the oral area, or multiple hydropore oral plates.
The anterior side of the hydropore structure is formed
by the elevated, adradial ends of six or seven plates of
the oral-ambulacral series. Perradially these plates
form the posterior side of the right half of the transverse
oral midline and the proximal part of the perradial line
of ambulacrum V. The central parts of these plates are
depressed and form a deep trough that separates the
oral-ambulacral rise from the hydropore protuberance.
One or two anterior plates which form the left end of the
hydropore prominence may not reach the transverse
oral midline because smaller, medial orals apparenth
lie proximal to these plates. The anterior edges of
smaller, central orals form the center of the posterior
side of the transverse oral midline.
In younger adults (text fig. 52A, pl. 50, fig. 1,2), the

hydropore structure is formed by only three large pos-
terior plates and four anterior ones. Apparently the addi-
tional plates in the anterior part of the hydropore struc-
ture seen in larger adults are the expanded adradial
ends of small medial orals of the smaller specimens.
These plates appear to increase rapidly in size during
ontogeny, and extend adradially into the hydropore
structure. Additional proximal posterior coverplates of
ambulacrum V may also be incorporated into the adult
structure. In some larger adults, the posterior side of
the structure continues to be formed by only three large
plates. In others, additional plates are added. These are
probably new plates inserted into the structure between
existing ones. Elevation of the hydropore protuberance
may be less pronounced in smaller individuals.
Poorly preserved stone canal passageways have been

observed in two specimens (pl. 50, fig. 10-12, pl. 51.
fig. 3, 4). Apparently expanding rapidly in diameter
inwardly, the inner end of the funnel-shaped passage-
way is a large, ovate opening. The structure appears to

Text figure 52. Lepidodiscus laudoni (Bassler). 1936
SUIC 12545.
A. Oral area and adjacent structures. (x 20), pl. SO. lig. 2.

B. Segment of ambulacrum V. (x 25). pl. 50, fig. 4. Proximal ..ud i"
to tl,.. left.
1 through 6 art' tl,.. first through the sixth sets of ambulavral

eoverplates, respectivelv,
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be formed by the proximal two floorplates of ambulac-
rum V and the intrathecal parts of several other ele-
ments, probably hydropore structure plates.
Curvature of the long, moderately narrow ambulacra

is commonly uneven. A proximal straight sector is fol-
lowed by pronounced curvature as the ambulacra be-
come concentric with the ambitus of the upper oral
surface.
The ambulacral coverplates form six-plate cycles;

those on opposite sides of the perradial line alternate,
offset by half the length of a cycle. The broadly undulat-
ing, zigzag perradial line is accentuated by the up-
turned perradial ends of the coverplates which form a
small, sharply defined perradial ridge which extends
the length of the ambulacra. The perradial edges of the
individual plates of the cycle commonly align evenly
and form the single, wide, smooth, perradial undulation
for each cycle. However, any of the six plates of the
cycle may form a discrete perradial point, and thereby
superimpose small serrations on the broader undula-
tions.
Coverplate shapes, sizes, and relative positions are

similar to those of 1. squamosus (text fig. 52B, 53A, B,
pI. 49, fig. 3, 4, pl. 50, fig. 3, 4). Ehlers and Kesling
(1958, p. 267) described these plates in detail, num-
bering them sequentially, proximal to distal:

The first plate is small and short. It is located where
the zigzag central line is near the edge of the am-
bulacrum. This plate is rectangular, ... trapezoidal
or pentagonal, ... [or] deeply indented to fit around
the apex of the central line. The second plate is typi-
cally subpentagonal . . . The third plate is small. It
fits between the proximal parts of the second and
fourth plate and borders on the central line. In most
cycles it is triangular, ... [or] subrhombic. The
fourth plate is the longest and largest ... The sides
are parallel and more or less perpendicular to the
edge of the ambulacrum, its proximal end ... may he
straight, bluntly tapering, sharply acuminate or, in
rare cases, indented. The fifth plate is almost a mir-
ror image of the third and is situated between the
fourth and sixth plates; the sixth plate is a mirror
image of the second.

The ambulacral coverplates of small adult specimens
of 1. laudoni more closely resemble the description for
the coverplates given for 1. squamosus than that pre-
sented above for 1. laudoni (text fig. 52B, 53A, B).
Notably, most plates form small but discrete perradial
points which alter plate outlines to shapes more com-
mon in 1. squamosus . Moreover, in small 1. laudoni,
plate shapes are more constant from cycle to cycle and
the perradial elevation of the coverplates is less pro-
nounced.
The mode of coverplate insertion and the sequential

identity of the coverplate sets are preserved in the distal
sectors of the ambulacra 01 two small adult 1. laudoni

(text fig. 53A). Coverplate sets are described below in
order of insertion; parenthetic numbers refer to Ehlers
and Kesling's proximal to distal sequential numbering.
cited above.
The first-formed, or primary, coverplates (fourth) are

developed singly at the distal tip of each ambulacrum
and move alternately left and right. Secondary COVer-
plates (second) are inserted along. the proximal margins
of the alternating primaries. Their zone of insertion lies
one or more primary plates from the distal tip of the
ambulacrum. Next, tertiary set elements (sixth) are in-
serted along the distal margins of the alternate primaries.
Their insertion zone lies two or three "two-plate cycles"
proximal to the insertion zone of the secondaries. Cover-
plates of the quaternary set (third) are inserted between
the perradial tips of primaries and secondaries, the in-
sertion zone being four cycles proximal to that of the
tertiaries. In contrast with the first three sets of plates,
the tertiaries are confined to the perradial part of the
ambulacrum and rarely enlarge sufficiently to reach the
adradial suture line. Quintary, or fifth, set coverplates
(fifth) follow, inserted between the perradial tips of
plates of the primary and tertiary sets. Occasionally
these plates are inserted in the same cycle as the quater-
naries. Commonly their insertion zone lies one to three
cycles proximal to the quaternary insertion zone. Like
the quaternaries, plates of the quintary set are limited to
the perradial part of the ambulacrum. The sixth, and
final, set of coverplates (first) are inserted along the
proximal side of the secondary set plates; the proximal
margin of the sixth set plates is in contact with the distal
edge of the tertiary plate of the adjacent next proximal
cycle. These final elements are inserted three to six
cycles proximal to the zone of insertion of the quintary set
plates.
In larger adult specimens, the successive insertion

zones tend to be separated by the minimum numbers of
cycles cited above, whereas in younger specimens the
maximum numbers are more common. Apparently in
very large adults distal additions of primary coverplates
nearly cease, and the following zones thus migrate dis-
tally until complete six-plate cycles are very near the
distal tip of the ambulacrum.
Proximally, the cyclic coverplate pattern is less ap-

parent, with many of the smaller cycle plates enlarged
to nearly equal the size of the primary plates. Occa-
sional cycle irregularities occur throughout the length of
the ambulacrum; these are usually caused by the inser-
tion of an extra coverplate and a corresponding modifi-
cation of adjacent plate shapes. Occasional omissions
of cycle plates are also encountered.
Bladelike intra-ambulacral extensions are produced

inward from the ambulacral tunnel faces of the cover-
plates. The configuration of the inner parts of these
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Text figure 53. Lepidodiscus laudoni (Bassler), 1936
A. Distal segment of ambulacrum I, SUIC 12546, (x 25), pl. 50, fig. 9. The distal end is to the right.
B. Central segment of ambulacrum IV, SUIC 12545, (x 25), pl. 50, fig. 3. The proximal end is to the

left.
1 through 6 are the first through the sixth sets of ambulacral coverplates, respedively.
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extensions are unknown. The adradial ends of the larger
coverplates which externally reach the adradial suture
line appear to be shaped similar to "those of L.
squamosus (text fig. 49C).
Small, thin, elongate interambulacrals laterally over-

lap the depressed upper adradial margins of the am-
bulacral coverplates. Irregular in the smaller adult
specimens, these small interambulacrals are regularly
spaced in the larger adults and extend furthest perra-
dially over the central plates of each cycle. Thus the
adradial suture lines of the ambulacra are sinuous in
large adults. Commonly, adjacent large, thick interam-
bulacrals extend under the thin adradial interambulac-
rals and abut the lateral edges of the ambulacral floor-
plates.
The thick, uniserial floorplates are subrectangular in

plan view, and are axially elongate. Contiguous plates
abut along vertical sutures. The upper surface of each
floorplate is centrally concave downward, U-shaped in
cross section, with steep lateral sides and a nearly hori-
zontal central floor. Wide, upper lateral margins which
form the articulation zones flank the central trough and
slope slightly toward the trough. A small ridge appears
to extend along each flat upper margin, parallel to the
axis of the ambulacrum. Apparently it aids in the ar-
ticulation of the floorplates with the bases of the overly-
ing coverplates and may fit into a shallow groove in the
bases of the overlying coverplates. The convex-inward,
lower surfaces of the floorplates bear large lateral
nodes. These project laterally outward and downward
into the thecal cavity under the adjacent interarn-
bulacral plates. Two lateral nodes are developed on
each floorplate, one on each side.
Adjacent interambulacral plates laterally abut the

uppermost lateral margins of the lower surfaces of the
floorplates. The zone of contact between these two sets
of plates may be irregularly sinuous, with small nodes
and depressions on the floorplate edges which fit into
complementary grooves and ridges along the abutted
margins of the interambulacrals (pl. 51, fig. 5-8). The
small, thin interambulacrals that laterally overlap the
adradial ends of the coverplates hide this floorplate-
interambulacral plate junction in nondisrupted speci-
mens.
The interambulacral plates are large, polygonal, and

tessellate in the central sectors of the interambulacra.
Marginally, they are more squamose and may imbricate
slightly, particularly along the adradial suture line
boundaries. Distally the interambulacrals extend past
the ambitus of the upper oral surface onto the lower side
of the upper, gibbous part of the theca. Immediately
below the ambitus the interambulacrals become thin-
ner, more elongate, and slightly imbricate. These plates
of the transition zone form two or three irregular circlets.

Distal to these, numerous, very thin, subrectangular
plates, which are highly imbricate, are arranged in verti-
cal columns that form the elongate pedunculate zone.
The transition from polygonal-tessellate to elongate-
imbricate takes place through three or four "circlets" of
transition zone plates. This contrasts with the more
gradual transition zone found in the clavate Discocystis
kaskaskiensis in which seven or eight "circlets" of transi-
tion plates are required.
The valvular anal structure of L. laudoni comprises

an inner and outer circlet of regularly alternating, trian-
gular plates. Outer plates widely overlap inner ones
along tightly fitting, oblique sutures and expose only a
thin central strip of the inner plates. In large adults the
bases of the outer plates are commonly in contact exter-
nally, the overlapped inner plates being exposed only in
the more central sector of the structure. Thus, exter-
nally the inner anals commonly appear lanceolate. The
external shape of the inner plates varies within the
structure, owing to the variable degree of overlap by the
outer plates. Large adults average 10 plates in each
circlet.
A peripheral rim is formed at the base of the pedun-

culate zone. The large plates of the proximal circlet and
the smaller plates of the following one or two circlets are
elongate, concentric with the thecal margin. The small
plates of the distal three or four circlets are radially
elongate. Large vertical ridges are found on the bases of
at least the large geniculate plates of the proximal circlet
of the rim.
External plate surfaces are smooth.

Specimens

USNM S-3886 (A-B). Type series of Lepidodiscus
laudoni (Bassler) (1936, p. 21, pl. 3, fig. 7, 8, as
Discocystis laudoni). Gilmore City Formation, Kin-
derhookian Series, Mississippian. Gilmore City, Iowa.

USNM S-3886-B. Lectotype of L. laudoni (Bassler).
29.4 mm axial by 30.1 mm transverse diameter.
PI. 49, fig. 1-4.
The lectotype is incomplete, but preserves: the oral-

hydropore region; the proximal parts of all the am-
bulacra, I and V complete; interambulacra 4 and 5; and
the anal structure. These structures include most of the
taxonomically important features, and thus the loss of
the distal parts of ambulacra II-IV and interambulacra
1-3 do not hinder interpretation. The lower part of the
theca is completely hidden. Thecal collapse has accen-
tuated the height of the oral-ambulacral structures and
has partially disrupted the interambulacrals. However,
the oral-ambulacral plating has been only slightly dis-
rupted, with the exception of minor plate shifting in the


